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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is a final project report for research on the subject of massive deployment of
sensors in electric power systems. There are several areas where the addition of modern,
economical sensor technology can improve the quality of a large electric power grid. This
report provides a quick reference for a variety of applications of massively deployed sensors (along with the advancement of communication and computer technology) that are
currently being used and are also in the research and development stage. The report spans
a wide spectrum of instrumentation technologies, largely correlated to the several forms
of energy, namely electric, magnetic, atomic, chemical, kinetic, and potential. Because of
the wide range of topics studied, a summary of the project results might better be rendered in tabular form, and Table 12.1 is reproduced here as Table 0.1.
Traditionally a variety of sensors have already been deployed to monitor conditions, protect major equipment and detect operating status in substations. As the communication bandwidth becomes available and as SCADA systems become more sophisticated, the ability of monitoring many more types of sensors becomes viable. These measurements may be implemented in a wide area control system for transmission level,
shunt capacitor switching. Two indices have been proposed in Chapter 5 for the evaluation of local versus global effectiveness of capacitors in transmission systems. The results
indicate that the wide area algorithm gives superior voltage control as well as line loading
control when compared to local control. The significance of this result is that substantial
improvement in voltage control is possible thought the use of sensors and controls.
A straightforward calculation method and model of communication delays in
power systems are shown for the case of dedicated sensory communication channels. As
an example, utilizing data representative of the WECC system, for a 50 Mbps network,
an approximate interarea time delay of 20.6 ms is found. The standard deviation of the
total interarea delay time may be calculated as well – and a typical value is about 4.6 ms.
The subject of presenting measurement data to operators is considered in some
depth in Chapters 7 and 8 in the form of power system alarms. The concept of a next
generation alarm processing algorithm augmented with control decisions and recommendations was presented. The addition of decision-making and action-taking modules or
agents is significant for future alarm processing tools. Also, a new concept of alarms relating to economic transactions, an ‘economic alarm’ is introduced. There is a potential
for the use of economic alarms in the same way as electrical alarms – to inform operators
of impending problems related to power marketing.
The specialized sensory signal processing methods known as the Prony and Hilbert techniques have been researched in depth. The methods exhibit significant differences arising from the underlying assumptions: Prony analysis assumes a stationary signal,
whereas the Hilbert transform and empirical mode decomposition are able to identify
non-stationarity. Evidence established suggests that the Hilbert and Prony methods yield
similar results for identical test signals. The two methods studied yield somewhat different information and it is recommended that the two methods be used in a complementary
fashion.
The report concludes with a roadmap of sensor types and a summary of laboratory
testing protocols for power system sensors. Three very low-cost, chip-level sensors suitable for low- and medium-voltage applications were selected for laboratory testing. Two
ii

current sensors, one using Hall effect technology, and the other using magnetoresistive
technology, and one Hall effect voltage sensor, were tested. The report contains error
analysis, laboratory protocols suitable for power sensors, and typical results.
It is concluded that the next steps in commercializing the concepts described in
this report mainly rest mainly on demonstration applications and their documentation.
The sensory systems that most lend themselves to trial use are: the on-line detection of
water concentration of transformer oil using alpha particles; gathering and making data
available on snow pack depth measurements; ultrasound applications for transformer signature assessment; mechanical transmission tower and transmission line status sensors
(e.g., inclinometers, CCTV); utilization of satellite imagery for tree trimming prioritization. With regard to the use of satellite images, it is necessary to present the case for their
use to the satellite image retailers in order to render their products economical for tree
trimming prioritization.
Table 0.1: Main project conclusions
Subject area

Conclusion

Roadmap for
sensor deployment

There is a need for the more concerted
use of power system sensors. A roadmap for deployment is given.
There is a wide spectrum of predictable enhancements available in the
widespread use of sensors for power
systems operations.
There is a wide spectrum of predictable enhancements available in the
widespread use of sensors for power
systems controls. Specialized techniques for signal processing and signal
delay analysis are needed and outlined.
There are specialized alarm processing
techniques that are needed to process
power system sensory signals. A new,
innovative idea for economic alarms
has been proposed and illustrated.
Laboratory testing protocols for power
sensors have been outlined

Power systems operations

Power system
control

Alarm
processing
Laboratory
protocols

Text reference
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(4.15)

(4.3), (4.21), Chapters 5, 10

Chapters 6, 9, 10

Chapters 5, 7, 8

(11.1), (11.2)

Table 0.1: Main project conclusions, continued
Subject area

Unconventional sensors

Real time line
ratings

Management
of end use
Automated
outage detection
Meter reading
technologies
Mechanical
sensors
Thermal sensors
Chemical sensors

Photogrammetric and
CCTV video
systems

Security enhancement

Conclusion

Text reference

There may be very large benefits in
development of unconventional sensors, including the commercialization
of new instruments. Actual laboratory
tests of Hall effect devices have been
documented.

• Online water concentration of transformer oil (4.2)
• Snow pack depth measurements (4.3)
• Automobile traffic congestion measurements (4.4)
• Ultrasound applications (4.5)
• Transmission tower and transmission
line status sensors (4.6) (4.17)
• Giant Magneto-resistance current sensor (4.7)
• Satellite technologies (4.8)
• Video technologies (4.9), (4.18)
• The assessment of the measurement of
the Poynting vector for power system
instrumentation (4.10)
• Hall effect laboratory tests (Chapter 11)

The full benefit of existing overhead
transmission circuits may be obtained
using real time line rating strategies
and instrumentation
Management of end use using sensors
offers benefits in the form of load
control.

(2.2)

(2.3), (2.10)

(2.4), (2.5)
These specific sensor systems are
commercially available and a road
map for the use of the commercialized
products is contained in the report.

(2.6)
(2.8), (3.5), (4.6)
(3.2)
(3.3)

These sensors are valuable for security enhancement and ‘post mortem’
security studies, including:
• Atomic technologies for transformer oil integrity
• Inclinometers
• CCTV technologies
• Satellite images.
A range of new security enhancement
instruments are available and well
suited for power engineering applications.
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(3.4), (4.9), (4.18)

(3.6)
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CHAPTER 1 SENSORS IN ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

1.1

Objectives of this project
The main objective of this project is to utilize a large number of distributed sen-

sors, including non-conventional sensors and innovative instrumentation, located in the
power system by some prioritized strategy that includes metrics associated with system
observability, power usage, enhancement of communication capabilities, and size of data
for operations and enhanced operational decision making, to detect potential intrusions
and sabotage, and for post-mortem studies after failures.
The main elements of the project are:
•

Integration of existing sensory information from sensors (e.g. temperature
and pressure, substation security perimeter status, substation battery voltage,
neutral - ground voltage, liquid levels) into the EMS and alarm processing
software tools.

•

Investigation of unconventional sensors and sensory information (e.g., satellite graphic information, mechanical position and inclinometer-type sensors,
static wire impedance, conduit and cable trough conductivity).

•

Development of alarm processing techniques and algorithms that utilize a
large number of sensory information sources including unconventional sensory information. The alarm processing techniques may use innovative mathematical techniques.

•

The use of a very large number of signals for enhanced power system operation and operational decision making in order to capture new information
and to enhance the accuracy, quality, and redundancy of the collected in1

formation. This includes, for example, analysis of data fusion, size and
complexity of data, efficient power usage for sensors, optimal location of
sensors with respect to chosen metrics, and availability of communication
channels to transmit sensor data.
•

A dedicated task for the specification of the next generation of SCADA systems.

1.2

Project web site
The project web site is maintained by Wichita State University and is located at:
http://www.engr.wichita.edu/ces/sensors/

1.3

The project personnel and advisory committee
Table 1.1 shows the project personnel, and Table 1.2 shows the industry advisory

committee.

1.4

Expected project benefits
The expected benefit of this project is the study of several technologies for the

enhancement of power system security through the use of many sensors. The cost / benefit ratio should also be a useful guide for appropriate sensor use. One benefit is the introduction of new and innovative sensor technologies in the power industry to readers.
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Table 1.1: Project personnel
Function

Personnel

Affiliation

Gerald T. Heydt

Arizona State University

Ward T. Jewell

Wichita State University

P. K. Sen

Colorado School of Mines

Timothy J. Browne

Arizona State University

Faculty researchers

Jonathan Stahlhut

Arizona State University

Associated PSERC faculty researcher

Judith Cardell

Smith College

Radhika Bezwada

Wichita State University

Piysak Poonpun

Wichita State University

K. Malmedal

Colorado School of Mines

O. Ikeako

Colorado School of Mines

Principal investigators

Graduate research assistants
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Table 1.2: Industry advisors for this project

1.5

Advisor

Affiliation

David Allen

AREVA T&D

Ali Chowdhury

MidAmerican

Jay Giri

AREVA T&D

Danny Julian

ABB

Art Mander

Tri-State G&T

Reynaldo Nuqui

ABB

Robert Saint

NRECA

Jeffrey Selman

Tri-State G&T

Jonathan Stahlhut

Arizona Public Service

The technical approach taken in the project
Power systems are operated largely on the basis of information received from the

field via sensors and communications channels (e.g., existing SCADA systems). Table 13
shows some sensory signals and an indication of their application proposed here. Fig. 1.1
shows the concept proposed [1]. This project shall focus on several areas relating to the
use of massively deployed sensors [6], and the technical approaches taken in the proposed project are indicated below.
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Table 1.3: Sensor application matrix for power systems
Transmission
Lines

Quantity
Acceleration

X

Vibration

X

Stress / Strain

X

Tension

X

Shock

X

Substations

Transformers

X

X

Circuit
Breakers

X

Pressure

X

Temperature

X

X

X

Inclination / Tilt

X

X

X

Position

X

X

Protective relay
X

output

X

X

X

Part of the project is to review the status of sensors that are unconventional in
power systems. These include but are not limited to:
•

Mechanical motion

•

Sound

•

Visual spectrum including closed circuit television and automatic processing
of CCTV signals
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•

Infrared

•

Radiation

•

Chemical, gas, ozone, nitrate, CO, CO2 sensors

•

Electromagnetic radiation, Poynting vector, partial discharge detectors

•

Biological sensors

•

Conduit continuity / resistanceVibration.

Fig. 1.1: External sensors brought to the SCADA system through a software interface
(Inspired by [1])
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In addition, the project studies the effectiveness of bringing back to the EMS relaying CT and PT signals for current and voltage. These are not normally brought to the
EMS for processing, but the redundancy and value of these signals may warrant their use.
A significant cost of sensory systems lies in the communications systems required. Also, the sensor packaging, considering the often hostile operational environment,
contributes significantly to cost. With regard to communications, the project intends to
focus on hierarchical concepts. These concepts stress processing at the point of measurement and minimize the transmission of data to the next communication level. Consideration shall be given to processing on a chip. Simple ideas such as triggering and recording
only on events and preset thresholds shall be used. In some cases, sliding windows of data storage may be used. For some signals, time tagging may be important, and GPS based
timing signals may be used. Data compression methods shall be taken from digital signal
processing technology to implement systems with effectively wide dynamic range because this dynamic range is often encountered in power system instrumentation. Similarly, methods of bandwidth compression shall be used to accommodate a large number of
frequency multiplexed instrumentation channels. For the communications channel between hierarchy levels, the following will be considered: local storage and processing
(i.e., no transmission to next hierarchy, but store in flash memory); pilot wire and carrier
current; dedicated channels; radio; microwave; fiber optic; and satellite (where this list is
approximately ordered in terms of priority and importance.) Dijkstra’s method is expected to be tested as a basis for data routing [5].
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1.6

Alarm processing
Alarm processing is an important part of EMSs and operator interfaces and sys-

tem security. The main function is to bring alarms to the attention of the operators. Alarm
processing also includes prioritizing alarms, collecting multiple alarms from the same
root source, and dropping false alarms. Included are:
•

Recognition of the operational area of responsibility (AoR)

•

Proper weighting of alarms

•

Correlating the effects of recency and type (i.e., multiple alarms from the
same root cause).

References [2-4] are representative of the literature of this field.
In this project, many sensory signals are proposed to be included in alarm systems, and automated alarm processing rises in importance. To implant this automated
processing, it is proposed that the following methods shall be investigated:
•

Decision tree concepts

•

Artificial neural networks and other pattern recognition methods

•

Logic tables for preprocessing

•

Methods to implement preprocessing of some alarms at the sensor itself rather than at a central location.

A further discussion of these concepts appears in [7].

1.7

Next generation SCADA
One task of the project is to formulate a roadmap of the next generation SCADA

system. The concept is to alleviate the present bottlenecks (e.g., inclusion of phasor mea-
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surement unit data in SCADA) in data gathering and communication through the use of a
wider bandwidth SCADA system.

1.8

Related work
Related work in instrumentation and sensor development has a different focus

from that indicated in this project. General work in sensors usually does not have a focus
on power systems or security of societal infrastructure. The (funded by NSF) work of
Vittal and Leon relates to mechanical sensors to assess transmission tower status. This
work was used as a road map to the present project: in the Vittal NSF project, mechanical
sensors are proposed and studied. In the NSF project, methods of integrating sensory data
into the EMS are suggested.
EPRI work has identified several specific sensor types, and the work has mainly
focused on sensor development and their ultimate commercialization. In the present
project, integration to the EMS via SCADA inputs will be studied – this has not been included in the EPRI projects. No work on the design of next generation SCADA systems
has been identified.
The following are related research efforts in the area of massively deployed sensors:
•

Recent NSF initiative: There has been a 2005 initiative at the NAS on sensors in general, and it is expected that some power engineering related proposals may have been submitted. No results have been made available from
the initiative to date, however. Also, the NSF funded an instrumentation in-
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itiative in FY90. That program is now defunct, and none of the projects focused on power system instrumentation.
•

EPRI initiatives on sensors: there have been many EPRI projects on sensors
for power systems. None have addressed massive deployment. At least one
project is underway at this time, having just been requested via an RFP.

1.9

Organization of this report
This report is a final report on the cited research project. As such, all elements on

the project are documented. The separate areas of the project are organized into chapters
and these are reported here.
Following this introductory chapter, the chapter descriptions are as follows:
•

Chapter 2: a roadmap of sensor types and potential applications in the electric power grid

•

Chapter 3: application of a massively deployed number of sensors in substation engineering

•

Chapter 4: a report on an innovative sensor concept: the instrumentation of
the Poynting vector

•

Chapter 5: comparison of local vs. wide area reactive power control

•

Chapter 6: latency viewed as a stochastic process in wide area control systems

•

Chapter 7: a next generation alarm processing algorithm

•

Chapter 8: economic alarms – an innovative concept to augment power system alarms
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•

Chapter 9: a comparison of the Hilbert method versus the Prony method for
extracting system dynamic information. A sample of the MATLAB code
used to implement the Hilbert method is shown in an Appendix.

•

Chapter 10: examples are given for power subsystems in which sensors may
be massively deployed

•

Chapter 11: protocols and laboratory tests are described for a selection of
sensors, and results of the tests are presented

•

Chapter 12: a summary of the entire project is given, and recommendations
for future work are given.
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CHAPTER 2 IMPROVING THE POWER GRID VIA DEPLOYMENT OF MASSIVE NUMBERS OF SENSORS: AN OVERVIEW
2.1

Introduction
This chapter was reported in reference [8] prepared for this project. This paper

discusses a few options for cost effectively utilizing massive numbers of sensors to improve the quality and integrity of a large electric power grid. Such options can improve a
power grid by: (a) collecting more information to be used for post-mortem failure analyses, (b) enabling more effective detection of incipient problems, (c) detecting damage or
sabotage, (d) increasing the grids operating efficiency, or even (e) providing new services
for consumers of electrical energy.
There are a variety of sensors currently available in the marketplace. Voltage, current and frequency sensors and transducers are already well known and well-utilized in
the electric power industry. This paper suggests a few schemes where systems comprising of different types of sensors along with automation and in conjunction with the conventional CTs, PTs can be massively deployed in order to dramatically improve the integrity and capability of a large power grid.
The main references used in developing this overview are cited in [8-12].

2.2

Wide scale measurement of dynamic line ratings
Reference [11] relates to overhead transmission line ratings. A conclusion of [11]

is that from 10 to 30 % increases in thermal ratings can be attained using innovative instrumentation such as surface acoustic wave devices (SAW) and net radiation sensors
(NRS). Both ideas have been commercialized.
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2.3

Managing end user load
According to [11], significant energy savings can be attained by managing end

user loads. An example of this technology is the use of energy saving switches such as
the Excel Energy switch. Various infrastructures (e.g., utility controlled loads; timer
switches; motion detectors) are described in [11].

2.4

Automatic outage detection and location
As of 2006, most electric power utilities have no means to automatically detect elec-

tric power outages at customer residences: rather, the utilities expect notification from
customers as to the existence of such outages. This creates a situation whereby electricity
customers may go without service until the customers take the initiative to inform the
utility of the outage. Designing a cost effective means of detecting when and where electric power outages occur would be a dramatic improvement to the quality of electric
power service.
One means of achieving the above is by installing intelligent meters at each residence: each “smart meter” possessing the ability to alert the utility via a communications
network should an outage occur. Also, these “smart meters” should be hand held or truck
driven equipment so utility repairmen out on repair jobs can verify whether outage affected customers’ service has been restored. Doing so shall obliterate having to make return trips in the case of prior repair work not being sufficient to rectify the outage, and the
customer not being available in the residence to inform the repairmen while on site.
One major issue with the above “smart meter” solution is the current (as of 2006)
lack of an electric utility-specific communications network via which each meter signal
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can be sent. Advances in Bandwidth Over Powerline (BPL) or integration with currently
existing telecommunication infrastructure may hold potential solutions to this issue.

2.5

Automatic service connection and reconnection
At this point in time, utilities (in most cases) have to send personnel to a custom-

er’s residence in order to disconnect the person’s electricity supply. The utility also has to
send someone out to the residence in order to reconnect a person’s supply if the situation
warrants it. Also, in the case of a reconnection, the customer has to be within the residence in order to prevent potential electrical fire hazards. Smart meters that could automatically turn power off and/or on dependent upon a signal from the controlling utility
would save utilities lots of money. An added feature enhancement would include a method whereby power would only be connected when the resident pressed a switch on the
smart meter, thereby indicating the resident’s presence.

2.6

Automatic meter reading
As of 2006 most meter reading is performed manually, with utility employees

having to go out to customers’ premises and reading meters to determine the customer’s
utility usage for the prior billing period.
Smart meters that automatically read power usage and transmit the information to
a central utility data collection point would eliminate manpower costs. There are already
several AMR capable meters in the marketplace (e.g. by Itron) but most installed meters
today require manual reads.
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2.7

Predictively maintaining grid assets
An optimally efficient electric grid would have the capability to determine when

pieces of itself are in danger of imminent failure due to either degradation from wear or
extremely damaging circumstances (e.g. severe ice storms). This determination would be
done without any human intervention, and would automatically initiate any preventative
measures necessary to stop grievous problems caused by the equipment’s failure.
In order to actualize such a grid, there needs to be conclusive scientific studies
that confirm both correlation & causation factors between the health of each grid asset
and its sensor-detectable circumstances. Such circumstances may include:
(a)

Waveform characteristics (e.g. Voltage, Current)

(b)

Climatic conditions (e.g. rainfall, humidity, lightning strikes, solar radiation,
snowfall, wind speed and direction, etc.)

(c)

Other factors: e.g. internal equipment temperature, vibration, composition of
internal chemicals.

There are already commercially available sensor systems that can perform some
degree of grid asset health measurement (e.g. systems to detect the health of substation
transformers), but as of 2006 there is still a lot of research that can be done on this subject.

2.8

Monitoring the structural integrity of transmission and distribution lines
There are currently many means to unobtrusively measure the amount of sag or

tension on an electric power line. A system massively populated with tension sensors
could keep a close watch on the tension of all its lines, and thereby detect any interfe-
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rence caused by either foliage encroaching upon the lines, or significant structural damage. The system would also be capable of determining the exact location of such potential
hot spots, and would alert the appropriate utility personnel to take appropriate action.

2.9

Preventing ice damage
Excessive accumulation of ice can be detrimental to transmission lines in several

different ways: ice can increasing the sag on the line to unsafe levels, or may even break
the line should a large chunk of melting ice suddenly “snap” off, causing large vibrations.
A combination of conductor temperature, ambient temperature, wind speed and humidity
sensors could determine when an unsafe amount of ice is accumulating upon a line. This
determination could serve as a signal to send increased current through the line, thereby
raising its temperature and preventing the ice from forming.

2.10

Ballasts
Voltage and current regulation in fluorescent lighting systems is important and

this is often accomplished using ballasts. Reference [12] documents the subject. The
Energy Policy Act of 1992 and Executive Order 13124 relate to electronic ballasts and in
[12], there is an estimate of reduction of energy costs by $114,000 for a 415,000 square
foot building by converting to electronic ballasts.

2.11

Asset management using RFID and GPS in concert
A large electric power grid can consist of hundreds of assets (e.g. transformers,

switchgear, transmission line materials) most of which shall need to be installed, moved
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and/or replaced at some time in their lifecycles. A system whereby every grid asset is not
only assigned and affixed a permanent, durable RFID upon purchase, but also whose RFID is tracked via a GPS system can assist a utility in several areas:
(a)

Enabling a record of how long it takes each type of equipment to require replacement.

(b)

Increasing the ease of locating assets in the field, and

(c)

Tracking the movement and location of assets. This can prevent theft and
possibly wastage.

2.12

Conclusions drawn from this overview
There are several areas where the addition of modern, economical sensor technol-

ogy can improve the quality of a large electric power grid. This paper is by no means exhaustive, and shall be appended to or amended as technology and economy provides new
suggestions. This provides a quick reference for a variety of applications of massively
deployed sensors (along with the advancement of communication and computer technology) that are currently being used and also in the research and development stage.
Two areas in particular that hold high promise include: innovative means to store
excess generation capacity for future use and means of detecting and balancing irregular
power generation capabilities (e.g. wind). It is very important to remember that when
sensors are massively employed, the entire system must be designed and discussed.
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CHAPTER 3 POTENTIAL OF MASSIVELY DEPLOYED SENSORS APPLICATIONS IN SUBSTATION ENGINEERING
3.1

Introduction
This chapter contains the results of a technical paper prepared for this project and

reported as [13].
Sensors, in general, and overall sensor technology have traditionally had a very
limited application in substations engineering. With the advent of the modern communications systems, SCADA1 systems have the potential of transmitting more data. Enormous potential exists to deliver more real time information and data that may increase the
security of large substations, switching stations and of the power grid, and give advance
warning of incipient problems which may be developing in substation equipment. This
paper surveys the major types of available sensors and possible applications on how these
may be deployed in the modern, SCADA monitored substations.
A sensor is a device which converts normally a physical phenomenon (like heat,
pressure, vibration, motion, etc.) into an electrical signal. The reasons sensors are deployed in substation are primarily to warn operators of developing equipment and hence
system problems, detect any security infringements, and/or monitor equipment status. In
the last two decades, as communications techniques and the computer applications have
matured, the capability to bring more information back to central monitoring stations
and/or any control room has dramatically increased. As an example, the multifunctional
digital relays have essentially revolutionized the industry. This would also make adding
more and different types of sensors to substations to monitor all major equipment, to enhance operation, and to improve overall security an interesting challenge in the future.
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Massively deploying sensors may result in several benefits [14] that includes (but
not limited to):
1.

Advanced warning of developing problems resulting in a fewer catastrophic
failures.

2.

More efficient operations of equipment and overall system resulting in lower losses, better conservation of resources and optimum operation.

3.

Improved emergency response to problems; operators will have more information to diagnose and deal with problems for both normal and emergency
operations.

4.

Increased security of power grid, thereby, enhancing the homeland security.

At present, sensors installed in typical substations are primarily limited to voltage
and current sensing devices for metering, protection and control. These are accomplished
with traditional current and potential transformers (CTs and PTs) and various transducers.
These devices will not be addressed in this paper. Some other sensors are applied to
alarm for possible equipment failures and to enhance system operation. These consist of
(but not limited to):
1.

Transformer temperature monitors (oil, winding, tank and core)

2.

Transformer nitrogen system failures (low or high pressure or empty supply
tanks)

3.

Low oil level

4.

Rapid-pressure-rise relay, or pressure relief device

5.

Power circuit breaker low oil or low gas (SF6)

6.

Protective relay failure alarms
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7.

Multi-function digital protective relays.

Also, it is quite common to install sensors which would relay circuit breakers,
switches, or reclosers position status to a central monitoring location or control room.
Since the beginning of the recent war on terrorism some utilities have also begun
installing various security devices in substations and monitoring these via the SCADA
systems. These may be used to monitor intrusion through fences, and/or entry into control
buildings. Video cameras are also being installed. These can be used to monitor the substation area in real time and/or they may only be used to only when intrusion alarms are
activated.
Multifunction digital protective relays, metering, CTs and PTs are commonly
used in substations and their monitoring by SCADA systems is widely used and well understood. This paper will examine other types of sensors which are rarely, used in substations and will discuss ways they may be of value in a substation or large switching stations.

3.2

Thermal sensors
Temperature (or thermal) sensors are one of the most widely used devices in a

substation. They are commonly used to activate cooling fans or pumps on transformers
and can be used to indicate a problem in a transformer or overload situation that causes
overheating. Too high a transformer temperature can send an alarm (and/or disconnect
the transformer by tripping the breaker) via SCADA and a substation operation and maintenance personnel can be dispatched.
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The most common type of temperature sensor is a bi-metal activated device where
temperature is translated into mechanical motion. This motion is used to close a set of
mechanical contacts that send the alarm (or trip) signal that the temperature of the monitored device is out-of-range. There are two types of temperature sensors.
1.

Contact sensors that require physical contact with the medium being sensed.

2.

Non-contact sensors that interpret the radiant energy measurements of a heat
source to determine the temperature.

Contact sensors are the most common, relatively inexpensive, and may consist of:
1.

Bulb and capillary thermostats

2.

Silicon Sensors

3.

Thermocouples

4.

Thermistors

5.

Resistive Temperature Devices (RTDs).

Fig. 3.1 shows a typical inexpensive direct contact sensor of the capillary thermometer type that might be used to measure oil and/or winding temperature in a transformer.
Non-contact sensors consist of infrared pyrometric devices. Two common types
are shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 3.1: Indicating type temperature sensor

Fig. 3.2: Non-contact temperature sensors

Thermography is more commonly used practice in substations to detect poor bus
connections (cause overheating) and is sometimes done as a routine maintenance procedure on a yearly basis. If a connection is deteriorating it will increase in contact resis22

tance. The current flowing through the connection causes (I2R) heating which increases
the connection temperature. Thermal sensors, if properly insulated, could be embedded in
each bus connection. If wireless technology were used, and power supplies used that derived their energy from the conductor being monitored [15], these sensors could send
their temperature signals to a controller connected to the SCADA system that would send
an alarm, when any connector exceeded its design temperature. Another advantage of this
type of thermal sensing is that it would allow operators to operate substation bus work
very close to its ratings since direct measurements were being taken to determine when
the bus work was being overloaded.
An option that may be chosen would be to do noncontact sensing of buswork
temperature. Thermographic cameras could be automated to periodically scan all the
buswork in a substation via thermographic robotically operated cameras mounted
throughout the substation. When these detect any hot-spots in the substation alarms could
be sent via the SCADA system.
A major issue that is of concern to power system’s operators today is the loading
on transmission and distribution lines. Suggestions have been made that remote sensing
could be used to directly detect the sag in power lines to determine when they were being
operated at their limits [16]. The same sensors which were used to monitor substation
buswork temperature could also be attached to overhead lines to directly measure their
temperature. This information could be monitored by transmission systems operators.
Overhead power lines are usually designed with two possible temperature parameters. The first is normal temperature and the second is emergency (or short-time) loading temperature. There are two limiting factors in how much current an overhead line can
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carry. The first is the annealing temperature of the conductor. The line cannot be allowed
to operate with enough current that the temperature exceeds the damage point of the wire.
The second constraint is the sag of the conductor. As the line carried more current
and heats up it elongates increasing the sag. At some point the clearance above ground
could be insufficient to maintain safe margins. One known problem is that the line may
sag into vegetation below causing a fault and disconnect the line by tripping the breaker.
Engineers design a line to operate at a certain maximum temperature with a sag that
maintains safe clearances. However, the amount of current a line can handle at any particular time is determined by many environmental variables such as wind direction and
speed and ambient temperature. A line designed to carry 600A on a hot still day may be
capable of carrying far more on a cold or windy day. Also, the design engineer probably
used conservative assumptions in their design. Once constructed the line may perform
with more capacity than anticipated.
Direct measurement of the line temperature would tell an operator exactly how
close to its ratings a line was being operated at any environmental condition. Thermal
sensors monitoring lines and relaying real-time temperature information to an operator
would allow the operator to determine exactly how much capacity each line contained
and would allow overhead lines to be operated at their maximum possible load.
This thermal measurement could also be used to determine the sag of the line. If
original sag and tension were known at a certain temperature this information could be
used to calibrate a system that could calculate the sag and tension of the line at any other
measured temperature.
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Real time direct temperature measurements could make it possible to operate a
line closer to its limits, thus postponing costly line upgrades or the construction of new
lines. It would also make possible the most economic use of the transmission system.
3.3

Chemical sensors
Chemical sensors are used to detect specific elements or compounds. These sen-

sors can also be used to determine concentrations of a particular element or compound.
Probably the most common use of chemical sensors today is the oxygen sensor (used in
automobiles) shown in Fig. 3. 3. Chemical sensors can take the form of [14, 18]:
1.

Infrared spectroscopy

2.

Mass spectrometers

3.

Magnetic mass spectrometers

4.

Chromatography

5.

Chemfets

A Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) used to detect
an ion in solution is shown in Fig. 3.4 with an ion selective membrane, forming an ISFET
(Ion Selective Field Effect Transistor). When immersed in solution the ions interact with
the membrane. When the concentration of ions is high they will accumulate at the gate,
widening the channel between the source and drain, changing the current flow through
the device.
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Fig. 3.3: Oxygen sensor
(Taken from [183])
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Fig. 3.4: ISFET sensor
The most obvious applications of chemical sensors in a substation are for gas
analysis in transformers, tap changers, and oil filled breakers. The presence of certain
compounds, such as acetylene or moisture, in transformer oil can indicate certain internal
problems developing in the transformer. The presence of even small amounts of acetylene, for example, indicates that some type of electrical arcing is occurring inside the
transformer. Automatic gas sensors are beginning to see use in large power transformers.
Chemical sensors can be developed and used to determine concentrations of the
most problematic substances that can occur in transformer oil. The values can be automatically recorded periodically by computer systems and this information can be used to
determine trends. This data can be automatically analyzed by computer systems and used
to alarm system operators when chemical trends in a transformer indicate the presence of
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a developing problem. This will allow a utility to plan taking the transformer out of service to remedy the problem before it causes a transformer failure and extended loss of
power.
Chemical sensor may also be deployed inside switchgear to measure concentrations of O3. Ozone is formed during electrical breakdown and arcing in air. If arcing occurs inside switchgear due to the breakdown of insulation it would be expected to form
ozone. The concentrations of ozone could be measured and used to alarm or trip the
switchgear off-line if arcing is detected.

3.4

Photosensors
Photosensors detect optical and near-infrared radiation and convert it to an elec-

trical signal. They come primarily in two types [14]:
1.

Quantum Detectors

2.

Thermal Detectors.

Quantum detectors convert radiation directly to electrons in a semiconductor device. Examples are photoresistors, shown in Fig. 3.5, photo transistors, or photodiodes.
Quantum detectors can be manufactured to respond to a variety of light wavelengths.
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Fig. 3.5: Photoresistors
Thermal detectors absorb energy and measure the resulting change in temperature. Thermal detectors have the advantage that they respond equally to energy absorbed
at any wavelength.
Optical sensors can also be used to detect arcing faults in switchgear. During an
arcing fault sufficient current may not be flowing to trip a ground fault device quickly
[17]. However, the optical radiation may be used to detect this type of fault and trip a
breaker before more severe damage can occur. Optical sensors may be deployed throughout medium and low voltage switchgear used in substations to detect and trip for arcing
short circuits.
In recent years the Department of Defense has invested considerable funding in
the development of thermal long-wave infrared sensors for use in motion sensing equipment. As security in substations becomes a greater concern, these types of motions sensors can be used in conjunction with other types of intrusion alarms.
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3.5

Shock sensors
Shock has been defined as “a sudden and violent change in the state of motion of

the component parts or particles of a body or medium resulting form the sudden application of a relatively large external force.” [14] The rapid rate-of-rise relay (sudden pressure) used in a transformer may come under this definition since it senses the often violent change in internal tank pressure which accompanies a massive internal transformer
fault.
Accelerometers may be used as shock sensors for a variety of conditions and can
be used to determine the frequency content of a shock. This frequency spectrum may be
used to determine the cause of a shock.
Fig. 3.6 shows a typical shock sensor that may be deployed for several applications.
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Fig. 3.6: Shock sensor
It is common to use shock sensors in the form of impact recorder on large transformers that are being transported. These recorders detect and record any acceleration
and shock the transformer may be subjected to during transportation and can give the
end-user information they may use to either accept or reject, and examine more closely a
transformer after it has been transported from the factory to the site of final use. Security
systems are another common use of shock sensors.
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Shock recorders could be used on large transformers and breakers to detect a variety of unusual conditions. Like rapid pressure rise relays, they may be used to detect the
motion of the windings due to both internal and external faults. The information recorded
may be used to determine the accumulative effect of these shocks and this information
may be incorporated in the evaluation of when a transformer needs maintenance.
Shock sensors and recorders may also be deployed on substation steel structures
in high seismic areas to remotely monitor the effects of earthquakes on the structural integrity of substation steel structures. These types of sensor are sometimes used to monitor
bridge and building motion to determine effects of shocks and accelerations on the building or bridge structure. After a major earthquake this information can also be used in
substations to remotely determine the amount of damage which may have occurred during a seismic event. This information may allow operators to determine if a physical inspection of the substation is needed before the substation is placed back into service. This
would allow operators to efficiently use available manpower after a major disaster (like
hurricane Katrina) when the utility is trying to restore electrical service as quickly as
possible. Having remotely recorded the shock to substation steel may even allow the operators to safely place a substation back into service via SCADA.
Vandalism is another condition which may be detectable using shock sensors. In
some areas transformer and steel structures have been damaged by using firearms and
firing into the substation at transformers, breakers, control buildings, and steel structures.
This is especially a concern with rural substations located in sparsely inhabited areas.
Shock sensors can detect shocks due to impacts of bullets on the transformers or steel
structures. This information can be used to alarm the system operators to quickly notify
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law enforcement and physically inspect the structures or devices which may have sustained damage.

3.6

Security systems
Nearly all the sensors described here and a variety of others may be used in de-

signing the future security systems for electric power industry. Increasingly security in
large substation and switching is becoming more vital. Damage to an important strategically located large substation or switching station can interrupt power to thousands of
customers and damage to a transmission switching station could black-out large areas of
the country for considerable periods of time.
Sensor technologies in the form of intrusion sensors, motions detectors, and cameras are currently being deployed to monitor the security of substations and this trend can
be expected to continue. The communication of video information and other security system monitoring data via SCADA systems is also becoming more common.

3.7

Data mining and utilization
When sensors are massively deployed in substations there are also two concerns.
1.

How to get all this data back to a central office or control room to a computer system for processing.

2.

How to make sure alarms and other vital data is processed and made available to those who can properly act on it.

With the implementation of fiber-optic communications channels to substations,
the bandwidth has become available to send vast amounts of data from substations to sys-
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tem operators. Many substations are still not connected via fiber-optic systems and the
communications bandwidth to bring back vast amounts of information simply does not
exist. However, as utilities upgrade their systems priority should be given to add fiberoptic systems wherever possible to allow intensive monitoring of substation systems in
the future. Other types of radio and satellite systems are also available, however, fiber
optic systems owned by the utilities seems to be the least costly and most reliable choice
in most cases.
The second concern will take changes in the operating procedures of utilities. Too
often even the small amount of data and alarms available today is not processed in such a
way as to be valuable to system operators. Computer systems must be used to monitor,
record, and make the decision of what alarms are important and need to be immediately
relayed to operators, and what information can be safely ignored. When alarms are received the operators must have procedures in place to respond to problems monitored in
the substations. Security violations relayed from substations must be acted on immediately and will involve the notification of police and/or the military and delays cannot be tolerated. A method of allowing police agencies to monitor security systems directly may
be desirable. In some cases, where cameras or other real-time sensors are deployed in a
substation, at the beginning of an event that causes an alarm this real time data must be
immediately and automatically relayed to the system operators via the SCADA system so
that necessary actions can be taken. It will be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
leave these decisions for the operators to act. New more efficient algorithms and automated system have to be designed.
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3.8

Conclusions drawn from this overview
Traditionally a variety of sensors have already been deployed to monitor condi-

tions, protect major equipment and detect operating status in substations. These are usually used for the transformers, breakers or for major equipment. Often these sensors are not
monitored via the SCADA system, although monitoring substation alarms is becoming
more common.
As the communication bandwidth becomes available and as SCADA systems become more sophisticated, the ability of monitoring many more types of sensors becomes
viable.
Modern electronic and high-technology has made available a vast variety of sensors which may find many useful applications in substations. The challenge for utilities is
to determine what sensors should be deployed at what cost and how the vast amount of
information which may be made available can be reduced and made useful in the day-today optimum operation of the substation.
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CHAPTER 4 UNCONVENTIONAL SENSOR CONCEPTS IN POWER SYSTEMS
4.1

Introduction
In this chapter, several different unconventional sensor ideas are considered. The

sensor applications discussed here have the capability of providing unconventional measurements in a power system. The unconventional sensing applications examined are:
•

Online water concentration of transformer oil (4.2)

•

Snow pack depth measurements (4.3)

•

Automobile traffic congestion measurements (4.4)

•

Ultrasound applications (4.5)

•

Transmission tower status sensor (4.6)

•

Giant Magneto-resistance current sensor (4.7)

•

Satellite technologies (4.8)

•

Video technologies (4.9)

•

The assessment of the measurement of the Poynting vector for power system
instrumentation (4.10).

4.2

Online transformer oil water concentration alarm using radioactive mate-

rials
There are a wide range of applications of radioactive materials that are used in
sensing applications. One such application is a household smoke detector. The household
smoke detector utilizes the radioactive isotope americium-241, an alpha radiation source.
The concept of the smoke detector is based around this radiation source. Alpha particles
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ionize air in an air-filled space between two electrodes. When smoke enters the air, alpha
particles are absorbed by the smoke. The absorption of alpha particles decreases the ionization of the air and interrupts the flow of current between the electrodes. The interruption causes the smoke alarm to sound, alerting nearby people that there is potentially a
fire. Radioactive material based alarm sensors, similar to the smoke detector, might be
useful in power system applications.
Transformer oil testing is typically performed on a yearly basis. An important part
of the testing is the water concentration in the oil. If the water concentration rises above a
certain level, the transformer oil has a significant decrease in its dielectric strength, as
well as diminished thermal properties. By use of nuclear materials and a device analogous to the smoke detector, power system operators might be alerted when the water concentration exceeds a certain threshold. In order to create a sensor that behaves like a
smoke detector, the range of the radioactive particles will first need to be determined.
This subject is considered below.
There are two types of emitters that are considered in the water concentration sensor; alpha particles, which are helium atoms stripped of its electrons, and the beta particle, an electron emitted from the nucleus of an atom [20]. Like most naturally occurring
alpha emitters (e.g. americium-241), the range of the alpha particle in water is so short
(e.g. in the thousandth of a centimeter range) that it is not of practical use in a water concentration sensor in transformer oil. However, naturally occurring beta emitters have
longer ranges that could be utilized in the water concentration sensor.
The maximum range of a beta particle is calculated from the Katz and Penfold
empirical formula [21] given by,
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Rmax

⎧⎪0.412 E β1.265− 0.0954 ln (E β ) 0.01 ≤ E β ≤ 2.5MeV
2
g / cm = ⎨
.
E β > 2.5MeV
⎪⎩ 0.530 E β − 0.106

[

]

(4.1)

where Eβ is the maximum beta energy in MeV. The result of Equation 4.1 is material independent. Therefore, only the material density is needed to determine the maximum
range of a beta particle in a given material. From equation 4.1, the ranges of emitted beta
particles from several radioactive isotopes are calculated for different materials. The materials considered are
•

Water

•

Air

•

76 transformer oil [22].

Table 4.1 gives the densities of each of the three materials, and Table 4.2 illustrates the average energy of the emitted beta particles and their corresponding ranges in
the materials. Results from Table 4.2 show that there is difference of beta particle range
between water and oil. The difference in range for the best case (e.g., strontium 90) is so
diminutive (nearest 0.01 mm) that a practical engineering application cannot be warranted.

Table 4.1: Density of air, water, and 76 transformer oil (Taken from [22])
Transformer Density (g/cm3)
Water Density (g/cm3)
Air Density (g/cm3)
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0.888
0.9987
1.225*10-3

Table 4.2: Range of beta particles in air, water, and 76 transformer oil
Range (cm)
Beta Emitter
tritium (H3)
cobalt 60
iodine 129
iodine 131
strontium 90

Half-Life
12.33 y
5.2704 y
1.57 * 10^7 y
8.04 d
29.12 y

Average Energy (MeV)
0.00567
0.0958
0.0503
0.1915
0.1957

Water
4.62617E-05
0.01255914
0.004005014
0.039283981
0.040652409

Oil
5.20288E-05
0.014124789
0.004504288
0.044181207
0.045720226

Air
0.037716
10.23903
3.265149
32.02687
33.1425

From Equation 4.1, it is shown that as the beta particle energy increases, the range
increases. If the electron particle energy can be increased, higher ranges will result in a
more sound engineering application. In some cases, it is possible to generate a stream of
electrons with higher particle energies. Cathode ray tubes are devices that could generate
the stream of electrons. But, with typical acceleration voltages (about 20 kV), desired
electron energies are not accomplished. If it is possible to achieve higher acceleration
voltages (e.g. in the MeV range) in a device, more applicable ranges result. Table 4.3 illustrates the range of electron particles in water, transformer oil, and air for a wide range of
electron energies. From Table 4.3, the electron particle range difference between water
and oil becomes more practical if 3-4 MeV electron particles are used.
If it is possible to construct a small device that accelerates electrons in the MeV
range, a rise in transformer oil density can effectively be sensed due to an increasing water concentration, and a resulting alarm sensor therefore might be realized. An illustration
of such a device is shown in Fig. 4.1. An electron source generates electrons that pass
through an electron particle accelerator, resulting in high energy electrons. The high
energy electrons are then passed through the transformer oil, to a collection plate. The
purpose of the collection plate is to determine if the electrons are passing through the
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transformer oil. The distance from the output of the electron accelerator and the electron
capture plate is calibrated such that when the density of the transformer oil has a given
amount of water concentration, electron particles will not be able to pass all the way
through the transformer oil, and the electron plate will capture no electrons. When no
electrons hit the plate, and alarm sounds, indicating that the transformer oil has reached a
water concentration threshold.

Table 4.3: Range of high energy electron particles in air, water, and 76 transformer oil
((Taken from [22])
Energy (MeV)
1
1.5
2.5
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Range (cm)
Water
Oil
0.4125363
0.46396396
0.67827554
0.76283084
1.21358638
1.36487469
1.48593171
1.67117117
2.01662161
2.26801802
2.5473115
2.86486486
3.0780014
3.46171171
3.6086913
4.05855856
4.1393812
4.65540541
4.67007109
5.25225225
5.20076099
5.8490991
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Air
336.327
552.975
989.395
1203.13
1617.12
2012.05
2388.42
2747.43
3090.41
3418.65
3733.31

High Energy Electrons

Electron
Source

Electron
Capture Plate

Electron
Accelerator

Transformer Oil Window
Fig. 4.1: Transformer oil water concentration alarm
Implementation of the transformer oil water concentration alarm would allow for
transformer oil to be properly replaced when water concentration reaches a certain level.
If high water concentration levels are monitored in between the transformer oil testing
periods, an increase of transformer life might be realized.

4.3

Integration of snow pack depth in hydro generation scheduling
An important part of hydro generation scheduling is determining the available wa-

ter volume. The water volume is important in assessing how much “fuel” the hydro generators have to generate electrical energy. Typically, yearly rainfall measurements are used
to asses the future of the water storage used in hydro generation. Rainfall measurements
are a good indicator of the level of the future water storage, but in some regions, there are
other weather related factors that need to be considered. In Arizona, snow pack melt off
from the north during the summer time replenishes the water reserves at hydro generation
plants. Since it is often the case that rainfall during the summertime is minimal, the snow
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pack is the primary source of water storage during that time. Therefore, it is of considerable importance that snow pack measurements in regions similar to Arizona become a part
of future hydro generation scheduling of the system.

4.4

Augmentation of the short term load forecast by automobile traffic conges-

tion measurements
When power operators perform short term load forecasts, it is often assumed that
people will be at home during specified hours, resulting in residential load peaks. The
evening peak is often associated with domestic load such as cooking, air conditioning,
clothes washing and television viewing. Many activities requiring electrical energy from
the grid cannot be carried out while driving a vehicle. Automobile traffic congestion
therefore is correlated with the residential load in a power system: during intervals of
heavy automobile traffic congestion, residential load can be expected to be lower than
during similar intervals of lighter traffic. Further conclusions could be drawn from detailed correlation analysis.
In most cities, automobile traffic congestion is measurable; the measurement can
be as simple as counting the vehicles crossing an intersection or certain section of a road.
If traffic sensors were to be massively deployed in and around residential areas, the short
term load forecast could be reconfigured to account for time spent in a vehicle and not in
the home. Using the traffic congestion measurements, the short term load forecast for the
residential load could be made more realistic, providing improved information for transmission and distribution system operators.
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4.5

Ultrasound applications
Ultrasound detectors have been developed and are commercially available [23]

for substation monitoring. Detection of arcing and corona effects can be enhanced
through ultrasound; the more standard infrared detection method is not always reliable.

4.6

Transmission tower up / down status by the use of mechanical sensors
The transmission system often spans great distances over a wide geographical

area. Many transmission spans are constructed through unpopulated areas and in areas
with rough terrain features such as mountains. The transmission system, in these areas, is
very vulnerable to the forces of nature, as well as attacks to the power system infrastructure. Since the transmission span can be of considerable length (e.g. 500 miles), it is useful to consider placement of sensors on the transmission towers that determine whether
the structure is still standing or has been damaged. Sensing the “status” of the transmission tower allows for a decreased response time to the situation (e.g. it won’t be necessary to search a 500 mile span for the downed tower(s)). The inclinometer sensor can be
used to determine the transmission tower status. Measurements from the inclinometer can
be easily integrated into communication networks that are running within the transmission system, or can be wirelessly accessed by microwaves or satellite communications.
Also, the measurements from the inclinometer can be directly reported to the power system operator. In this case, an alarm would sound when the tower is damaged, to alert the
operator of the situation.
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4.7

Giant magneto-resistance sensor
The giant magneto-resistance effect (GMR) is a property of certain materials to

exhibit a decrease of resistance when present in a magnetic field. These materials are actually structures composed of ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic metal layers and the resistance of the structure depends on the alignment of the magnetization of the adjacent layers. A magnetic field sensor can thus be developed. In power systems, GMR can be an
alternative to current sensing. Since current flow in a transmission line induces a magnetic field around it, a GMR material can be used to find the current in the line through the
intensity of the magnetic field.
Fig. 4.2 shows a simple illustration of how GMR can be applied. The magnetic
field due to the presence of current in the conductor causes the resistance in the GMR
material to change. An induced voltage across the GMR material allows current to flow
through the GMR material. The resistance of the GMR material can thus be calculated by
measuring the induced voltage across and the current through it. Using these measurements and information about the GMR material, a processor can calculate the current
flow in the conductor. Currently GMR technology is primarily used in the data storage
industry but other existing applications of GMR exist as automotive sensors and solidstate compasses.
GMR technology has not been applied in power engineering. In order to apply
this technology, temperature compensation is needed, and a sensitive method of measuring the GMR material resistance is needed. Fig. 4.3 shows a Kelvin or double bridge
which has the capability of sensitive measurement without complications due to terminal
resistance. Table 4.3 defines the several resistances shown in Fig. 4.3. The switch shown
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in Fig. 4.3 is used to calibrate the Kelvin bridge. Details on calibrating the Kelvin bridge
can be found in [24].
The essence of the use of the double bridge appears in four steps listed in Table
4.4. It is possible to automate the switch closures/openings listed in Table 4.4. If the voltage sensor in Fig. 4.3 employs A/D conversion with b bit technology, the number of decimal places of accuracy in attaining a bridge balance is N10,

N 10 = b log10 2 .
Once a Kelvin bridge is calibrated, the resistance of the GMR material can be found by,

RGMR = R X =

4.8

RA
RR .
RB

Satellite measurement technologies
Satellites have been proposed in the use of the measurement of sag in power sys-

tems [25], [26]. The physical measurement of sag is important in determining the realtime rating of a conductor. The configuration of a conductor sag satellite measurement is
shown in Fig. 4.4. The differential global positioning system (DGPS) method can be used
to measure the overhead conductor position. Only the conductor of the critical span is
used to find the sag, and on this conductor is a remote locator called a rover. The rover
location gathers information about the conductor position from satellites and sends that
information to a nearby base station.
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Fig. 4.2: GMR sensor in a power system
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Fig. 4.3: Kelvin bridge
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Table 4.4: Resistances in a Kelvin Bridge
RA, RB

Main ratio arms

Ra, Rb

Auxiliary ratio arms

Rc1, Rc2, Rc3,Rc4

Terminal resistances

Rp1, Rp2, Rp3, Rp4`

Lead resistances

R1, R2, R3, R4

Resistance between the conductor and the lead

RX

GMR resistance to be determined

RR

Resistor in which RX is compared to

RD

Link resistance

Table 4.5: Four steps to balance a Kelvin bridge
Step

Link

P

Vary

Objective

d
1

On

Off

A, a, or B, b

A/B = a/b

2

On

On

A’, B’

G=0

3

Off

Off

A’, b’

G=0

4

Off

Off

A, a

G=0
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Fig. 4.4: DGPS conductor sag measurement illustration. The use of a resistive element to
measure conductor temperature is also shown.

It is unlikely that power line conductors would interfere with the satellite signals
[27]. The accuracy of the measurements depends on the configuration of the receivers,
parameters that influence error in measurements, and the digital signal processing of the
GPS measurements [28].
In a different venue, satellite visual and non-visual photography can be used to
identify and prioritize tree trimming along transmission rights of way. The trees and
growing vegetation frequently endanger the operation of a high voltage transmission line.
A potential scenario is that during a storm, wind drives overgrown tress close to the line.
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This may cause flashover between the conductor and tree. The effect of this flashover is
unforeseeable. In most cases, protective systems de-energize the line to extinguish the
arc. After 3 to 6 cycles, the re-energization of the line is possible. However, in some cases the short circuit persists and may trigger wide area outages. An example is the August
2003 blackout in the US Northeast and adjacent Canada which resulted in the loss of
power for millions of households and significant industrial and commercial financial
losses.
Presently, power companies regularly survey the lines by helicopter to locate the
trees that may endanger the lines. One of the most common technologies used is LiDAR
which results in airborne images of rights of way (see Fig. 4.5). This is a laser, visual
spectrum technology that is based on timing the reflection of light from airborne sensors
to the trees. The expected vegetation growth can be calculated using appropriate models.
The correlation of the survey and vegetation growth calculation results in a tree trimming
schedule. This technology is expensive because relatively small areas are surveyed thus
requiring a considerable number of airborne surveys. Sometimes LiDAR technology is
inaccurate. As an example, inaccuracies may result from inaccurate prediction of tree
growth due to unexpected rainfall.
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Fig. 4.5: Pictorial of LiDAR technology
The United States is regularly (yearly, or in some wavelengths much more frequently) surveyed by satellite. The satellite images of large areas, including transmission
rights of way can be purchased. The availability of satellite images is a motivation to develop a satellite image based low cost method that identifies location of trees that endanger transmission line operation. The National Electric Safety Code [29] limits the location of trees or objects that are penetrating in a safety envelope (e.g., 20 ft radius) surrounding the conductors. The satellite photography technology utilizes input data such as
the satellite images of the line and the GPS coordinates of the towers. In order to utilize
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satellite imagery to identify tree interference with overhead lines, a three dimensional
‘stereo’ image is needed. Satellite stereo image pairs are readily available, and potentially
useable for this application. The main issue appears to be the cost of purchasing the stereo pairs.

4.9

Video technologies
Video technologies have a variety of potential applications in power systems,

ranging from closed-circuit TV monitoring of substations to placement of cameras inside
transformers to estimate the loss of life. Applications of video technologies can improve
power systems in several areas:
•

Improved maintenance

•

Decreased maintenance costs

•

Reduced loss of large equipment

•

Reduced number of outages.

The addition of video technologies on transmission towers can help improve and
decrease the cost of maintenance. Video feeds of existing transmission towers can help
improve maintenance in a number of ways. One way is the maintenance of insulators on
transmission towers. A high resolution video camera could be placed such that a number
of insulators can be visually inspected. This application of video technology can have a
low cost to benefit ratio. Normally, insulators are visually inspected, requiring vehicle or
helicopter transport. Transport costs to utilities can be prohibitive and the time between
inspections can be in the order of months or years. Having video technologies on site al-
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lows for companies to visually inspect insulators virtually at any time, with a one time
installation cost.

4.10

The assessment of the measurement of the Poynting vector for power system

instrumentation
The objective of this discussion is to describe the findings of the researchers on a
study of the potential for instrumentation of the Poynting vector in electric power sys→

tems. The Poynting vector at a given point in space is S given by
r r r
S = E×H
r

(4.2)

r

where E is the electric field and H is the magnetic field intensity at a point. In (4.2), all
quantities are vectors and the X notation refers to the vector cross-product. The basic idea
r

investigated is to directly measure S and use this sensory information for power engineering supervision and control.

4.11

Historical background and properties of the Poynting vector
The Poynting vector is named after its inventor, the physicist John Henry Poyntr

ing in the 1880s. The magnitude of S has the units of watts per square meter and
r

represents the power flux (or energy/time flux) through a given area. The vector S is a
r

measure of both electric and magnetic fields. In an AC configuration, S is time varying
and generally consists of a double frequency term and a constant term (in each of the ordinal directions in space). Thus, for a 60 Hz power system, in the vicinity of a current
r

carrying conductor that is energized above ground, S has a 120 Hz term and a DC term.
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These remarks are a consequence of the fact that the E field is a 60 Hz vector which may
be chosen as a reference phasor in each of the ordinal directions, and the corresponding H
components are also 60 Hz phasors which generally have a phase displacement from E.
r

r

Therefore E × H will generally have a 120 Hz component as well as a DC component
r

(i.e., sum and differences of 60 and 60). The direction of the vector S is the direction of
the propagation of the energy that is producing the electric and magnetic fields. Basic
references relating to the Poynting vector and its properties appear in [30-32].

4.12

Power and the Poynting vector
The integral of the Poynting vector over a closed surface is the power that ema-

nates from that closed surface. Thus, a plane region R will have a power crossing perpenr

dicularly with a magnitude of S integrated over that plane. In 60 Hz AC circuits, this will
be instantaneous power p(t), and this will generally contain a 120 Hz component as well
as a DC component. The DC component is the average value of p(t) over time. Therefore
p(t) is the active or real power. The amplitude of the 120 Hz component is proportional to
the reactive power Q.
r

If | S | is integrated (e.g., averaged) over a plane surface, and this signal is applied
to a low pass filter (e.g., cutoff below 120 Hz), one would expect that the resulting signal
is a measure of the active power which moves perpendicular to the given plane. In the
case of a 60 Hz, three phase high voltage transmission line, the low passed signal
r

Av{| S |} (where Av{.} refers to the time average) will be proportional to the active power
transmitted in the line in phase A in Fig. 4.6. In the case of high power factor, v(t) and i(t)
r

will be nearly in phase, and this results in a large average value of | S | in the direction of
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r

the line (i.e., axially, as shown in Fig. 4.6). If the power factor is low, | S | will be mainly a
120 Hz signal proportional to the reactive power flow in the line.

H(t)

i(t)

S(t)
E(t)

Fig. 4.6: High voltage transmission line with Phase A shown, directions of vectors E, H,
and S shown
Further, [46] demonstrates that the Poynting vector cannot distinguish between
purely resistive and resistive-inductive loads in a three-phase connection. Thus the Poynting vector cannot be used in a measurement framework where reactive power is a consideration. This is a significant drawback for power engineering applications.
Unfortunately, a literature search of the Poynting vector does not reveal any
r

known sensor that can measure S directly. The existing literature suggests that three
r

components of E are measured (e.g., three sensors, with blinds of shields in all directions
except the one ordinal direction to be measured); and similarly the three components of
r
H

r

are measured. Then (4.2) is used to obtain S . Note that the cross product is a vector

product given by
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x̂

ŷ

ẑ

u × v = ux

uy

uz

vx

vy

vz

(4.3)

,

where x̂ , ŷ , ẑ are the unit vectors in the x, y, and z directions. In cylindrical coordinates,
the cross product is

uθ

ẑ
uz

vr

vθ

vz

vr cos (vθ ) vr sin (vθ ) v z

where

^
r

θˆ

x̂
ŷ
ẑ
r̂
u × v = ur cos (uθ ) ur sin (uθ ) u z = ur

(4.4)

^

, θ , and ẑ are the unit vectors in the cylindrical coordinate directions r, θ and z.

The six measurements of electric and magnetic field are then converted to digital form
and passed to a microprocessor to calculate (4.3) or (4.4). There appears to be no direct
r

way to measure S .
In view of the foregoing, there appears to be no reasonable advantage of working
r

with S in place of measurement simply of active and reactive power in AC circuits.

4.13

Potential applications of the Poynting vector in engineering in general: a

practical assessment
A literature search on applications of the Poynting vector and instrumentation of
the Poynting vector produced approximately 113 references of which about 25 seemed to
be most near to the application stage. Of the remaining, most are related to high frequency phenomena, mainly in antennas, waveguides, strip lines, and other ultra high frequency devices. The application areas identified are:
•

Antennas and high frequency phenomena [32 – 41]
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•

Superconductivity [42]

•

Circuit theory [43]

•

Education and electromagnetic field theory [44-53]

•

Power engineering [54-56].

The applications in power engineering appear to center on low or near zero power
factor cases. As an example, losses in a high voltage post type insulator occur due to surface conduction along the insulator. Displacement current also occurs due to the capacitance from the conductor to the insulator base. This is a very low power factor phenomenon, and the currents involved are very low. Therefore the tangential component of the
magnetic field around the post type insulator is very low. The electric field will be essentially axial to the insulator. This means that the Poynting vector along a cylindrical plane
enclosing the insulator will be radial (mainly at 120 Hz due to the low power factor).
r

There will be a small DC component of S . The literature found in this area is mainly centered on measurement of electric and magnetic field separately, and multiplication using
(4.3) via a microprocessor. In [35-36] there is an implication that this is feasible in a laboratory environment, however no one has implemented this technology in actual field
conditions.
The practical assessment of the study reveals the following observations relating
to applications in power engineering:
r

•

There appears to be no direct measurement instrument or sensor for S .

•

The measurement of S appears to be relegated to similar technologies form

r

the measurement of voltage and current for the purpose of obtaining average
power and reactive power.
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•

r

In 60 Hz applications, the main signal obtained in calculating S is a ‘DC
average’ as well as a 120 Hz signal. Active and reactive power are readily
derived from these components.

•

r

Measurement of S in very low power factor conditions (e.g., power delivered to a post type insulator; power delivered to a shunt reactor) may offer
some specialized advantages – especially in laboratory conditions.

•

r

Without a breakthrough in the direct measurement of S , there appears to be
no salient advantage over current transformer and potential transformer
technology to obtain i(t) and v(t), and subsequently p(t) and average power.

•

If the area of Poynting vector instrumentation is pursued, a prerequisite
would be a well equipped electromagnetic fields laboratory, especially with
the capability of measurement of low electric and magnetic fields.

•

In power engineering environments, electric and magnetic field strengths
may well be confounded by stray fields from unexpected and unwanted
sources. This confounding will degrade accuracy in using the Poynting vector.

•

The instrumentation of the Poynting vector for electric power applications is
a high risk venture.

•

It has been proposed to use the Poynting vector to identify active power
losses in reactors and partial discharge in insulators. The main issue is that
using present technology, it is difficult to distinguish between high power
levels associated with power transfer and the very low active power levels
associated with losses.
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4.14

Possible applications of the Poynting vector in power engineering
It appears that the Poynting vector may capture power density with precision, and

if the direction of the power flow is compared to the desired direction, there is the potential to measure power losses. As an example, in a high voltage post-type ceramic insulator, as depicted in Fig. 4.7. A high current passes through the conductor, and the direction
of the Poynting vector for the high power would be left and right in the diagram. Resistive losses occur due to current flowing in the z-direction in the diagram. The electric
field is oriented in the z-direction. Therefore the cross product of the electric and magnetic fields due only to the resistive losses will be in the θ-direction. If a Poynting vector
sensor could be developed with a ‘blind’ in the z- and r-directions, then it would be possible to identify the resistive losses attributed to insulator current. Note in Fig. 4.7 that all
electromagnetic fields are 60 Hz AC fields and the Poynting vector has a DC as well as
120 Hz component. Only the DC component is used to identify active power loss in the
insulator.

Conductor

θ

Insulator

z

Ground
r
Fig. 4.7: Post-type insulator showing coordinate system
Another application of the Poynting vector in power engineering is the measurement of active power shunt reactor losses as shown in Fig. 4.8. In this application, the
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high power is passed through the conductor at the top of the figure. The inductive current
in the shunt reactor is indicated as Ir in Fig. 4.8. The purpose of shunt reactors is to consume reactive power for power factor correction in leading power factor cases. If a
Poynting vector sensor could be developed with a ‘blind’ from the magnetic and electric
fields of the phase conductor, then it would be possible to identify the active power losses
attributed to current in the reactor.

Conductor
H
Reactor
θ

P

E E E

r

Ground
Fig. 4.8: Shunt reactor showing coordinate system and location of electric and magnetic
fields
Note that Ir lags the conductor voltage by nearly 90 degrees. Thus the reactive
power in the reactor is much greater numerically than the active power losses. Fig. 4
shows the instantaneous v(t) and i(t) in the reactor. The product v(t)i(t) is the instantaneous power applied to the reactor. If i(t) lags v(t) by 90 degrees, p(t) = v(t)i(t) will have a
zero average value. That is, as v(t) and i(t) go through one cycle, energy is first stored and
then recovered in the reactor. If there are active power losses in the reactor, i(t) will lag
v(t) by somewhat less than 90 degrees and p(t) will have a positive average value as de-
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r

r

r

picted in Fig. 4.9. Because S is E × H , in cylindrical coordinates (see Fig. 4.8), using
r

(4.4) one finds mainly a tangential component of S in the physical vicinity of the shunt
reactor. The instrumentation challenge is to find the time average value of the θ compor

nent (i.e., tangential component) of S ( t ) . Note in Fig. 4.8 that the vector labeled E is the
electric field resulting from the voltage applied to the reactor. This voltage is graded from
the energized ungrounded side of the reactor where E is strong, to the grounded terminal
of the reactor where E = 0.. The high level electric field from the power conductor itself
is not shown in Fig. 4.8. The measurement of Sθ(t) near the reactor would need to be
shielded from the electric field of the phase conductor. An important instrumentation
challenge is the distinction between reactor reactive power at very a high level versus the
low level real power which represents the reactor losses. Note that p(t) is a ‘double frequency’ sinusoidal wave.
The foregoing discussion is based mainly on power frequency, sinusoidal steady
state instrumentation. It is interesting to speculate on:
•

Transient instrumentation

•

Nonsinusoidal steady state cases (i.e., harmonics).
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Fig. 4.9: Instantaneous voltage and current in a reactor. The instantaneous power is
p(t) = v(t)i(t).
In the case of transients, note that the Poynting vector is capable of developing a
signal that is proportional to the instantaneous power, p(t). The limitation in this regard is
the primary instrumentation used, and the speed with which the complex real-time multiply can be done (as in Eq. (4.2)). Further, there seems to be no known application for
this measurement. In the case of harmonic instrumentation, for example in distribution
circuits, the advantage of the use of Poynting technology is, again., limited by the band-
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width of the primary instrumentation. At present, IEEE Standard 519 suggests a 5 kHz
instrumentation bandwidth, and many instruments capable of capturing harmonic signals
in power distribution systems are designed to this limit. Depending on how fast Eq. (4.2)
could be implemented in real time, the bandwidth of the instrumentation of p(t) in the
presence of harmonics could be implemented. Note that since the Poynting vector captures the product of v(t) and i(t), without knowing either v(t) or i(t), there would be no
way to recover either harmonic voltage or current without knowledge of the other. For
this reason, the use of Poynting technology for capturing distribution system harmonics
seems infeasible.

4.15

Comments on innovative power system instrumentation
Modern electric power systems employ sensory information for the purposes of

power system protection, control, stabilization, record keeping and revenue metering, and
as information to system operators for monitoring and operational decisions. The main
instrumentation venues are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Voltage and current sensors
Active and reactive power
sensors
Audio and vibration transducers
Optical instrumentation
Mechanical sensors
Chemical sensors

Temperature sensors
Electronic sensory processing
Ohmic sensors
Charge sensors
Magnetic and electric field instrumentation.

Note that the instrumentation listed basically devolves from the fundamental types
of energy. That is, since sensing is the detection of energy, the sensor types may be categorized by the types of energy involved and sensed in the instrumentation technology.
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The fundamental types of energy are: electric, magnetic, atomic, chemical, kinetic, luminous, and thermal.
Because of the importance of the sensory information, it is prudent to seek improvements in the general field of power system instrumentation. These improvements
suggest examination of innovative sensors, new measurement infrastructures, and instrumentation concepts that are transformative of power system operation. Power system instrumentation is documented in the literature mainly in the professional standards and
handbook-like documents that have served the industry for many years. As examples, [15] document high voltage and selected instrument standardized test procedures. References [6-7] are samples of textbook treatment of the subject. Grounding measurements
largely relate to resistance measurements, and the literature in this field is voluminous,
for example [12]. Innovative power system instrumentation has received attention in the
literature: for example, the instrumentation of the Poynting vector is discussed in [8,9];
the use of tension measurements in overhead transmission lines might be used to assess
circuit continuity [18]; various substation stray voltage measurements may be useful in
assessing substation health [19]; utilization of ozone and other sensors for detection of
electrical discharges. Because of the close connection between instrumentation techniques and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA), some researchers have focused on this application area – e.g., [10,11].
It appears that the main future trends in the area of innovative sensors lie in the
development of semiconductor sensors, optical instrumentation, and the development of
mechanical sensors (e.g., based on magnetic, piezoelectric, and electric effects). Table 4.5
shows a qualitative assessment of a selection of innovative sensor concepts and their cost
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to benefit. Fig. 4.10 shows a pictorial sensor types based on the cited forms of energy.
The essence of this classification is that sensors require energy to operate. Because energy exists in finite forms, the classification of sensors is commensurately classified in finite forms.
If one accepts that sensing is the detection of energy, it is prudent to look to the
energy forms for classes of innovative sensors: electric, magnetic, atomic, chemical, kinetic, luminous, and thermal. A survey of several innovative sensory concepts is given
for:

4.16

•

Atomic technologies for transformer oil integrity

•

Inclinometers

•

CCTV technologies

•

Satellite images.

Atomic technologies for verifying transformer oil integrity
A wide range of sensing applications employs radioactive measurement technolo-

gies. One such application is a household smoke detector in which the radioactive isotope
americium-241, an alpha radiation source, is used. In the smoke detector application, alpha particles ionize air between two electrodes and alpha particles are absorbed by
smoke. The absorption of alpha particles decreases the ionization of the air and decreases
the current between the electrodes which ultimately results in an audible alarm. This
technology has potential applications in power engineering: transformer oil is tested regularly by electric utilities. A key measurement is the water concentration in the oil. If the
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water concentration rises above a certain level, the dielectric strength of the transformer
oil is compromised.

Table 4.6: Risk and cost to benefit ratio of new sensor
Need

Estimated risk

Very low cost sensors*
Direct measurement sensors
Increase dynamic range of PTs and CTs

Moderate
Moderate
Low - moderate
Moderate
Low
Low

Estimated cost /
benefit ratio
Very favorable
Very favorable
Favorable

Development of semiconductor sensors
Very favorable
Techniques using ‘non-sensors’
Very favorable
Digital signal processing development for
Very favorable
sensors
Measurement of conductor sag
Low
Very favorable
Piezoelectric sensors
Moderate
Unknown
Very low current measurement
Low
Unknown
Transformer loss and temperature measureLow
Favorable
ment
Video applications
Low
Favorable
Audio sensors
Low
Favorable
Double (Kelvin) bridge and other innovative
Low
Unknown
bridge circuits
*Deployment of a very large number of sensors is envisioned
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Energy category
Thermal

Atomic

Electric

Magnetic

CCVT

PT

Voltage

CT, Hall
effect
devices

Current

Ultimate measurement

Energy
and power

Poynting vector instrumentation

Frequency

Atomic
clocks

Electronic
tion

instrumenta-

Luminous
Poeckels effect device,
Kerr effect
device, UV
and corona
cameras
Faraday effect device,
Hall effect
device, GMR
device
PV cells

Chemical

Kinetic

State of
charge meter, charge
measurement

Wavelength
measurements

Vibration
signature

Time
Thermometer, thermocouples,
thermoelectric transducers

Temperature

IR radiation
measurement

Position
and speed

Physical
integrity

Radar

Insulating
oil quality, smoke
detectors,
ozone
sensor

Continuity
measurements

Tachometers,
position indicators,
CCTV, imagery, satellite images

Magnetic
flux measurement
of defects

Fig. 4.10: Power system instrumentation: a pictorial based on classification
by energy types
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Inclinometer, motion
detector,
tachometer

It is possible to employ the aforementioned alpha particle technology for transformer oil contamination detection. Two source types are considered in the transformer
oil contamination sensor: the alpha particle, which is a helium atom stripped of its electrons, and the beta particle, an electron emitted from the nucleus of an atom [15]. The
range of the alpha particles in water is of the order of tens of microns. Therefore alpha
radiation is not of practical use in this application but naturally occurring beta emitters
have longer ranges which could be utilized: the maximum range of a beta particle is calculated from the Katz and Penfold empirical formula [16] given by,

Rmax

⎧0.412 E β1.265 −0.0954 ln (Eβ ) 0.01 ≤ E β ≤ 2.5
=⎨
E β > 2 .5
⎩ 0.530 E β − 0.106

where Eβ is the maximum beta energy in MeV and Rmax is in g/cm2. Equation (4.5) is material independent; therefore, only the material density is needed to determine the beta
particle range. From (4.5), the ranges of emitted beta particles from several radioactive
isotopes are calculated for different materials. The materials considered are: water, air
and 76 transformer oil [17].
Equation (4.5) demonstrates that as the beta particle energy increases, the range
increases. At higher acceleration voltages, e.g. in the MeV range, applicable penetration
ranges result. Fig. 4.11 illustrates the range of electron particles in water, transformer oil,
and air for a wide range of electron energies. From Fig. 4.11, the electron particle range
difference between water and oil becomes practical if 3-4 MeV electrons are used. A device that accelerates electrons into the MeV range could be used to sense a rise in transformer oil density. Such a device is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. High energy electrons are
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(4.5)

passed through the transformer oil to a collection plate that detects the beam transmission
level.

4.17

Inclinometers / tension measurement
Overhead transmission circuits place electrically energized components in isola-

tion from ground and the public. The tension and sag in overhead circuits can be measured in various ways including:
Tension
• In-line tension measurement (e.g., piezoelectric sensor)
• Measurement of force at insulator attachments
• Measurement of physical parameters of
the overhead circuit

Sag
• Closed circuit television
• By calculation from temperature
and tension
• Satellite based measurement
[19]
• Visual inspection

The use of sag information in real time may be converted to the identification of
real time thermal ratings of overhead circuits.

4.18

CCTV technologies
Closed circuit television has offered a low cost instrumentation possibility in a

number of applications. The detection of malicious disruption and damage (e.g., vandalism) allows a remote operator to identify intrusions into substations and rights of way,
one concept is to store the CCTV images digitally and detect changes from one frame to
another. This identifies unauthorized movements in the surveillance area. The changed
image technology is not radically different from a standardized image processing technique in which only changes in frame-to-frame images are transmitted.
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Fig. 4.11: Range of high energy electrons in air, water, and 76 transformer oil

Fig. 4.12: Transformer oil water concentration alarm
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4.19

Satellite images
Artificial Earth satellites have amazing visual spectral imagery capabilities that

range from the dissemination of electromagnetic waves for navigation purposes to wide
area visual and other spectral applications. Images may be captured monochromatically
or panchromatically, either in stereo pairs or in single depictions over wide areas. Typically, 10 km by 10 km images are used to construct images for commercial civilian purposes. The standardized measure of resolution of these images is known as the ground
sample distance: for the purposes of extracting ground features, the ground sample distance is about 1 m [13,14]. The IKONOS, QuickBird and OrbView satellite based sensor
technologies are capable of high-resolution satellite images on a commercial basis.
The IKONOS satellite is capable of panchromatic images with 1 m ground sample
distance and multispectral imagery with 4 m ground sample distance. QuickBird is a high
resolution satellite that uses remote sensing to 0.61 m. OrbView offers high resolution
satellite images: OrbView-3 utilizes 1 m panchromatic and 4 m multispectral digital images. Averaging several images and standardized digital image processing are capable of
improving these specifications considerably. As an example, satellite images in the visual
spectrum are available on Google Earth to such a resolution that overhead transmission
circuit conductors may be readily identified. Satellite digital images may be used to afford wide area imagery for tree trimming identification, building construction interference with overhead transmission circuits, and general right-of-way maintenance for
overhead transmission. Unfortunately, there may be security considerations in the proliferation and use of these images. A further disadvantage of satellite imagery is that the im-
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ages are not available in real time: typically, images may be several months old, and
some parts of the world may not be well covered.

4.20

Communications requirements
Bandwidth limitations of sensory systems are determined by the sensor itself, the

local processing of sensory information, and the communications channel through which
the sensory information passes. Several sensory technologies are discussed below to evaluate the needs for communications specifications for power systems.

Current transformers (CTs): current transformers have a bandwidth limitation based on
the leakage reactance, the presence of magnetic materials in the vicinity of the CT
winding, resistance of the winding, turn-to-turn capacitance and stray capacitance. Also
the coefficient of coupling of the CT and the conductor affects the CT bandwidth. Typically, the bandwidth is sensitive to the physical placement of the conductor in the CT
with narrower bandwidths resulting from asymmetric placement of the conductor in the
CT opening. Error due to movement of the conductor in the CT results in 5 to 10%
change of CT effective turns ratio for small CTs (e.g., 5 - 10 cm diameter) but larger potential errors for larger CTs. Typical bandwidths of relaying grade CTs are in the 6.0 kHz
range. Metering grade CTs have lower bandwidth in the 3 kHz range, and laboratory
grade 60 Hz CTs are available with 100 kHz bandwidth. The bandwidth of these units
can often be improved by capacitive tuning of the burden circuit. Fig. 4.13 illustrates
these bandwidths. Note that noninductive resistive shunts are generally much wider in
bandwidth -- well into the MHz in general.
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Wide, greater than 10
kHz
Moderate, 6 - 10 kHz
Intermediate, 3 to 6
kHz
Narrow, less than 3
kHz
BANDWIDTH

REVENUE
CT

RELAYING
CT

FIELD INSTRUMENTATION APPLICATIONS CT

LABORATORY
GRADE CT

Fig. 4.13: Bandwidth of representative current transformers
(Note that the bandwidth of instrumentation CTs varies widely and this is shown as crosshatched lighter shading)
Potential transformers (PTs): potential transformers are like CTs in that they have bandwidth limited by leakage reactance, winding resistance, stray and turn-turn capacitance.
Magnetizing reactance and resistance also affect the bandwidth of PTs. In addition, the
burden of the PT should be very a very high impedance to avoid voltage drop in the PT
itself. Potential transformers are available in revenue metering, protective relaying, instrumentation, and laboratory grades. The basic and typical bandwidths are the similar to
CTs and are shown in Fig. 4.14.
Wide, greater
than 10 kHz
Moderate, 6 10 kHz
Intermediate, 3
to 6 kHz
Narrow, less
than 3 kHz
Very narrow,
less than 100
Hz
BANDWIDTH

POWER
TRANSFORMER

REVENUE
PT

RELAYING
PT

FIELD INSTRUMENTATION APPLICATIONS PT

Fig. 4.14: Bandwidth of representative potential transformers
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LABORATORY
GRADE PT

Faraday effect cells: optical methods such as the Faraday effect cell have basically unlimited bandwidth. That is, the basic optical phenomenon has extremely high frequency
bandwidth limitation. In systems such as Poeckels effect, Faraday effect, and Kerr effect
cells, the only practical bandwidth limitation is from the optical transducer. These are
typically in at least the 100 kHz range, and possibly in the MHz range. Optical transducers with a much larger bandwidth are available for communications applications. From
the point of view of power quality instrumentation, these optical effects have nearly unlimited bandwidth.

Hall effect devices: Hall effect devices are semiconductor devices that have effective resistance that is variable dependent on the incident magnetic field. These devices are bulk
semiconductor devices, and as such have very high bandwidth. The main factor that limits the bandwidth is the stray capacitance and terminal - to - terminal capacitance. Bandwidths of at least 10 MHz are common, and extensions to the 100 MHz range may be
possible. For power quality and most other power engineering applications, the bandwidth is nearly infinite.

Communications requirements: using the foregoing as representative sensory signals, the
bandwidth and channel capacity of enhanced supervisory control and data channels can
be estimated. Using only static measurements, conventional SCADA bandwidth of about
5 kHz is probably sufficient. However, if massively deployed sensors are envisioned, the
number of channels can increase by at least an order of magnitude over contemporary
systems. If control applications are envisioned for these sensory data, it is expected that
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bandwidth to at least 100 kHz is required, and concomitant channel capacity in the 2 – 10
MHz range will be needed.

4.21

Impact on power system operation
The obvious objective of the deployment of many sensors in power systems is to

improve performance in some sense. In the context of control systems, it is possible to
control a dynamic system optimally by optimizing a linear, quadratic cost function (i.e.,
the LQR regulator problem) or by similar optimization. Perhaps the LQR algorithm and
synthesis is representative of these approaches, and it is instructive to examine how massively deployed sensors might improve control system performance. In the LQR formulation, a cost index J is minimized over all possible inputs U. In discrete time, for the linear
time invariant system

X n+1 = AX n + BU n

(4.6)

where the vector X is a vector of system states. Let the cost function J be given by
J=

∞

∑

n =0

t

t

X n QX n + U n RU n .

(4.7)

And let the input be related to the states by
U n = FX n .

(4.8)

Then the LQR problem is optimized (J minimized) when
F = −( R + B t PB )−1 B t PA

where P is the solution to
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(4.9)

t

t

−1

t

P = Q + A ( P − PB( R + B PB ) B P ) A

(4.10)

And the matrices Q and R are selected by the user to reflect the costs of X and U respectively. The details of the analysis are classical and references [20-21] show details
and examples.
Let J* be the optimal J as calculated above for a given set of states fed back (i.e.,
selection of states in (4.8) to be fed back). The value of J* depends on the system, and
which states are fed back --- i.e., how effective the states are in the feedback control. One
expects a range of values of J* for m states fed back (m is between zero and the order of
the system). This is illustrated in Fig. 4.15. For a given number of states to be fed back as
per (4.8), there is a range of effectiveness in the improvement in J*. The value of the
range of effectiveness is system dependent; however, it is believed that most power systems are controlled through very few measured signals, and the general operating point of
contemporary power system controls is near the left portion of the characteristic in Fig.
4.15. If this is the case, then there would be a substantial improvement in control system
performance by increasing the number of states to be measured and fed back.
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J*

Optimal cost

Range of
effectiveness
System order
m
Less effective states
fed back
Mosteffective states
fed back

Number of system states to be sensed and fed back in (5)

Fig. 4.15: Impact of the feedback of system states on the optimal performance index J of
a linear, time-invariant control system
4.22

Conclusions

If the prospect of Poynting vector instrumentation is pursued for power system instrumentation, a prerequisite would be a well equipped electromagnetic fields laboratory,
especially with the capability of measurement of low electric and magnetic fields. The
main issues to be addressed are the shielding of the sensor to reveal specific components
r

of S . In power engineering environments, electric and magnetic field strengths may well
be confounded by stray fields from unexpected and unwanted sources, and this is a further difficulty. Confounding by stray fields will degrade accuracy in using the Poynting
vector. In the instrumentation of sites in which low level losses are to be captured, an instrumentation and signal processing challenge is present in that high level active power in
p(t) must be distinguished from low level average values of p(t). The instrumentation of

the Poynting vector for electric power applications is a high risk venture.
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It has been proposed to use the Poynting vector to identify active power losses in
shunt reactors and partial discharge in insulators. The main issue is that using present
technology, it is difficult to distinguish between high power levels associated with power
transfer and reactive power dissipation and the very low active power levels associated
with losses.
The main conclusions of this chapter relative to unconventional power instrumentation are that it may be wise to examine unconventional technologies for power system
instrumentation. The types of sensors considered are categorized according the energy
form sensed, namely: electric, magnetic, atomic, chemical, kinetic, luminous, and thermal. Several innovative and unconventional sensory technologies are appropriate for examination, and these include: closed circuit television, atomic particle technologies (e.g.,
for detection of transformer oil contamination), satellite electromagnetic (e.g. GPS) methods for sag identification of overhead transmission circuits, processing of satellite images for tree trimming prioritization, and the use of inclinometers and tension detectors
for real time overhead circuit ratings. In order to bring sensory data to central processing
sites, a communications channel of well into the megahertz range is required. The enlarged bandwidths are needed for real time control applications of the sensory data.
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CHAPTER 5 A COMPARISON OF LOCAL VS. SENSORY, INPUT-DRIVEN,
WIDE AREA REACTIVE POWER CONTROL
5.1

Introduction

This chapter relates to a comparison of local vs. sensory, input-driven, wide area
reactive power control. The chapter is largely taken from [128].
Reactive power supply is necessary in the reliable operation of AC power systems. Several recent power outages worldwide may have been a result of an inadequate
reactive power supply which subsequently led to voltage collapse [57]. Insufficient reactive power was also an issue in the August 2003 U.S. blackout [58]. The traditional
means of reactive power dispatch have been a combination of controls based on both local objectives (e.g., local bus voltage support) and operator driven global objectives

(e.g., voltage support over a wide area of the system). The appearance of wide area sensory technology and its concomitant control capability suggests a renewed view of local
versus global control.
In AC power networks, while active power corresponds to useful work, reactive
power supports voltage magnitudes that are controlled for system reliability, voltage stability, and operational acceptability. Although active power can be transported over long
distances, reactive power is difficult to transmit, since the reactance of transmission lines
is often 4 to 10 times higher than the resistance of the lines. When the transmission system is at heavy loading, the active power losses in the transmission system are also high.
References [59] and [60] are samples of the literature that contain discussions of these
issues.
In contemporary power systems, a large number of sensory signals are available.
Advances such as the utilization of synchrophasors [61] are indicative of the enhance79

ments in sensory technology. Promotion of the placement and use of measurements has
been termed “wide area measurement systems” [62E6]. Many of these measurements
have high sample rates and are potentially suitable for control applications. Thus, the
transition from WAMS to WACS may be possible [63], [64]. Key controllable components include:
•

Transformer taps

•

Shunt capacitors

•

Shunt reactors

•

Flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) controllers

•

Generating units.

Contemporary practice in transmission reactive power control is discussed in [65].
The technology in place is mainly a mix of operator control and automatic local control.
It appears appropriate to compare these approaches especially with a view to the assessment of effectiveness of reactive power control. A conceptual approach is proposed for
shunt capacitor switching in WACS. In an actual application of WACS, a variety of different control operations are likely to be performed, but the discussion here considers only shunt capacitor switching. The local versus global control of shunt capacitors is compared on the basis of the effectiveness of voltage support and line loading. Test cases are
offered to illustrate the implication of local versus global control.

5.2

Reactive power control

Control of reactive power in a power system is essential in avoiding possible voltage collapse and instability problems. A typical solution to control the voltages in a
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power system is to place reactive power sources at various places throughout a power
system. These additional reactive power sources can range from generators to shunt capacitors. Perhaps the most cost effective way in many cases to help control voltage magnitude is through the use of shunt capacitors. Local control entails the use of local bus
voltage magnitude to control the shunt capacitors. If the voltage at a bus goes below a
specified limit (e.g., 87%), the capacitor is switched on, thus adding additional reactive
power support and raising the voltage.
Wide area control of shunt capacitors can have advantages that are not shared by
locally controlled capacitors. If groups of capacitors are switched in service as opposed to
an individual switching, enough reactive power support to the system might be achieved
before voltage collapse occurs.
Wide area control with shunt capacitors can be achieved with the knowledge of
voltage magnitude and / or generator reactive power measurements. These measurements
can be either directly measured or obtained from a state estimator. A laboratory wide area
voltage control algorithm by the Bonneville Power Administration can be found in [63].
Attention now turns to the assessment of the effectiveness of reactive power control. Global control of shunt capacitors can be realized in many ways. For the purposes of
this study, global control is affected by the calculation of two different indices that give
an indication of system voltage magnitudes and complex power line flows in the network.
The proposed bus voltage magnitude index gives a measure of the deviation in system
voltages from rating. The proposed voltage index is ΘV,
NB

ΘV = ∑ (| Vi | −1) ,
2

i =1

where |Vi| is the bus voltage magnitude and NB is the number of system busses.
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(5.1)

The proposed complex line power flow index is based on the change in the system
line flow when shunt capacitors are switched into service, and is given by,

∑| (S
NL

ΘS =

i =1

w / caps
i

− Sibase )|

ΔQinj

,

(5.2)

where Siw/caps is the complex power flow in line i with the switched capacitors switched
on, Sibase is the base case complex power flow in line i (no capacitors on), NL is the number of system transmission assets and ΔQinj is the value of reactive power injected due to
the shunt capacitors added (in MVAr) into the system. The implication of a low value of
ΘS implies transmission with low line loading and possibly low congestion.
For the purpose of assessing the effectiveness of local versus wide area control, it
is necessary to assume a global control algorithm. Global control of switched capacitors
is assumed to be realized by evaluating ΘV and ΘS as defined above and as shown in Fig.
5.1. For example, consider NC shunt capacitors in the system that can be used to control
reactive power. For each one of the possible combinations of operation of these capacitors ( 2 NC combinations), both the voltage and complex power indices are calculated for
the purpose of assessing the effectiveness of local and global control. If support of the
system voltage magnitudes is the objective of the control action, the capacitor switching
which produces the lowest ΘV is selected as the global control strategy. Contemporary
practice is that operators enable automatic control strategies and implement manual controls. The objectives of operator actions vary with operating companies and operating
conditions. If avoidance of line loading congestion is chosen as the objective of the control action, the action which produces the smallest value of ΘS is chosen.
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Calculate base case
complex power

(Number of switched
shunt capacitors) NC

Calculate ΘV and ΘS for each possible state of
all the switched shunt capacitors in the system

System voltages
most important

System voltages or
line power flow
forms the basis of
the control?

Find smallest value for
ΘV. The shunt
capacitor state which
represents the smallest
ΘV is chosen.

Complex power
flow most

Find smallest value for
ΘS. The shunt
capacitor state which
represents the smallest
ΘS is chosen.

Fig. 5.1: Voltage and complex power flow indices for assessing the effectiveness of
shunt capacitor WACS
For some cases, both the bus voltage magnitude and complex power flow indices
need to be considered when reactive power support is needed. An extension of (5.1) and
(5.2) into a combination index yields a new index in which both indices contribute to the
global control. This combination index is ΘC,
ΘC = αΘV + (1 − α )Θ S ,

(5.3)

where α is a ‘contribution parameter.’ The value of α selected depends on which index,
ΘV or ΘS , is the control objective in a given application. Fig. 5.2 shows the alternate
WACS with the combination index included.
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Calculate base case
complex power flows

(Number of switched
shunt capacitors) NC

Calculate ΘV and ΘS for each possible state of all the
switched shunt capacitors in the system

Determine a
value of α

Calculate ΘC for each possible state of all the switched
shunt capacitors in the system

Find smallest value for ΘC.
The shunt capacitor state
which represents the
smallest ΘC is chosen.
Fig. 5.2: Assessment of shunt capacitor WACS control using a combination index
5.3

Illustration of the calculation of the voltage and complex power index

An illustration of the calculation of both the bus voltage magnitude and complex
power flow indices is shown in this section. The IEEE 57 bus system depicted in Fig. 5.3
is used as a test bed [66]. For this example, five different shunt capacitors are considered.
These shunt capacitors are placed at busses 25, 30, 33, 45, and 56 respectively.
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Fig. 5.3: The IEEE 57 bus test bed (as appearing in [66])
Three different loading scenarios are considered. Each of these loading scenarios
exemplifies different extremes in which a power system operates. The three different
loading scenarios are:

•

Case A: light system loading with power factors below 0.90

•

Case B: heavy system loading with power factors higher than 0.90

•

Case C: heavy system loading with power factors below 0.90.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the control scenario, consider the number of
system voltage magnitudes out of range, and the total system losses. The size of the
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switched capacitors considered is 6 MVAr. For the purposes of this study, the bus voltage
magnitudes are assumed to be limited between 0.87 and 1.06 p.u.
Results for the three study cases are tabulated in Tables 5.1-3. Since there are five
capacitors to be switched, there are a total of 32 different cases to be considered. From
the WACS procedure shown in Fig. 5.1, the global control of the capacitors for each of
the cases is based on the values of the indices ΘV or ΘS. If bus voltage support is the objective of the control (i.e. choose the switching algorithm with the smallest value of ΘV)
the algorithm for the cases studied is:
•

Case A: switch ON shunt capacitors at busses 25, 30, 33, 45, and 56

•

Case B: switch ON shunt capacitors at busses 25, 30, 33, 45, and 56

•

Case C: switch ON shunt capacitors at busses 25, 30, 33, 45, and 56.

If transmission congestion mitigation is the selected control strategy, the proposed
switching action corresponds to the smallest value of ΘS. Under this strategy, the switching schemes for the cases studied are:
•

Case A: switch ON shunt capacitors at busses 25, 45, 56

•

Case B: switch ON shunt capacitors at bus 45

•

Case C: switch ON shunt capacitors at bus 45.

These cases exemplify how global control can be achieved. Comparison of this
WACS scheme to locally controlled shunt capacitors is shown in the next section.
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5.4

Local versus global control of switched capacitors

When considering implementing a WACS for shunt capacitors, it is important to
compare the WACS to local control techniques. In the locally controlled scheme, only the
capacitors with bus voltages out of range are switched in service.
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Table 5.1: Calculation of ΘV, ΘS, system losses and number of bus voltage magnitudes
out of range for Case A
Capacitor switching scheme
at bus
25
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1

30
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

33
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

45
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

Case A
56
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
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ΘV
0.419
0.375
0.405
0.308
0.321
0.331
0.361
0.270
0.281
0.291
0.296
0.309
0.318
0.239
0.245
0.260
0.259
0.270
0.279
0.204
0.210
0.224
0.228
0.234
0.250
0.197
0.195
0.165
0.214
0.200
0.188
0.157

ΘS
0.000
7.591
4.161
13.526
12.350
11.445
5.372
9.996
9.468
9.016
8.143
7.580
7.143
11.919
11.415
11.130
7.435
7.076
6.774
9.949
9.626
9.478
8.795
8.458
8.264
11.029
8.022
9.660
7.665
7.780
8.897
8.169

Losses # |V| out o
(MW)
limits
95.294
14
94.288
12
95.150
14
93.757
11
94.046
11
94.294
11
94.159
11
92.915
7
93.150
7
93.384
7
93.643
10
93.933
11
94.180
11
93.072
4
93.206
4
93.804
8
92.811
6
93.048
7
93.281
7
92.324
1
92.451
2
92.994
4
92.978
4
93.112
4
93.710
8
93.147
3
92.237
1
92.465
0
92.907
4
92.364
2
93.065
3
92.386
0

Table 5.2: Calculation of ΘV , ΘS, system losses and number of bus voltage magnitudes
out of range for Case B
Capacitor switching scheme
at bus
25
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1

30
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

33
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

Case B

45 56 ΘV
ΘS
0 0 0.234 0.000
0 1 0.204 7.241
1 0 0.224 4.208
0 0 0.166 12.412
0 0 0.174 11.156
0 0 0.180 10.416
1 1 0.195 5.227
0 1 0.140 9.340
0 1 0.148 8.765
0 1 0.153 8.384
1 0 0.158 7.672
1 0 0.166 7.066
1 0 0.171 6.697
0 0 0.127 10.884
0 0 0.129 10.438
0 0 0.140 10.158
1 1 0.133 7.050
1 1 0.140 6.667
1 1 0.145 6.412
0 1 0.104 9.215
0 1 0.106 8.929
0 1 0.116 8.770
1 0 0.120 8.156
1 0 0.122 7.859
1 0 0.133 7.660
0 0 0.106 10.122
1 1 0.098 7.505
0 1 0.086 8.958
1 1 0.109 7.166
1 1 0.100 7.291
1 0 0.100 8.248
1 1 0.081 7.631
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# |V|
Losses out of
(MW) limits
125.394
6
124.842
4
125.213
6
124.649
1
124.845
3
124.944
4
124.669
4
124.188
0
124.354
0
124.448
2
124.490
0
124.687
2
124.786
4
124.458
0
124.474
0
124.950
0
124.036
0
124.204
0
124.298
1
124.049
0
124.062
0
124.506
0
124.318
0
124.335
0
124.810
0
124.767
0
123.916
0
124.398
0
124.373
0
123.929
0
124.643
0
124.280
0

Table 5.3: Calculation of ΘV, ΘS, system losses and number of bus voltage magnitudes
out of range for Case C
Capacitor switching scheme
at bus
25
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1

30
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

33
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

45
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

Case C
56
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1

ΘV
1.485
1.352
1.440
1.125
1.154
1.190
1.310
1.018
1.044
1.077
1.090
1.119
1.153
0.906
0.927
0.968
0.986
1.011
1.043
0.812
0.831
0.868
0.876
0.896
0.936
0.617
0.784
0.552
0.839
0.803
0.598
0.535

ΘS
0.000
10.395
4.859
20.026
18.578
16.926
7.038
14.325
13.661
12.861
11.664
10.933
10.120
17.114
16.396
15.776
10.569
10.119
9.589
14.044
13.592
13.236
12.461
11.985
11.571
25.405
11.268
20.338
10.662
10.930
19.356
16.533

Losses
(MW)
155.945
152.426
154.978
148.678
148.965
149.792
151.537
145.772
145.973
146.744
147.922
148.205
149.013
144.220
144.656
145.618
145.067
145.266
146.020
141.600
142.009
142.868
143.570
143.998
144.946
138.089
140.992
136.255
142.241
141.395
137.756
135.943

# |V|
out of
limits
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
31
31
31
32
31
32
31
31
31
31
31
31
27
31
26
31
31
27
25

For the base case evaluations, the bus voltage magnitudes that are out of range
and that have shunt capacitors available are:
•

Case A: busses 25, 30, 33
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•

Case B: busses 30, 33

•

Case C: busses 25, 30, 33, 56.

The capacitors switched on for the locally controlled cases correspond to the buses that have voltages out of range. Tables 5.4-6 compare the results of local and global
control. After analyzing the results in Tables 5.4-6 for each of the three cases, it is shown
that implementing global control based on the bus voltage magnitudes gives better results. The comparison is based on the consideration of the number of bus voltage magnitudes out of range and the total system losses.

Table 5.4: Comparison of local versus global control for Case A
Capacitors at
bus that are
switched on
Local
Control
25, 30, 33
Global control 25, 30, 33, 45,
based on ΘV
56
Global control
25,45,56
based on ΘS

ΘV

ΘS

Losses
(MW)

# |V| out of
limits

0.197

11.029

93.147

3

0.157

8.169

92.386

0

0.279

6.774

93.281

7

Table 5.5: Comparison of local versus global control for Case B
Capacitors at
bus that are
switched on
Local control
30 33
Global control based on 25, 30, 33, 45,
56
ΘV
Global control based on
45
ΘS
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ΘV
0.127

ΘS
10.884

Losses # |V| out
(MW) of limits
124.458
0

0.081

7.631

124.280

0

0.224

4.208

125.213

6

Table 5.6: Comparison of local versus global control for Case C

Local control
Global control based on ΘV
Global control based on ΘS
5.5

Capacitors at
Losses # |V| out of
bus that are
ΘS
(MW)
limits
switched on ΘV
25 30 33 56 0.552 20.338 136.255
26
25, 30, 33,
45, 56
0.535 16.533 135.943
25
45
1.440 4.859 154.978
32

Illustration of group versus individual shunt capacitor switching

Further analysis of the WACS versus locally controlled shunt capacitors can be
performed if capacitors under WACS could be considered as placed into groups. The results from the previous section basically show that switching on all the capacitors in the
system produces the best results as far as the system losses and number of bus voltage
magnitudes out of range is concerned. It might be advantageous to consider group capacitor switching. The concept of group capacitor control implements a different WACS control algorithm than the one discussed in Section 5.2. Under group control, the busses in
the system are grouped together, and if one bus voltage in that group goes out of range,
all the capacitors in the group are switched on.
An illustration of group switching versus individual switching of shunt capacitors
in a power system is performed using the IEEE 57 bus system. For each bus load of the
system, four different cases are studied:
•

Case D: both active and reactive powers are twice the base case

•

Case E: active power is twice and reactive power is one half of the base case

•

Case F: active power is one half and reactive power is twice the base case

•

Case G: both active and reactive bus powers are one half of the base case.
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The intent of cases D – G is to illustrate several loading scenarios. For Cases D G, 42 separate subcases are considered. In each of the subcases, the bus demand at a single bus is changed as indicated in the bulleted list above. Only 42 of the 57 buses in the
system are available for these changes because there are 42 load buses in the test bed.
Therefore a total of 4*42 = 168 subcases are studied. Bus voltage magnitudes are considered “out of limits” below 0.87 p.u. and above 1.06 p.u. The IEEE 57 bus system is broken up into four zones in which two capacitors are considered as reactive power controllable sources in each zone. The zones are:
•

Zone 1: Busses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 16, and 17

•

Zone 2: Busses 26, 27, 28, 29, 53, 54, and 55

•

Zone 3: Busses 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36

•

Zone 4: Busses 37, 39, 40, 57, 56, 11, 42, 41, 43, 10, 51, 50, 49, 47, 46, 14,
13, 15, 45, 44, 48, and 38.

The two shunt capacitor banks for each zone are:
•

Zone 1: Busses 1 and 9

•

Zone 2: Busses 28 and 53

•

Zone 3: Busses 33 and 21,

•

Zone 4: Busses 48 and 56.

The value of the capacitors considered is 3 MVAr.
The individual capacitor switching algorithm is performed by indicating which
bus voltage magnitude is out of range, and switching the appropriate capacitor to correct
the bus voltage magnitude. When the bus voltage magnitude is considered to be out of
range, the capacitor that is physically closest to the violation is switched on.
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Table 5.7 compares the results for the number of system wide bus voltage magnitudes out of limits for individual and group switching control. The results from Table 5.7
show a representation of all the 168 cases in 24 examples. Typical results from Table 5.7
show that when considering group capacitor switching, the number of bus voltage magnitudes that are out of range decreases when compared to individual capacitor switching
control. A similar conclusion can be drawn when total system losses are studied. The results for the system losses are shown in Table 5.7.
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Case G

Case F

Case E

Case D

Table 5.7: Comparison of the number of voltage magnitudes out of range between the
base, individual switching, and group switching cases (For the IEEE 57 bus system)
Base
Case
4
4
4
4
8
7
4
4
4
5
5
6
4
4
4
5
5
6
4
4
4
4
5
6

Individual Capacitor Switching
3
3
3
3
6
5
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
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Group Capacitor Switching
1
2
1
1
4
3
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
2
1
3
1

Case G

Case F

Case E

Case D

Table 5.8: Comparison of total system losses between the base, individual switching, and
group switching cases for the IEEE 57 bus system

5.6

Base
Case
(MW)
127.78
168.96
141.69
138.96
133.08
133.17
127.78
168.96
130.48
130.80
131.03
132.47
127.78
141.73
128.77
130.80
131.03
132.47
127.78
161.66
168.96
128.77
131.03
132.47

Individual Capacitor Switching (MW)
127.00
168.12
140.88
138.17
131.58
131.70
127.00
168.12
129.69
129.98
130.25
131.18
127.00
140.92
127.98
129.98
130.25
131.18
127.00
160.79
168.12
127.98
130.25
131.18

Group Capacitor Switching (MW)
126.75
167.85
140.61
137.92
131.10
131.22
126.75
167.85
129.44
129.72
129.99
130.72
126.75
140.66
127.74
129.72
129.99
130.72
126.75
160.53
167.85
127.74
129.99
130.72

Conclusions

Wide area measurements are becoming increasingly available in contemporary
power transmission systems. These measurements may be implemented in a wide area
control system for transmission level, shunt capacitor switching. Two indices have been
proposed for the evaluation of local versus global effectiveness of capacitors in transmission systems. A test bed study has been performed comparing local and wide area control
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for shunt capacitor switching. The results indicate that the wide area algorithm gives superior voltage control as well as line loading control when compared to local control. A
concept of group capacitor switching has been introduced, and the group switching concept also appears to be favored as compared to local control.
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CHAPTER 6 LATENCY VIEWED AS A STOCHASTIC PROCESS IN WIDE
AREA CONTROL SYSTEMS
6.1

Introduction

This chapter relates to latency viewed as a stochastic process in wide area control
systems. The chapter is largely taken from [129].
In modern power systems, there are a large variety of measurements that are
communicated for purposes of control. Presently, the measurement and communications
network in a power system is referred to as a wide area measurement system (WAMS)
[67,68]. With increased speeds of communications equipment and the introduction of a
cadre of new measurement devices (e.g. phasor measurement units) in power systems,
some power engineers have proposed that the existing WAMS can be used to implement
wide area controls [69,70]. The wide area control system (WACS) can be used to control
a variety of components in a power system such as power system stabilizers, HVDC systems, and supplementary controllers for flexible ac transmission system (FACTS) devices. In a WACS, the time required to transmit data from the measurement location to a
control center or data concentrator, and the time required ultimately to communicate this
data to control devices is collectively denoted as communications delay or latency. It is
imperative that latency should be considered in the design phase.
This paper addresses the issue of communication delays that are present in a
WACS. A method of calculating the delay time in a WACS is shown for the case of dedicated control signal channels. The calculation method encompasses several types of delays including routing delays which are modeled as a series of M/M/1 queues. An illustration of the calculation method is shown for a dynamic equivalent of the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) system.
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6.2

Time delay calculation: preliminaries

In a WACS communications network, it is assumed that the data being transmitted are in the form of packets. The packets are a formatted block of information and are
typically arranged in three sections: the header, the payload, and the trailer. The header
has the following information: packet length, origin and destination address, packet type,
and the packet number (if a sequence of packets is being sent). The payload carries the
data taken from the measurement. The trailer is at the end of the packet and carries information which permits the receiving device to identify the end of the packet.
The time delay calculation encompasses several different delays that occur in
communication systems. These delays typically are:
•

Serial delays: the delay of having one bit being sent one after another.

•

‘Between packet’ serial delays: the time after a packet is sent to when the
next packet is sent.

•

Routing delays: the time required for data to be sent through a router, and
resent to another location

•

Propagation delays: the time required to transmit data over a particular
communications medium.

6.3

The deterministic formulation

The total signal time delay may be represented as

T = T s + Tb + T p + T r

Ts =

Ps
Dr
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(6.1)

(6.2)

Tp =

(6.3)

l
v

where Ts is the serial delay, Tb is the between packet delay, Tp is the propagation delay, Tr
is the routing delay, Ps is the size of the packet (bits/packet), Dr is the data rate of the
network, ℓ is the length of the communication medium, and v is the velocity at which the
data are sent though the communications medium (e.g., 0.6c to c, where c is the speed of
light). Fig. 6.1 illustrates the communication delays when a measurement is sent from a
remote bus to a power system stabilizer (PSS) with a remote bus input. Examples are
formulated in Section 6.5 which illustrates the effects of communication delay on a PSS
with a remote measurement.

Remote signal

D/A

Tb

Propagation
Delay

Routing
Delay

Propagation
Delay

PSS input

Ts

……

Fig. 6.1: Communication delays associated with a remote input to a PSS
Routers are a major part of the communications infrastructure in a WACS. There
are a number of methods by which routing delay can be approximated [71-75]. A simple
and fast calculation method of routing delay can be used to approximate the delay at a
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router: this calculation method is based on a series of M/M/1 queues, in which a path
from the measurement to the control center is traced, and all of the routing delays are
added up to represent the total routing delay for the measurement. For this calculation,
(6.4)

N

Tr = ∑ Tr( i ) ,
i =1

where Tr is the total routing delay, Tr(i) is the routing delay for a single router at location i,
and N is the total number of routers.
The M/M/1 queue is used to approximate the value of Tr(i) for each router, and is
modeled as a random process that is Poisson distributed, an exponential service, and a
single server queue. The M/M/1 queue has several associated performance measures such
as: the average number of “customers” in line, the average number of customers in the
system, the time waiting in line, and the time required to pass through the system [73,76].
In this context, the “customers” are the sensory messages in the WACS. A noteworthy
performance measure is “total waiting time”, and this encompasses both the amount of
time waiting in line, as well as the amount of time being served. The total waiting time W
is modeled as,
W=

λ

λ (ζ − λ )

(6.5)

,

where λ is the rate at which objects come in the system (e.g. packets/s) and ζ is the rate at
which the objects are being served (e.g. packets/s). The routing time Tr(i) for each router
can be estimated from (6.5) and used in (6.4) to calculate the total routing delay,
Tr =

N

∑

i =1

λ

(i)

(ζ

λ (i)
(i)

− λ (i ) )
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.

(6.6)

6.4

The stochastic formulation

Uncertainties occur in a communications network, and can be modeled stochastically for the variables in (6.1). It is useful, to find the mean and variance of these statistics when calculating the total time to send data across the network. That is, T is viewed
as a random variable which is a function of several other random variables. Perhaps the
main source of uncertainty lays in the variables Ps and Tr. Equation (6.1) is linear in these
variables, and therefore the expectation of T, namely E(T), is simply found from
⎡ 1
E (T ) = ⎢
⎣ Dr

⎤ ⎡ E ( Ps )⎤
1⎥ ⎢
⎥ + Tb + T p .
⎦ ⎣ E (Tr ) ⎦

(6.7)

With no assumption on the probability distributions of Ps and Tr, the variance of T is
found to be σ T2 ,
2
⎡1
E ((T − E (T )) ) = ⎢
⎣ Dr

⎤⎡
1⎥ ⎢σ PsPs
2
⎦ ⎢⎣σ TrPs
2

σ
σ

⎤⎡ 1 ⎤
2
⎥ ⎢ Dr ⎥ = σ T
⎢
⎥
TrTr ⎥
⎦⎣ 1 ⎦

2

PsTr
2

(6.8)

where σ PsPs is the variance of Ps, and covariances σ PsTr and σ TrPs are equal and related
2

2

2

by the correlation coefficient between Ps and Tr,

ρ

PsTr

=

σ

(6.9)

PsTr

σ σ
PsPs

TrTr

and σ TrTr is the standard deviation of Tr.
It is possible to examine the impact on total delay time T by the other variables in
(6.1). As an example, if the data rate Dr were modeled as a stochastic process with mean
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E(Dr) and variance σ DrDr , and Ps is assumed to be deterministic, then (6.2) could be re2

formulated as a Taylor series around Dr = Dro,
Ts = Ps [

1
1
1
2
− 2 (Dr − Dro ) + 3 (Dr − Dro ) − ... ] .
Dro D
D
ro

(6.10)

ro

The point of linearization, namely Dro, is an estimate of the mean of Dr. If the Taylor series is truncated at the (Dr-Dro) term, the statistics of Ts are simply found (valid when
σ DrDr is much smaller than Dr). In the linearized case, an expression similar to (6.7) can

be written.
For the cited example in which Dr, Tr and Tp are assumed to be stochastic, under
the linear approximation,

⎡− P
E (T ) = ⎢ 2 s
⎣ Dro

σ

2
T

⎡− P
= ⎢ 2s
⎢⎣ D ro

⎛ Dr ⎞
⎤ ⎜ ⎟
2P
1 1⎥ E ⎜ T p ⎟ + Tb + s
Dro
⎦ ⎜T ⎟
⎝ r⎠

⎡σ 2
⎤ ⎢ DrDr
2
1 1⎥ ⎢σ TpDr
⎥⎦ ⎢ 2
⎣⎢σ TrDr

σ
σ
σ

2
DrTp
2
TpTp
2
TrTp

⎡ − Ps ⎤
⎤
⎢ 2⎥
σ DrTr
⎥
⎢ D ro ⎥
2
⎥⎢ 1 ⎥
σ TpTr
⎥⎢
⎥
2
σ TrTr ⎦⎥ ⎢ 1 ⎥
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(6.11)

2

(6.12)

where the square three-by-three matrix in the expression for the variance of the total delay time T, σ T , is the covariance matrix of the random vector [Dr Tp Tr]T. If the three va2

riates are statistically independent, the covariance matrix of [Dr Tp Tr]T will be a diagonal
matrix of the corresponding variates.
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6.5

Illustration of communication delay: the deterministic case

In this section, an illustration is provided to show an example of the possible
communication delays using a dynamic equivalent of the WECC as a test case. A diagram of the WECC system equivalent is shown in Fig. 6.2. For this illustration, the
WECC system is resolved into eight different regions or zones in which measurements
taken from each zone report to a router for that zone. For this illustration, each of the
eight zones without loss of generality is arbitrarily chosen from the WECC equivalent
map shown in Fig. 6.2. However, the zones are regions of the WECC that are geographically proximate. Zones 1 and 5 are shown in Fig. 6.2, which represent zones that are utilized for an illustrative example of a remote input PSS shown in Section 6.2. Each of the
eight zones communicates to four different areas which, in turn, communicate to the central server. This configuration is hierarchical in nature. Since no true WACS exists, the
hierarchy postulated is a conjecture. For a measurement taken in each zone, the maximum and minimum delay times are calculated.
The WECC system has nearly 30,000 buses above 69 kV. It is assumed that nearly one-fifth to one-quarter of these buses are, in fact, instrumented and ultimately result in
measurements. For purposes of obtaining an illustrative example, the communication infrastructure of a WACS for the WECC is postulated. The communications system specifications used in the WECC example are shown in Table 6.1. Equations (6.5) and (6.6)
are used to estimate total delay time. Table 6.2 shows the number of measurements for
each zone and the maximum and minimum delay times for each of those zones (for a
measurement in each of those zones to a central location ℓ km away).

Table 6.1: Specifications of the communications network for the WECC example
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Data rate of the network
Between packet delay
Packet size
Length of the communication medium
Data velocity
Measurement rate
Router serving rate

Dr
Tb
Ps
ℓ
V
Λ
Μ

50 Mbps
0
200 b
1000 km
0.6c
50 (packets/s)
50 Mbps

Table 6.2: Calculated delay times for the WECC Example
Number of measurements
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5
Zone 6
Zone 7
Zone 8

470
907
1310
840
504
638
1176
1008

Minimum
delay time
( s)
0.0206
0.0206
0.0208
0.0207
0.0207
0.0207
0.0219
0.0207

Maximum
delay time
( s)
0.0220
0.0222
0.0222
0.0222
0.0220
0.0222
0.0222
0.0220

From Table 6.2, it is seen that the time delay associated with the communications
network, based on a deterministic model, is approximately 20.7 ms. Since a 50 Mbps
network is assumed, the approximation of the time delay is fast compared to a slower data network. If satellite communications are required, the one way time delay can be in the
range of 250 ms based on high Earth orbit satellite technology.
It is interesting to conjecture alternative communications infrastructures: if a
WACS were fully implemented, one may conjecture that a large number of sensory signals would be obtained from diverse areas of the WECC and communicated to many distant zonal data concentrators. It is reasonable to assume that a full implementation of this
type might contain an information network that utilizes advanced communications media.
For example, if fiber optic communications channels were implemented using links that
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follow overhead transmission circuits at 345 kV and above (for example), a true communications network would result. For the illustration below, however, dedicated channels
are used rather than networked communications.

6.6

The stochastic case

The deterministic calculation of latency above may be revisited for the same assumed parameters for Zone 1 in the WECC, but with Ps and Tr assumed to be stochastic.
Using the parameters given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for Zone 1, and assuming that the data
in Table I result in mean values for Ps and Tr and Tr = 14.44 ms, one may calculate the
mean and variance of T. Let σ PsPs be 8000 b2 (b = bits) which is estimated assuming a
2

95% probability that the packet size is in the range 20 b to 380 b. The limits of this range
are based on measurements in the system with small packet sizes when the system is operating at steady state, versus those high informational cases during which there is a disturbance. It is assumed that information is transmitted for control purposes. Further, let

σ

2
TrTr

be 20.9*10-6 seconds2, and the statistical correlation coefficient between Ps and Tr

be 20%. Then from (7) and (8),
E(T) = 20.6 ms

σ

2
T

= 2.09*10-5 (seconds)2.

That is, the value of E(T) is the same as calculated for Zone 1 above, but the variance is now also available. Note that the selections of

σ

2
PsPs

,

σ

2
TrTr

and correlation

coefficient between Ps and Tr are for illustration only and may need to be revised in a
given application. If T is written as the mean value ± one standard deviation, one con-
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cludes T = 20.6 ± 4.6 ms. Obviously, the total delay may be much longer (±3σ or ±4σ, for
example). Interestingly, Stoll [77] arrives at approximately identical mean and delay variance.

6.7

Further comments

Latency can be associated with wide area control applications such as supervisory
level power system stabilizers (SPSS). Previous work has shown that time delay in the
control blocks of SPSS has an effect on the control system response (e.g. overshoot and
settling time) [78]. Therefore, calculating the time delay for the WACS communication
structure should be considered in the implementation of control variables for such devices. Note that all of the foregoing discussion as well as (6.1) do not include control signal
processing (computation) time.

6.8

Impact of latency on control system performance

The total communications delay and control algorithm processing time comprise
the time delay in applying control signals to controllers in a WACS. References [79-82]
have cited long total delay times from approximately 100 ms to over 1.0 s. This range of
delay appears to be mainly computational time for generating the control algorithm. In
some envisioned scenarios, WACS would be “operator permissive” meaning that operators would be offered control strategies based on the wide area measurements, and the
operator would need to approve the strategy. The added operator action time could range
into minutes. The foregoing development indicates that the actual communications latency is a fraction of the total delay time. In the case of linear systems or nonlinear systems
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operating in the small signal range, delay time degrades controller performance in a predictable way as indicated in [83]. The effect of control signal delay may be viewed in
simple, linear cases as a phase delay, and all of the usual Nyquist and other stability criteria apply [84]. For example, in a simple single input – single output representation, the
open loop gain of the control system is multiplied by e-jTdω where Td is the total delay
time. In effect, for simple analysis, the phase margin decreases by Tdωc radians where ωc
is the crossover frequency. In the nonlinear range of system operation, the impact of delay is less predictable because the impact is dependent on the operating point at the time
of a perturbation. Further, for multiple input, multiple output systems, simple phase margin analysis is less indicative of system performance as compared to simplified single
input, single output analysis. This remark is illustrated in [78-82]. The role of latency of
the communications system can be quantified in illustrative cases as shown in Sections
6.5 and 6.6.

6.9

An illustrative case of control system response: a wide area test case

Fig. 6.2 is a reduced equivalent of the WECC transmission system as given in
[84]. The cited system is a historical snapshot of the WECC and this configuration is offered simply as a test case that is illustrative of a large system. The test case system consists of 29 machines modeled in detail along with their turbines and exciters, 179 buses
and three HVDC lines. In this particular test case, power system stabilizers are modeled
at each generator and each is designed as shown in [85, 86].
Interarea modes, typically in the range 0.2 to 0.7 Hz [86], are exhibited when one
group of generators oscillates against another group of generators. Insufficient damping
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of an interarea mode can lead to sustained low frequency oscillations and eventual misoperation of the system. These modes are well suited to WACS: an isolated local signal
cannot identify interarea oscillations as effectively as can a combination of signals from
both areas. By introducing a signal from one area to a controller in the other, effective
damping of interarea oscillations can be achieved. The remainder of this paper demonstrates an application of this concept. The role of latency in this WACS application is
quantified.
The selection and design of controllers for a WACS is system dependent. A PSS
has been considered as the test application for this study. Such devices are widely used
throughout the WECC [87] and the introduction of a remote input to an existing single
input PSS does not require the structure of the controller to be altered. Kamwa et al. [88,
89] have examined the possibility of several PSSs within a network being supplied remote data in order to damp out interarea oscillations, through design of a ‘decentralized/hierarchical’ control architecture.
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Fig. 6.2: Reduced equivalent of the WECC used as a test case
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The objective of this illustrative example is to first demonstrate that it is possible
to utilize a remote input to a PSS such that an interarea mode is damped more effectively
than when only a local input is considered. The effect of latency in utilizing the remote
signal is then investigated. Such a problem has been examined by Chow et al. [80,90] using conventional modal analysis techniques, which accommodate delays by employing
approximations which can be significant. Here the investigation is instead carried out via
time domain simulation using delay times which are commensurate with communication
system latency. The Prony decomposition method [91] is used to identify the damping of
the interarea mode of interest from the time domain evolution of appropriate state variables. Consequently, resorting to mathematical devices such as Padé approximations to
model the delay is not necessary.
In the WECC system, interarea modes exist; one such pair of areas is depicted in
Fig. 6.2. For the illustration, the interarea mode is excited when a fault is applied to the
transmission line between buses 82 and 87. This fault is cleared in 4 cycles.
In this illustrative example, the power system stabilizer used to demonstrate a remote control action for the WECC system is located on the generator connected to bus 4
(denoted the “local bus”) in Area 5. For the case in which remote control actions are not
used, the PSS is locally controlled by a generator rotor speed deviation signal. In order to
facilitate remote control actions, a frequency signal is taken from a generator in Zone 1,
namely the generator connected at bus 35 (“remote bus”) in Area 1. This remote frequency measurement is considered as an additional input to the PSS.
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6.10

Simulations of the control system response

Simulations of the control system response with the remotely controlled PSS at
bus 4 are performed using PowerTech’s DSATools software [92]. A range of fixed delays
is considered. In order to model the frequency from the remote bus in the PSS, the bus
angle is used and converted to a frequency signal. The software does not permit direct
simulation of bus frequency when time delays are included in the PSS model. The resulting PSS (at local bus 4) with the additional control signal from the remote bus is depicted
in Fig. 6.3: Fig. 6.3(a) shows the general structure while Fig. 6.3(b) includes the individual control blocks which have parameters given in Table 6.3.
For the example, the operation of the remote input PSS at bus 4 is being altered,
with the input from bus 35 being delayed. The communication delay block is modeled in
the PSS design as shown in Fig. 6.3(b). Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 show the response signal of the
active power output of the generator for selected delay times utilizing the bus frequency
input from bus 35 to the PSS at bus 4.
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PSS Output
Fig. 6.3.A: Power system stabilizer used in the test bed at bus 4 (local bus): (a) PSS
structure, dashed box indicates remote signal not part of original PSS design; (a) Stabilizer configuration
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Fig. 6.3.B: Power system stabilizer used in the test bed at bus 4 (local bus): (b) Detailed
layout (refer to Table 6.3 for parameters), PSS detail
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Table 6.3: Test bed PSS parameters
Item

Purpose

Value

G LOC (s)

Gain for local input

5

DELAY

Communication latency

Variable

G REM (s )

Low-pass filter (lag)

20
1+ s

GWO (s)

Washout

10s
1 + 10s

G1 ( s )

Phase compensation

1 + 0.3s 1 + 0.3s
⋅
1 + 0.03s 1 + 0.03s

VS , MIN

Lower output limit

-0.1 p.u.

V S , MAX

Upper output limit

+0.1 p.u.

The two curves depicted in Fig. 6.4 show the generator electrical power output at
the local bus when the remote input is introduced to the PSS. The dashed curve treats the
transmission from the remote bus to the local PSS as instantaneous; the solid curve includes a delay of 0.1 s in the signal path. As the two curves are difficult to distinguish,
Fig. 6.4 demonstrates that a 0.1 s delay in the remote input signal does not make a significant change to the generator electrical power output. For shorter delays, more closely
approximating the typical latencies identified in Table 6.2, the delayed curve becomes
virtually identical to the instantaneous curve and so these results are not shown.
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Fig. 6.4: Local bus (4) electric power output – 0.1s delay in PSS input from bus 35
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Fig. 6.5: Local bus (4) electric power output – 0.5s delay in PSS input from bus 35
In this example, it may be tempting to conclude from Fig. 6.4 that the stabilizer
design is inappropriate in that substantial oscillations are still present and not well
damped. However, the objective of remote signal inclusion was not to eliminate all undamped modes, but rather to increase the damping on the key interarea mode identified.
The 0.26 Hz mode is not readily identifiable by direct inspection of Fig. 6.4 and is not a
cause for concern; instead, it assists to confirm that the PSS is performing correctly. Only
interarea modes were considered in this illustration. It is possible, however, that unstable
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local modes exist. It is stressed that a complete PSS design was not an intended outcome
of this study; rather, the remote input was included by modifying only the front end of an
existing PSS. A caution is added: interarea modes in the 0.5 to 0.8 Hz range may be difficult to filter due to the potential proximity to plant mode frequencies.
Fig. 6.5 shows the effect of a longer delay on the local generator electrical power
output. The dashed curve is for instantaneous transmission from the remote bus to the
local bus and is identical to the dashed curve of Fig. 6.4; the solid curve assumes a delay
of 0.5 s in the signal path. The interarea mode at approximately 0.26 Hz is significantly
more apparent and therefore more lightly damped than was the case for the shorter delay
time in Fig. 6.4.
The effect upon the interarea mode damping ratio of varying the delay is shown in
Fig. 6.6. Extraction of the single interarea mode of interest allows the disturbance to be
represented as a second-order response; the damping ratio plotted is the ratio of the actual
damping of the interarea mode to the damping value at which the response is critically
stable. It can be seen from Fig. 6.6 that inclusion of the remote frequency signal with zero
delay increases the damping of the interarea mode significantly. Thus a primary purpose
of WACS, namely stability enhancement, is achievable. Similarly, when the remote signal is delayed by latencies in the range of 20.6 ± 4.6 ms identified in Table 6.2, the interarea damping remains superior to the case where only a local input is included in the PSS.
However, note that some communications technologies, e.g. satellite communication, can
introduce round trip delays of the order of 500 ms.
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Fig. 6.6: Impact of delaying the remote bus frequency input from bus 35 to the PSS at
bus 4 on interarea damping
6.11

Impact of latency

Fig. 6.6 demonstrates that inclusion of the remote input can cause damping to deteriorate when such long delays are considered. This situation is exacerbated in the analysis of Fig. 6.7, in which two transmission lines are outraged. In this instance, when the
delay is of the order of that introduced by satellite communication, the damping ratio for
the mode under study is less than 3%. For delays of approximately 1 s, Fig. 6.7 indicates
that the mode becomes unstable. WECC and Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP)
damping criteria [93, 94] imply that any positive damping for a mode as determined from
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rotor angle swing curves will be acceptable. However, since the network under study is a
heavily simplified representation of the WECC system and the mode damping has been
calculated instead from the generator electrical power output, some safety margin is considered necessary. The 3% damping line is therefore indicated on Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. The
minimum damping in systems is also discussed in [93] in connection with MAPP operation.
6
↑ Damping w ith zero-delay remote input
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Fig. 6.7: Impact of delaying the remote bus frequency input from bus 35 to the PSS at
bus 4 on interarea damping with a double circuit outage
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The illustrations indicate that a WACS using dedicated sensory channels is unlikely to experience degraded response (at least as far as damping is concerned) due to
control signal latency for wide area applications. The tests reported above utilize latency
as modeled by (6.1) which formalizes the delay and its various components. However, if
satellite communications are used, or information networks are used to obtain control
signals, care should be taken in accounting for control signal latency.
Fig. 6.8 compares the local bus (4) stabilizer outputs for zero and 0.1 s delay on
the remote bus (35) frequency input for the no-outage case. It can be observed that the
delay makes negligible difference to the control effort required, and that the stabilizer
output limits of -0.1 p.u. and +0.1 p.u. are not reached for this disturbance.
Fig. 6.9 shows the same PSS output as Fig. 6.8, but compared against the local input only case. Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 together show that the control effort from the PSS is increased significantly because of the inclusion of the remote input. However, it appears
that the increased control effort is warranted by the increased damping of the interarea
mode.
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Fig. 6.8: Local bus (4) PSS output – 0.1s delay in PSS input from bus 35 compared with
zero delay case (no outage)
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Fig. 6.9: Local bus (4) PSS output – 0.1s delay in PSS input from bus 35 compared with
local input only case (no outage)
6.12

Conclusions

A straightforward calculation method and model of communication delays in
power system WACS are shown for the case of dedicated sensory communication channels. Utilizing data representative of the WECC system, for a 50 Mbps network, an approximate interarea time delay of 20.6 ms is found. The standard deviation of the total
interarea delay time may be calculated as well – and a typical value is about 4.6 ms.
The latency calculations have been applied to a WACS test case. Introducing a
remote input to a single PSS has been shown to enhance the stability of the test case by
increasing the damping of the interarea mode under study. Latency has the effect of re122

ducing the effectiveness of controls. However, WACS, with its attendant latency, appears
to be more effective than local control in damping interarea oscillations. If additional
processing delays were to exist, especially of the order of those introduced by satellite
based communication, conditions of underdamping will need to be checked carefully.
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CHAPTER 7 A NEXT GENERATION ALARM PROCESSING ALGORITHM
INCORPORATING RECOMMENDATIONS AND DECISIONS ON WIDE AREA
CONTROL
7.1

Introduction

This chapter relates to a next generation alarm processing algorithm incorporating
recommendations and decisions on wide area control. The chapter is largely taken from
[131].
Power system operators may encounter an overwhelming number of alarms due to
system-wide events in their area of responsibility. These alarms can be a source of confusion for the operator, especially if the system events that have caused the alarms require
immediate action. For example, a transformer fault can possibly have 150 alarm messages that are displayed in only two seconds [95]. The need for the development of alarm
processing and prioritization algorithms has been recognized since the 1960s [96]. This
need is even more pressing today due to the increased size and complexity of power systems, the interconnections between large geographical areas, and the deregulation of
power systems which introduces complexity in the control decisions. As an example, under deregulation, transmission circuits may be operated at relatively high power levels
more frequently in order to fully implement power marketing. These high levels of power
transfer generally suggest that high speed and accurate operator actions are imperative.
Further, there is a trend of performing wide area control and monitoring activities in a
centralized fashion by having a small number of control centers [97].
A number of alarm processors have been developed and are in use today. Some
examples include [98] and [99]. Alarm processors such as these provide a number of
tools including alarm suppression, alarm prioritization, reduction of alarms on the basis
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of area of responsibility, and control recommendations to the operator. For example, De
Souza et al. [100] present a methodology that combines the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs) with fuzzy logic to form alarm processing identification of faulted components. Inputs to the ANNs are alarm patterns while fuzzy relations are established to
form a database employed to train the ANNs. Each neuron of the ANN is responsible for
estimating the degree of membership of a specific system component into the class of
faulted components. Results of an application on an actual system show that the proposed
method allows for good interpretation of the results, even in the presence of corrupted
alarm patterns.
Lin, Lin, and Sun [101] present fault detection and alarm processing in a loop system using a fault detection system (FDS). The FDS has an adaptive architecture with a
probabilistic neural network (PNN). The training of the PNN uses the primary/backup
information of protective devices to create the training sets. When the topology changes,
the PNN can be retained and estimated effectively. Computer simulations were conducted
to show the effectiveness of the proposed system. The basis of neural network solutions
to alarm processing appears to be the recognition of events seen in a training set. In many
cases, this approach is satisfactory when the training set spans a large range of operating
scenarios.
Khosla and Dillon [102] introduce a generic neuro-expert system (GENUES) architecture for training neural networks in alarm processing. The GENUES architecture
can be used to develop a real-time alarm processing system. The GENUES architecture
has five phases; preprocessing, decomposition, control decision and post processing. The
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GENUES architecture addresses the issues of alarm reduction, case isolation, temporal
reasoning, fast response time, and incomplete and noisy information.
McArthur et al. [103] discuss a model based reasoning application to system protection. Three main tasks are used in the decision support system: alarm processing, fault
diagnosis, and comprehensive validation of protection performance. Alarm processing
and fault diagnosis are achieved through the use of two knowledge based systems. Model
based reasoning is applied to the comprehensive validation of protection performance.
All of these are integrated with SCADA.
Considering the number of alarms for a given event scenario and the complexity
of contemporary power systems, the next generation of alarm processing is expected to
go beyond simple alarm processing in that the bridge to system control is suggested. Contemporary software tools for alarm processing include:
•

Prioritization on the basis of area of responsibility

•

Root cause identification of alarms

•

Elimination of multiple alarms from the same cause

•

Prioritization on the basis of a predetermined list of alarm weights of importance\

•

Prioritization on the basis of recency.

The next generation of alarm software may be able to provide power system operators with tools that have enhanced features that border on system control such as:
•

Identification and recommendation of control actions

•

Decision making assistance

•

Actuation of controls.
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A conceptual automated system that performs the above actions is presented in
this paper. The term autonomous also applies to the concept in that separately designed
agents are used to process and prioritize alarms, and these technologies are self-contained
[104]-[106].

7.2

Concept of alarm processing techniques

A next generation alarm processing tool is envisioned to be augmented with a
number of additional features that make the life of the operator easier. Fig. 7.1 shows the
main concept of an alarm processing unit (APU) that receives as inputs the incoming
alarms and operator decisions or directives. The APU is expected to process and prioritize the incoming alarms, and to issue recommendations and decisions that will help the
operator to overcome or alleviate the root cause of the alarm.

Incoming
alarms

.
.
.

Alarm Processing Unit
(APU)

Operator input

Priority alarms
Recommendations
Decisions
Controls

Measurements

Fig. 7.1: An alarm processing tool with decisions, recommendations, and controls
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A necessary feature of an alarm processing tool is to allow it to implement some
of its decisions in the form of controls. Possible control actions that the proposed tool
may be allowed to perform are described in the next section. Since controls, recommendations and decisions will be made by the APU, it is necessary to have as additional inputs wide area measurements from the power system. The controls envisioned are in operational real time, and could be enabled or disabled by operators. The concept is to use
the enabled mode as the default mode.
The alarm processing unit needs to overcome a number of practical problems.
These problems are [97]:
•

Speed of operation of the system

•

Time-stamping of alarms (e.g., delayed alarms, simultaneous alarms)

•

Missing alarms

•

Arrival rate of alarms

•

Preprocessing and post-processing for the distinction of separate events
when alarms arrive simultaneously

•

Designing the area of responsibility for each sensor that sends the alarms
(depending on the type of the alarm).

7.3

Automatic wide area controls

The issue of allowing alarm processors to perform controls in the power system
network has been discussed extensively in the past [95], [97] and it may be possible that
certain alarm processors have that capability in some limited form or for some simple actions. Nevertheless, since the complexity of the power system is steadily increasing and
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since the computational time required with today’s computers is decreasing, it is possible
to design even more powerful alarm processors with additional features.
Some examples of simple control action that can be performed by an automated
system are on-load tap changing and shunt reactor and capacitor switching. It is also
possible for such a system to issue (limited) raise/lower signals to generators to improve
the response of the system. A more optimistic control (and certainly a more serious one)
is the ability of such a system to perform load shedding. Since this is a control with potentially wide implications, it may not be a fully automatic control, but rather a recommendation to the operator requiring approval. As more experience is gained using this
system, this type of control may become an automatic control at a later stage. In most
cases, the controls implemented utilizing wide area measurements as sensory inputs will
be autonomous. That is, they are self standing and if they fail, the system utilizes the existing traditional controls.
A further comment on alarm processing for automated system control relates to
the potential for the interruption of power marketing. Under deregulation, a fully enabled
power market is highly desirable. Operators can not tolerate automation that falsely interrupts the marketing process. However, wide area controls, driven by wide area sensory
signals, may also be viewed as controls that implement the power market by operation at
operational maxima [107]. Obviously, like all other power system controls, decisions on
when and if to implement are rarely made on the basis of a single consideration; rather, a
range of considerations need to be assessed in control system designs. The automated
control proposed here is similar to a special protection system (SPS) or a remedial action
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scheme (RAS) except to say that SPSs and RASs are generally designed with a single
event in mind, rather than envisioning system wide operational conditions.

7.4

Proposed alarm processing algorithm with wide area controls

Fig. 7.2 shows the proposed algorithm for a next generation alarm processing methodology enhanced by operating recommendations and wide area controls, based on the
ideas presented in Fig. 7.1.
The incoming alarms are first pre-processed to distinguish significant alarms from
isolated uneventful alarms such as temporary faults due to severe weather conditions (e.g.
a transmission line temporarily comes into contact with a tree; the circuit breaker opens
and then recloses). It should be noted, that all alarms (important or unimportant) are displayed either on the main screen or on a secondary screen so that the operator has a full
view of the system status at all times. If the decision is to “reject” an alarm, there is a
time delay associated with that decision in order to make sure that no other incoming
alarms are related to this alarm. Further, the operator has the option to reject an alarm if
by experience it is a redundant alarm. The subject of decision theory for large systems is
addressed in [108].
In case that the alarm is not classified as a single, not significant alarm, then there
is an important decision to be made. If the alarms are potentially critical, threatening the
stability of the system, the alarms are displayed immediately in a prioritized manner so
that the operator is aware of the situation. This ends the algorithm at this point, since the
experience of the operator and the necessity to have a fast reaction to the event, necessitate action from the operator and possibly coordination with other control centers.
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Incoming
alarms

Alarm
preprocessing
(classification)

Is alarm a single,
isolated, no-effect
alarm?

YES

Display alarm in a
secondary or graphic
display (take no
action)

NO

Is alarm critical and is
operator action needed
immediately?

Display alarm
immediately and
wait for operator
action

YES

NO

Alarm processing
(Alarm clustering, cause
identification, alarm
prioritization)
Single alarm or
prioritized alarms

Display
alarm(s)

Use knowledge base
for further action

Is simple, corrective
action needed?

NO

Display
recommendation for
subsequent operator
action

YES

Take automatic
action

Display alarm,
decision, and
control action

Note: The operator can intervene at any point in
the algorithm and take control of the situation

Fig. 7.2: A holistic alarm processing / decision-making / action-taking algorithm
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If the decision is that the alarms are not critical, but are serious, then the algorithm
continues to process the information received and the alarms go through the alarm
processing module of the algorithm.
The alarm processing module is the most important and complex component of
the algorithm. The purpose of this module is to output less alarms than the ones that it
receives so that it can aid in the identification of the root cause of the alarm and allow the
next modules of the algorithm to make appropriate decisions and recommendations. The
alarms received by this module are clustered based on a number of important principles
such as the area of responsibility of the sensors that emitted the alarms. Redundancy is
another important concept that this module should take into consideration when reducing
the number of alarms. Two or more alarms may point to the same element that is involved in the event scenario and therefore, only one of these alarms needs to be
processed. Further, a severity index needs to be used for each alarm so that prioritization
can be achieved. The severity index may be an indicator of the amount of active power
that is impacted by each alarm. One or more of the existing alarm processing algorithms
that are either in use or proposed in the literature can be used for this module [98]-[103].
Other ideas for alarm filtering include:
•

Timed alarm suppression: Each alarm is indexed with a duration value, and

only long duration events are displayed. Temporary faults can fall into the
“short events” category.
•

Knowledge based alarm suppression: The alarms are linked through a net-

work database. Each alarm is categorized as primary or secondary. The secondary alarms are then dropped if they are linked (caused) by the same
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event as a primary alarm. For example, a feeder locks out and sends endless
alarms of low voltage and current to the operator. Since this is a single
event, the secondary alarms may be dropped.
•

Alarm point priority filtering: Each alarm is assigned a priority index; lower

priority alarms are filtered out.
The one or more (prioritized) alarms that comprise the output of the alarm
processing module are displayed on the main screen of the operator, while the rest of the
alarms are displayed on a secondary screen. This is to keep the operator informed and
allow him/her to intervene at any point and take the responsibility of handling the ongoing situation.
The prioritized alarms are then used as an input to the knowledge base module
that will determine if and what further action needs to be taken. This is the end of the
alarm processing procedure and the beginning of the control decision and implementation.
The knowledge base module needs to be aware of the current status of the system;
therefore, current topological data and the most recent state estimator output need to be
used as inputs to this module. The decisions of the knowledge base module (based on the
alarms received) can be made either through heuristic rules, fuzzy logic, or neural network based techniques. One simple rule may be formulated as an IF-THEN rule,
IF (|Vk| < 0.87 p.u.)
THEN (switch on all capacitors in area near bus k)
Significant work has been done in knowledge based expert systems for control and restoration in power systems [109]- [111].
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Once the knowledge base module has determined the problem that has caused the
event, it is necessary to decide the appropriate action to be taken. If there is an appropriate control to tackle the problem (a control that belongs to the group of the allowable automatic controls), then automatic action can be taken by the system. The decision and the
control action are displayed next to the group of alarms that initiated this process. The
operator can then verify the appropriateness of the control action taken and supplement it
with further control actions if necessary.
On the other hand, if the control decision is not in the list of allowable automatic
controls, then the alarm or group of alarms will be displayed along with a control recommendation to aid the operator in his/her decision.
The wide area control module of the alarm processing unit should be able to initiate automatic control actions for reactive support of the system. For example, one of
the allowable control actions may be the switching of capacitor banks at different locations in the system. The alarm messages that, after the filtering process, indicate a low
voltage magnitude in an area of the system, initiate the global control decision process of
capacitor switching. In this process, capacitors that are on or near low voltage magnitude
buses are switched on to raise the voltage level. The global control decision process may
be so designed that all capacitor banks in an area are switched on if low voltage alarms
are received from two or more busses in that area.
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7.5

Conclusions

The concept of a next generation alarm processing algorithm augmented with
control decisions and recommendations was presented and discussed in this paper. The
addition of decision-making and action-taking modules or agents is significant for future
alarm processing tools. This is the case since the enabling of automatic and autonomous
controls for non-critical events offer the potential to improve power system response. It is
important to carefully choose the allowable control actions and to guarantee that any automatic controls do not jeopardize the stability of the system. Considerations of retaining
fully enabled power marketing are also an issue to be considered in control system design.
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CHAPTER 8 ECONOMIC ALARMS
8.1

Introduction

This chapter relates to the concept of ‘economic alarms’. The chapter is largely
taken from [130].
Due to the deregulation of the power industry in the United States and many other
venues, the monetary value of electrical energy has become a major constituent in the
behavior of the transport of energy and in the operation of power systems. Since the inception of a deregulated power market in the U.S., the nodal electricity prices, denoted as
locational marginal prices (LMPs), influence how energy is transported in the power system. Since power markets play a key role in the flow of power in the transmission network, power market transactions, influenced by the LMP values as well as other economic signals, should play a role in everyday operations of the power system. There have
been efforts to replicate the real time competitive process in the contemporary deregulated power market environment. References [112-114] relate to these efforts.
One important part of power system operations is the issuance of alarms and
alarm processing. Alarms are operational advice of problematic system and component
conditions. Because of the volume of information related to power system alarms, alarm
processing is employed to assist operators in assessing the importance and immediacy of
the events that produced the alarm. Under deregulation, electrical events effect not only
the operation of the power system, but also have an effect on the power market. It can be
conjectured that the importance of an electric event should consider the economic importance of the event, and the economic impact should be taken in consideration when electrical alarms occur. Therefore, it is proposed that alarm issuance and alarm processing
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should include economic information in addition to the configurations of contemporary
alarms.
The concept put forth in this paper is to augment conventional electrical alarms
and to bring to the attention of transmission system operators and market participants
changes in system operating and economic conditions in an electric power system. The
alarms would alert these persons of incipient problematic conditions that may impede effective power market operation. The basic concept is that public information is attainable
in providing market participants and operators with alarms based on economic information and trends. It is important to note that system reliability versus system economics is
an issue that does not appear to be fully resolved. Reference [115] addresses this point.
The concept of economic alarms put forth here is suggested as a neutral tool that does not
preempt the use or response to existing conventional alarms.
The concept of power system economic alarms can be defined in two different
areas:
•

Economic alarms for system operators to augment conventional electric

alarms. This type of alarm includes: the identification of operating conditions that limit the effective transfer of power among purchasing and selling
entities; conditions such that further contingencies will limit market sales
and potentially curtail scheduled transactions; identification of stresses in
the bulk transmission network beyond which operators are uncomfortable;
and generation and transmission contingencies that may cause degradation
of efficient market transactions. This type of alarm is denoted as electricaleconomic alarms (EEAs).
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•

Economic alarms for all market participants to monitor system state and

signal significant changes in trends for LMPs, line loading, and system / bus
demands. This type of alarm would rely upon the use of analysis software
(load flow studies, contingency analysis, real time stability analysis, state estimation) to obtain the present economic picture of a power system. Thus
near term trends in LMPs, line loading, and bus demands may alert market
participants of economic opportunities. This type of alarm is denoted as
power market economic alarms (PMEAs).

8.2

Alarm processing and electrical economic alarms: conventional alarm
processing

Power system operators may encounter an overwhelming number of alarms due to
certain disturbances and system-wide events. If these alarms are unfiltered or unprocessed as to importance and recency, the alarms themselves can be a source of confusion
for the operator, especially if the system events that have caused the alarms require immediate action. For example, an internal transformer fault can have 150 alarm messages
that are displayed in two seconds [116]. The need for the development of alarm
processing and prioritization algorithms has been recognized since the 1960s [117]. A
number of alarm processing algorithms have been developed and are incorporated in contemporary Energy Management Systems. The basic approaches for alarm processing are
the development of a ranking of importance based on [118,119]:
•

Recency of the alarm

•

Location of the alarm in terms of an area of responsibility (AoR)
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•

The identification of the importance, gravity, or impact of the event that
produced the alarm

•

Elimination of spurious and duplicate alarms.

Because alarms are informational and advisory in nature, it is natural to appeal to
artificial intelligence type approaches to prioritization. For example, De Souza et al.
[120] present a methodology that combines the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs)
with fuzzy logic for alarm processing identification of faulted components. Lin, Lin, and
Sun [121] present fault detection and alarm processing in a loop system using a fault detection system (FDS). The FDS has an adaptive architecture with a probabilistic neural
network (PNN). The training of the PNN uses the primary / backup information of protective devices to create the training sets. The basis of neural network solutions to alarm
processing is the recognition of events seen in a training set. In many cases, this approach
is satisfactory when the training set spans a large range of operating scenarios. Khosla
and Dillon [122] introduce a generic neuro-expert system (GENUES) architecture for
training neural networks in alarm processing. The GENUES architecture has five phases:
preprocessing, decomposition, control, decision and post processing.
Contemporary software tools for alarm processing include [118, 123]:
•

Prioritization on the basis of area of responsibility

•

Root cause identification of alarms

•

Elimination of multiple alarms from the same cause

•

Prioritization on the basis of a predetermined list of alarm weights of importance

•

Prioritization on the basis of recency.
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As an alternative approach, Kyriakides, Stahlhut, and Heydt propose additional
actions to be taken in alarm processing [124]. The concept is that alarms may drive controls in an automated way. That is, contemporary alarms may be viewed as operator permissive because the alarm is simply an advisory to the operator; in [124], however, automated control is proposed and illustrated as shown in Fig. 8.1. The outputs of the APU
shown are as accurate and consistent as the APU inputs. This approach has the potential
of a wide area control system (WACS).

Incoming
alarms

.
.
.

Alarm Processing Unit
(APU)

Operator input

Priority alarms
Recommendations
Decisions
Controls

Measurements

Fig. 8.1: An alarm processing tool with decisions, recommendations, and controls (taken
directly from [124])
8.3

Electrical-economic alarms

Electrical-economic alarms have the potential to alert the operator of electric network economic implications. These economic impacts can range from small value transactions to large scale transmission transactions with concomitant high dollar value. The
philosophical base of alarms, in general, is the identification of measurement and other
data that are “out of range”. In power engineering, alarms are usually based on a complex
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combination of measurement and other data. It is possible that a low priority electrical
alarm can have a large economic impact on system operation. Identification of the economic impact of events could alter how operators correct the present state of the system
so that revenue is optimized, and schedules and power market contracts are effectively
implemented. Fig. 8.2 illustrates the general concept of EEAs. Inputs to the EEA process
are the events and the electrical alarms. This could include alarms from the local as well
as from the neighboring regions. Sensory signals may include load forecast data, scheduled but not-yet-begun transactions, and, in the presence of renewable resources, wind
and solar energy forecasts. For the proposed EEA processor, the software tools are complementary to the electric alarm processor, and include:
•

Prioritization on the basis of AoR. This raises seams issues since an event in
one area A may have low economic impact and a concomitant low priority
in region A, yet the event may have a high impact in a different region B.
Region B may be outside the AoR of A. This may occur in a wheeling transaction between C and B passing through A.

•

Prioritization on the basis of power market contract violations, or scheduling
violations, which would cover forward contracts, and day ahead, hour ahead
and real time market (dispatch) violations.

•

Use of multiple electrical alarms to form a single economic impact.

•

Prioritization on the basis of a predetermined list of economic impacts
which could, for example, be based on firm versus non-firm transmission
service, the identification of priority loads, or trigger events for known congestion points.
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•

Prioritization on the basis of recency.

Prioritized alarms
displayed to
operators
Electric Alarm
Processor

Events

Economic Alarm
Processor

Economic
Alarms

LMPs

Fig. 8.2: Economic alarms coupled with electric alarms
In Fig 8.3, a more detailed representation of the EEA processor is shown. The approach to the alarm processor shown in Fig. 8.3 is based on conventional alarm
processing techniques, and the economic information used in the EEA processor can be
rationalized in the following manner. Inputs into the alarm processor block in Fig. 3 that
are associated with the physical electric infrastructure are: generation alarms, line alarms,
and line load margin alarms. The generation and line alarm input signals have an associated MW value.
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Ranked
Alarms

Alarm
Processor
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Fig. 8.3: Conventional alarm processor with economic considerations
Generation alarms yield the generation lost and the line alarms have the associated lost MW due to line outage or line overload. A pictorial of the line load margin
alarm signal severity weights is shown in Fig. 8.4. In Fig. 8.4, a simple configuration of a
linear severity weight is illustrated (as the transmission loading varies); this configuration
could be selected as other functions such as a step-wise value of severity versus transmission circuit load. In Fig. 8.4, the parameter K is used in the severity weight: this parameter should be selected so that similar severity events in generation operation and LMPs
produce the same line load margin weight as an equivalent line loading event. The line
load margin for the line between buses i and j (in %) is defined as

LLM i , j =

)
100(Ri , j − Pi ,Flow
j
Ri , j

(8.1)
,

where Ri , j is the rating of the line, and Pi ,Flow
is the power flow through the line. From
j
Fig. 8.4, it can be seen that the lower the line load margin, the higher the severity weight.
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The alarm signal depicted in Fig. 8.3 is an analog signal with appropriate input components shown. The weights of the components are selected to capture the importance of the
events measured. As an illustration, let the value of the line load margin and corresponding weight that ultimately triggers an alarm be 90%.

Severity weighting
expressed in dollars
High severity
(e.g., 100K)

Unloaded circuit

Transmission line
flow (MW)

Long term rating
Short term rating

Fig. 8.4: Illustration of the line load margin versus severity (Parameter K is selected to
make the severity weight for line load margin consistent with other alarms).
An illustration of an EEA processor is shown in Section 8.5. The main purpose of
the EEA processor is to allow economic information the ability to have an impact on
conventional alarm processing. The use of economic information in alarm processing allows for the cases which have a low impact on the electric network, but have a high economic impact, to have an impact on the corrective actions a power operator performs.
This gives power operators the ability to operate a more economically stable power sys144

tem, and gives power market participants more stability in their decisions in the power
market. Note that the operational dynamics of power systems vary over a very wide
range: Fig 8.5 is intended to make this point. Note the position of EEA and PMEA type
alarms in this figure. It is proposed in Section 8.4, that EEAs should be a part of the
PMEA structure, which gives the power market participants information on the economic
stability of the electric network.

High Speed Electrical Transients
RLC Electrical Dynamics
Electro-Mechanical Transients
Economic Dispatch
Power Marketing
10-7

10-4

10-1

102

105

Time
(s)

EEA and PMEA Type Alarms

Fig. 8.5: Fuzzy ranges of operational dynamics in power systems
8.4

Market operation and power market economic alarms: energy market struc-

ture

The market structure for buying, selling and scheduling electricity includes forward bilateral contracts as well as centrally coordinated markets for day ahead, hour
ahead and real time energy and ancillary services. In addition to these energy markets, it
is common to have markets for transmission rights (in order to hedge uncertain transmission congestion charges), and generation capacity. The forward energy markets, which
include the centralized day ahead and hour ahead markets as well as bilateral contracts,
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provide important information for both system and market operations. This information
includes transaction schedules that system operators can use: for unit commitment; for
determining reserves requirements; and for anticipating transmission constraints. The potential of binding transmission constraints as identified in the forward market schedules
in turn signals a possible need for redispatch, congestion management and/or transmission loading relief in real time operations. On the markets side, forward markets allow the
calculation of day ahead and hour ahead LMPs, which in well-functioning market structures are good predictors of the real time LMP values.
Once the forward markets have closed, the real time market operation coincides
with real time system operations. Schedules from the forward markets are implemented
in the real time dispatch and resources made available through the markets to provide ancillary services are selected and dispatched by the system operator for balancing (or load
following) and regulation. The locational marginal prices from the real time market are
used for financial settlements of the real time dispatch and transactions.
If there are no binding transmission constraints and no contingencies, the real
time dispatch and subsequent market settlement will mostly follow the hour ahead schedules. In situations where there are binding constraints however, a variety of mechanisms
can be employed to reduce power flow. A focus on reliability concerns would lead to
calling upon the NERC procedures for transmission loading relief, or TLR [125] (or in
the Western U. S., the WECC Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan). In contrast to the TLR
procedures, market mechanisms to relieve constraints, referred to as congestion management, better account for the economics of curtailing different scheduled transactions. One
benefit of the proposed economic alarms would be the elimination of the distinction be-
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tween TLR and congestion management by allowing for the inclusion of economic criteria in the reliability based TLR mechanisms. An enhanced TLR process would rely upon
the EEAs introduced above. If system reliability is not immediately threatened, the power
market economic alarms, PMEA, proposed below, would give market participants advanced notice of an imminent need to find additional resources to serve scheduled loads,
find replacement transmission transfer capability, or meet ancillary services needs. Marketers may often be able to find economic resources more readily than the system operator if they are given advanced notice through a mechanism such as the PMEAs.

8.5

Power market economic alarms

The second proposed use of economic alarms, denoted in Section II as PMEAs,
employs not only electric alarms and events, but also utilizes the present state of a power
system and trending information to produce alarms which indicate possible economic
impact of events and trends. The trending information would include LMP, line loading
and demand levels. As intermittent resources achieve higher penetration levels, this could
also include wind and solar generation forecasts. The concept is to use analysis software
to calculate the alarms. The main input elements to the analysis software are:
•

Trending peak demand transactions

•

Trending transmission utilization transactions

•

Trending bulk energy sales and purchases

•

Trending LMP values

•

Load forecasting including peak demand forecasting

•

Unit commitment schedules.
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In electric power markets, PMEAs will be of use in allowing the power market to
become more efficient and competitive by providing more complete information to all
participants. The proposal here is to allow PMEAs to be available to power market participants and transmission providers. An open power market environment utilizing PMEAs
will allow participants to know information on a variety of levels:
•

To assess the short term transmission needs in the system – to the extent that
these needs affect economic efficiency and schedules

•

To allow for operators to redispatch generators based on scheduled transactions and real time market needs. Redispatch for real time market needs is
already performed via economic dispatch and therefore PMEAs would add
awareness of scheduled transactions and other system and market trends.

•

To make the power market more transparent, providing information to all.

•

To assist in making transmission operating decisions optimal for economic
efficiency as well as for system reliability.

•

To allow market participants to identify trends in LMP, line loading and
demand levels in order to find/make transactions in the near future in anticipation of these trends.

Fig. 8.5 shows a simple illustration of how PMEAs could be used in power systems. It is possible that an implementation would employ a dedicated economic parameters display that graphically shows the economic conditions. The economic trending
block in Fig. 8.6 yields the following information:
•

Anomalous changes in the LMPs (e.g., outside threshold levels). Applying
or even determining static LMP thresholds could be difficult. Appropriate
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thresholds would depend upon season, day, hour, and contingencies. It
would be interesting to investigate artificial intelligence algorithms (AI) to
determine appropriate thresholds dynamically. A potential drawback of this
approach is the requirement for maintenance of the AI rule base.
•

Trigger alarms based on volumes (as with the MW triggers for generation or
lines in conventional alarms). This is especially valuable since the prices of
bilateral contracts are unlikely to be revealed, and triggers based on volumes
of pending / scheduled transactions will comply with contemporary practice.

•

Identification of predicted limitations of available transmission capability
(ATC) that are problematic.

•

Identification of energy needs as a consequence of planned events (e.g.,
planned generation outages, planned transmission assert outages).

•

Predicted high reactive power demands.

Electrical
System
Alarms

Conventional Alarm Processor
With Economic Considerations
Economic
Alarms

Power
Market
Schedules
and Trends

Economic Trending
Alarm Processor

Fig. 8.6: General overview of power market economic alarms (PMEAs)
There are infrastructure questions relating to the issue of responsibility for implementing the economic alarms, and for financing the required software, data gathering,
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and analysis. The alarm system could be implemented by the ISO directly or by a third
party, who would receive system state and market data from the ISO. System state data
would be incredibly valuable to power market participants, and is currently for sale
through private companies such as GenScape [126]. The design and implementation of
economic alarms as proposed in this paper raise basic questions on the role of the ISO
and the extent to which the ISO’s system state data should be made available to market
participants. A first issue is that proliferation of system state data may raise security issues, in the sense of cyber security. A second issue relates to whether the ISO should sell
system state data to a third party who would then perform the economic alarm analysis
versus having the ISO perform the economic alarm analysis and either making the results
/ alarms available to all market participants, or charge for access to this service. In the
second situation, the ISO would not be making the raw system state data available, but
rather would be processing those data and only making the alarms available. Finally, if
the ISO derives a profit from the alarm processing, or from the sale of the results of that
alarm processing (or the raw system state data), issues related to the non-profit status of
ISOs would need to be addressed.
In addition to addressing the implementation and financing aspects of the proposed economic alarms, it is useful to discuss additional uses for the alarms. Note that
PMEAs could be used by market participants to respond to an ISO announcement that
corrective market action is about to be taken. The PMEA itself could be an "announcement" from the ISO to alert market participants that a 'market restorative' action is about
to be initiated unless participants can correct the market on their own before the ISO
takes this action. As an example of the value of a PMEA, the ISO may wish to send to
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load serving entities that LMPs are increasing or decreasing and it is appropriate to take
demand response actions. This would give ‘customers’ time to plan their response in advance of the price change. In this way, there may be an important addition to demand response discussions. Another example of the value of a PMEA is as a signal relating to
system reliability needs: the ISO could send the alarm which is essentially a request to
customers of a pending reliability issue. In this way, the ISO is able to use the demand
side of the market to help correct a system reliability issue.

8.6

An illustration of the electric-economic alarm concept

In this section, the concept of an EEA processor is illustrated. The test system
shown in Fig. 8.7 is similar to a reduced equivalent of the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) transmission system as given in [127]. The cited system is a historical snapshot of the WECC and this configuration is offered simply as a test case that is
illustrative of a large system. The test case system consists of 29 generators, 179 buses,
and three HVDC lines.
The determination of severity in the EEA alarm processor block in Fig. 3 uses the
MW values of the physical system alarms and determines a severity in dollars based on
the LMPs of the system, and the MW volumes in contracts and schedules. For example, it
is assumed that there are presently five different simultaneous alarms in the system: two
generation outage alarms (buses 40, 47), one line outage alarm (line 50-57), and two line
load margin alarms (lines 42-58 and 42-57). The section of the WECC system that is affected is shown in Fig. 8.8. Also in Fig. 8.8, the AoR is defined for this case, and is used
in the EEA processor. Table 8.1 gives the MW value for the line outage and the genera-
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tion outage alarms. Table 8.2 gives the line load margin based on the two alarms. Listed
below are a number of assumptions that are used in determining the severity of the
events, and information relating to recency and area of responsibility:
•

Based on system needs, the value indicated as “High severity” in Fig. 8.4,
used for the line load margin alarm, is assumed to be $4000.

•

LMPs throughout the system are assumed to be constant, and their value is
$60 / MW.

•

Line 50-57 has tripped out of service three times during the preceding
minute. Therefore, it has a recency multiplier of 2.0

•

All elements except the generator at bus 40 are in the primary AoR. All multipliers for alarms in the primary AoR are 1.0

•

Generator 40 lies out of the area of responsibility. Therefore, the AoR multiplier for this generator is 0.5

•

Each type of alarm has a specific multiplier based on its importance in the
system: generator alarms have multiplier 5.0; line outage 2.0; and line load
margin alarms 1.0

From the alarms listed, under the cited assumptions, the severity of each alarm is
now determined. The severity of each of the five alarms is shown in Table 8.3. The value
of severity for the generator outages, and the line outage is determined by multiplying the
MW value of the alarm by the LMP of the system. The value of severity for the line load
margin alarms is determined using the values in Table 8.2. The assumed value depicted
as 100K in Fig. 8.4 is taken to be $4000 (i.e., K = 40), and the linear characteristic in Fig.
8.4 is used to assess the severity of the line load margin alarms.
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The alarm ranking block in Fig. 8.3 is modeled and the associated multipliers for
the alarm ranking procedure, the final values of severity, and the alarm ranks are shown
in Table 8.4.
In this example, the loss of generator 40 has the highest rank. Even though generator 40 is out of the area of responsibility, the high operating power level at this unit results in the high importance of this alarm.
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Fig. 8.8: Section of the WECC system with multiple alarms
As an example of a PMEA, consider an “N-1 market contingency.” If there were
available a set of pre-calculated / pre-determined events that would give certain suppliers
the ability to exercise market power, then the occurrence of one of these events could
trigger an alarm. This alarm would put the market into an alert state. This alarm might be
sent only to the ISO / market operator (to verify). The alarm is not sent to market participants since these participants could use such an alarm to learn if their actions would trigger an economic alarm. A priori knowledge of an economic alarm could contribute to undesired exercise of market power.
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Table 8.1: MW value of the generation and line outage alarms
Element out of service
Generator at bus 47
Generator at bus 40
Line between buses 50-57

Power lost (MW)
110
240
15

Table 8.2: Line load margins
Transmission asset
Line between buses 42-58
Line between buses 42-57

LLM (%)
90
95

Table 8.3: Alarm severities
Alarm
Generator 1 outage
Generator 2 outage
Line 1 outage
Line load margin, Line 2
Line load margin, Line 3

Severity ($)
6600
14400
900
3600
3800

Table 8.4: Alarm ranks
Alarm
Gen. 47 outage

Severity
input
($)
6600

Gen. 40 outage
Line
(50-57) out
Line load margin, Line
(42-58)
Line load margin, Line
(42-57)

Multipliers
Event
AoR Recency
category
5

1

1

Weighted
severity
($)
33000

14,400

5

0.5

1

36000

1

900

2

1

2

3600

4

3600

1

1

1

3600

4

3800

1

1

1

3800

3
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Alarm
rank
2

8.7

Conclusions

It is proposed that economic information should be considered in everyday operations of power systems. The economic information, namely the LMPs, could be used to
augment signals used in conventional alarms. The economic signals would make possible
alarm ranking scenarios which include the economic impact of an electrical event. These
types of alarms are denoted as electrical-economic alarms, and they are intended to give
power system operators the ability to operate a more economically stable system. Also,
this gives power market participants a better ‘feeling’ of the economic state of the power
system. EEAs give market participants more information on their decisions in the power
market.
A second type of economic alarm, denoted as a power market economic alarm, is
proposed which gives new information to all market participants. This information given
is considered as public information, and should encourage a more fair power market trading environment. Trending information (e.g. LMP trends, line loading, demand level),
system state information, and the EEAs are proposed to be used in the PEMA. A number
of questions arise relative to the implementation of PMEAs, namely the source of the information and who is responsible for processing / distributing the information.
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CHAPTER 9 A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF TECHNIQUES FOR MODAL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION FROM WIDE AREA SENSORY SIGNALS
9.1

Introduction: Prony and Hilbert technologies

Power system oscillatory behavior can be analyzed in terms of modes, expressed
as exponentially modulated sinusoids, exhibited in signals measured on the system. These
signals are driven by the behavior of a large, nonlinear, time-variant system. In this paper,
two modal identification methods are examined comparatively: Prony analysis and a method based on the Hilbert transform. Considerable structural differences exist between the
two methods. Prony analysis yields modes which are directly expressed as exponentially
modulated sinusoids, whereas the Hilbert method provides a more general solution. Synthetic and measured signals are used in the comparison. Some general conclusions are
drawn from the analysis of several signals, including two sets of measured field data.
An Appendix contains a sample of the MATLAB code used to obtain the damping of a signal as reported in this chapter. The code shown uses the Hilbert transform method described here.

9.2

Extraction of modal information from power system measurements

Interarea oscillations are characterized by a group of synchronous machines
swinging against another group of synchronous machines in an interconnected power system. These oscillations occur as particular modes are excited by either network changes
or disturbances. If interarea modes are not sufficiently damped, unstable operation may
occur, potentially leading to uncontrolled separation of the power system into islands and
consequently blackouts.
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Development of phasor measurement unit technology has given utilities the ability to implement wide area measurement (WAMS) techniques [88, 89, 132] which provide
time-stamped data not previously available. The logical extension of WAMS is to use the
measurements as control system input signals. An estimation of the modal content of
such signals is necessary before wide area measurements can be used for control purposes. WAMS technology can assist in the identification of interarea modes through the utilization of signals from remote sites.
The identification of system modes has been accomplished via several mathematical techniques. Previous comparisons have been made of modal identification techniques
applicable to diverse areas of study, for example mechanical engineering [133]. In the
present paper, investigation focuses on two published methods: Prony analysis is compared to a method based on the Hilbert transform. The performances of the two methods
are compared with regard to measurement noise, calculation speed, accuracy, and ability
to discriminate between similar modes. For comparison purposes, a large number of sample cases were analyzed, and eight mathematically synthetic cases were developed which
are representative of the types of signals typically encountered in power system oscillatory dynamics. To supplement these, two actual field measurements are added to the test
bed. The synthetic cases allow illustration of problematic conditions such as noise and
discrimination between modes near in frequency or damping ratio.
9.3

Prony analysis

Prony analysis [134] is a classical approach to modal identification based on the
frequency domain representation of signals. The method determines a linear prediction
model for a set of sampled data points and then identifies the modal parameters from the
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characteristic polynomial of the predictor. The bases are linear, time-invariant, cascaded
second order models. Prony analysis software is readily available [135]. Numerical conditioning may not be a strength of Prony methods.
A key assumption in Prony analysis is signal stationarity. Consequently, if an accurate estimate of modal parameters is to be obtained, signal windows must be selected in
which system changes are not significant. The Hilbert based alternative examined in this
paper relaxes the stationarity assumption.

9.4

Hilbert transform and empirical mode decomposition

A relatively new technique for identification of modal parameters from measurement data is based on the Hilbert transform [136] and empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) [137]. The Hilbert based method utilizes time domain data that are preprocessed
using EMD, which is a signal sifting algorithm. Representative applications in power system modal analysis appear in [138, 139]; further discussion is deferred to Section 9.3.

9.5

Existing applications to power system measurements

Alternative techniques exist for obtaining modal parameters under suspected interarea oscillatory conditions. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) has been shown
[140] to be suitable for multiple signals and is based on the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix of the signals. POD is noted here for information but is omitted from the comparison of techniques.
Hilbert based analysis techniques have also been applied to power quality measurements [141]. To address the inability of the empirical mode decomposition to distinguish sinusoids (i.e., periodic steady state sinusoids) separated in frequency by less than a
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factor of two, [141] employed ‘masking signals’ derived from a fast Fourier transform of
the signal. Further, preliminary indications are that damped sinusoids with frequencies
separated by less than an octave cannot be distinguished.
O’Shea [142] has proposed a parameter assessment technique based on sliding
windows. The method views the problem as an exponentially decaying window which
slides with a fixed sinusoid. The work extends that of Poon and Lee [143] which exploits
decay in the Fourier spectral energy as an applied window moves along the signal. Both
[142] and [143] offer solutions to the parameter identification problem.

9.6

Hilbert domain analysis of wide area signals

Linear system theory shows that stationary interarea oscillations can be decomposed into exponentially modulated sinusoids, of the form

x (t ) = Me σt cos(ωt + ϕ )

(9.1)

for t lying in some interval t1 ≤ t ≤ t2. An example of a signal of this form is given in Fig.
9.1. This signal is the basis of synthetic test signals used in this paper. The objective is to
identify the exponential decay constant σ and the modal damped frequency ωd. Elementary system theory indicates that these two parameters correspond to the real and imaginary
components respectively of the mode expressed as s = σ ± jωd. Power systems are nonlinear in general, but small signal analysis is commonly used to identify and characterize
stability. At a given operating point, the small signal system dynamics are generally of
the form of (9.1).
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Fig. 9.1: Single-mode (0.27 Hz) synthetic test signal
The Hilbert transform [136, 144] of a signal x(t) is given by
H [ x( t )] = X ( t ) =

1

πt

(9.2)
* x( t ) .

where (*) denotes time domain convolution. Fig. 9.2 gives the Hilbert transform of the
signal in Fig. 9.1. The properties of the Hilbert transform are well documented [136].
Whereas the more commonly used Fourier transform maps a time domain signal into the
frequency domain, the Hilbert transform of a time domain signal remains in the time domain. The convolution in (9.2) implies that the Hilbert transform of a time limited signal
is theoretically not time limited.
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Fig. 9.2: Hilbert transform of synthetic test signal from Fig. 9.1
In the form given by (9.2), the Hilbert transform of (9.1) is not readily calculable using
direct integration. For -∞ < t < +∞ the operation is straightforward [136],

H [ x (t )] = Ae σt sin(ωt + ϕ ) .

(9.3)

However, when the signal x(t) is known only in a finite time window, the input to the
Hilbert transform is x(t)p(t) where p(t) is a rectangular pulse that captures that window.
The Hilbert transform is therefore not strictly (9.3) but rather H[x(t)p(t)] ≈ p(t)H[x(t)] for
pulse widths that are significant relative to the period of oscillation of x(t). The approximation is a consequence of Bedrosian’s theorem [145] as interpreted by Cain [146].
The analytic function, whose name derives from complex number theory [147],
[148], is given by
XA(t) = x(t) + j H[x(t)].

(9.4)

That is, the imaginary component of the analytic function is the Hilbert transform. The
analytic function can be calculated readily via the Fourier transform: for positive fre-
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quencies, the Fourier spectrum of the analytic signal is double the spectrum of the signal
under test; for negative frequencies, the analytic function spectrum is zero [148], [149].
The analytic signal has useful properties for damped sinusoids. For the signal
(9.1), it can readily be shown that
ln | XA(t) | = σt + ln M.

(9.5)

The attenuation coefficient σ, which is the real part of the mode in the s domain, is therefore the slope of the plot of ln | XA(t) | versus time (see Fig. 9.3). Similarly the phase angle of the analytic function is given by

∠XA(t) = ωdt + φ.

(9.6)

Thus, by constructing the analytic function, ωd can be identified as the slope of ∠XA(t)
plotted versus time. Fig. 9.4 indicates that the modal damped frequency is identified correctly in this manner for the signal given in Fig. 9.1.
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Fig. 9.3: Logarithm of analytic function magnitude for synthetic test signal from Fig. 9.1
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Fig. 9.4: Analytic function phase angle for synthetic test signal from Fig. 9.1
For the case of system stability assessment, the modal parameter of most importance in the estimate is the sign of the exponential decay constant σ: if this is assessed
incorrectly, then the system stability is also assessed incorrectly. Alternatively, the sign
of the damping ζ carries the same information. The modal frequency is useful in that it
distinguishes interarea modes from other modes, but high accuracy may not be critical
except in control applications. For stability assessment, the modal amplitude and phase
shift are of even less importance, being dependent on the interval in which the measurement takes place. If the signal were to be reconstructed, however, the modal amplitude
and phase shift would be needed.
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9.7

Local emphasis, the Hilbert transform, and the discrete Fourier transform

A key feature of the Hilbert transform is the degree to which it emphasizes the local behavior of a signal. This feature contrasts with the Fourier transform and similar variants which deemphasize local detail and combine the entire time window for analysis.
For a simple, noise-free signal of the form of (9.1), the magnitude of the attenuation factor, σ, can be calculated directly from the bandwidth of the discrete Fourier spectrum. This approach presents two immediate problems. Firstly, to obtain the sign of the
attenuation factor, the phase of the Fourier spectrum is required. A correct assessment
can be made relatively easily when only a single mode is present. However, the presence
of multiple modes in the signal makes this calculation unreliable when spectral peaks interfere with each other. Secondly, calculation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) assumes that the sampled time signal is periodic. Since power system swings are not generally periodic, the required time window for the calculation of the DFT is infinite.
The attention to local detail makes the Hilbert transform attractive for aperiodic
and time limited data. Local detail is particularly expedient in power system dynamics
where Fourier analysis cannot readily distinguish between damped and undamped oscillations without examination of the phase response. The short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) addresses this situation [150]. The local characteristics emphasized by the Hilbert
transform require an appreciation of instantaneous frequency, which has been the subject
of considerable debate [151].
It should be noted that calculation of the Hilbert transform in existing software
[149] is accomplished via the analytic function. The analytic function is itself computed
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via the DFT. The representation of the Hilbert transform is thus not truly local; alternative computations may be able to better emphasize local characteristics.

9.8

Practical considerations in modal identification

The damping and frequency assessments in (9.5) and (9.6) respectively are based
on the assumption of stationarity. Estimating modal parameters from the slopes of the
magnitude and phase of the analytic function is not suitable when a mode changes – either in frequency or damping parameters – during a window under investigation. Several
possible means of overcoming this problem exist.
Firstly, shortening the window would enable faster identification. However, the
minimum window length is governed by the need for a full cycle of interarea oscillation
(period 1.25 to 10 s when the 0.1 through 0.8 Hz range is considered) in order to extract a
meaningful Hilbert transform.
Secondly, the residual from a least squares estimate of analytic function slopes
could be used. When a mode changes frequency (or potentially other parameters) during
a time window, a straight line representation of the phase of the analytic function will not
capture the mode change. Similarly, the straight line fit of ln|XA(t)| versus t will not capture a mode damping change. In each case, the residual of the least squares estimate of
the slope will be larger than when no mode change occurs.
The third and simplest technique requires knowledge of the time at which a
change in mode occurs. Since a mode change arises from a physical event such as a generator or line trip, a separate control status signal should identify that an event has occurred. In effect, an event results in a new power system configuration and consequently
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new power system dynamics. As an alternative, event time knowledge could be provided
from a Kalman filter that is tracking the system dynamics [153].

9.9

Multiple modes: empirical mode decomposition

The technique of estimating the modal parameters via (9.5) and (9.6) has been
shown to be valid for an isolated mode. Physical signals characterizing interarea oscillations can be expected to contain multiple modes,
N

x(t) = ∑ M i eσ it cos(ωdi t + ϕ i )

(9.7)

i =1

where the modal parameters have the same interpretations as in the single mode case. In
this situation, direct application of (9.5) and (9.6) to x(t) is not appropriate: no direct relationship between the resulting graphs and the modal parameters can be demonstrated.
Empirical mode decomposition [137] is a technique which separates a signal into individual modes. Previous application in power system dynamics has been limited to [138,
139, 140, 154]. Proponents of EMD argue that it is suitable when the number of modes in
the signal under test is not known, being strictly data-driven. EMD is accomplished by
fitting a cubic polynomial to several successive positive peaks and negative peaks; that is,
cubic splines are fitted to representations of the data. The idea has been programmed and
applied in many areas including [150].
Unlike Prony analysis, which attempts to find constant coefficients fitting (9.7) to
a physical signal, EMD makes no a priori assumption of the functional form of the signal; that is, (9.7) is not necessarily assumed. A key advantage is the recognition that
modal parameter changes within a time window under investigation can be accommo-
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dated by the EMD algorithm; Prony analysis is unable to accomplish this. However, the
advantage is obviated when using the entire window to identify the modal parameters.
Application of EMD without an understanding of its limitations can yield results
which are not meaningful. The modes identified by EMD are not necessarily modes in
the usual sense of system theory but represent a decomposition of a physical signal into
components based on an heuristic measure of the time rate of change of the signal x(t)
[155, 156].

9.10

Test objectives

The comparison of methods to identify modal content includes assessment of the:
•

accuracy in modal frequency

•

accuracy in damping ratios

•

ability to distinguish one mode from another, especially when modes are
near to each other in frequency

•

resilience to signal contamination by noise

•

computational efficiency.

All of these depend to some extent upon the window selected for identification.

9.11

Windowing

Since the ultimate objective of the modal identification is control action, some
limit on the time span of data points is required. Data windowing is therefore appropriate.
Options for windowing the measurement data include the rectangular, Hamming, Hanning and Hann methods [144, 157]. Although the latter three choices would reduce the
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impact of the Gibbs phenomenon, the additional complexity may not be worthwhile. Rectangular windows are used in the illustrative examples below.

9.12

The tests

The Hilbert based and Prony methods described in Section II have been applied to
the eight synthetic and two measured test signals identified in Table 9.1. The signal to
noise ratios (SNRs) for relevant signals are also tabulated. The synthetic signals are variations on a single noiseless 0.27 Hz oscillation of unity amplitude and decay time constant
of 10 s,
− t/10
(9.8)
f(t) = e
sin( 2 π 0 .27 t ) .
The quantities used to verify the comparisons were noted at the end of Section

9.2. For signals S1 through S8, the first 10 s and the first 50 s are examined.

Table 9.1: Test signals
Signal
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
M1
M2
9.13

Signal description
Equation (9.8)
Eq. (9.8). Add 0.29 Hz, unity amplitude, time constant 1 s mode for
entire record.
Eq. (9.8). Add 0.6 Hz, unity amplitude, time constant 8 s mode for
entire record.
Eq. (9.8). Noise added; SNR = 10.
Eq. (9.8). Noise added; SNR = 2.
Signal S3. Noise added; SNR = 5.
Eq. (9.8). At t = 16 s, mode changes to 0.40 Hz.
Signal S6. At t = 16 s, 0.27 Hz mode changes to 0.40 Hz.
Bus frequency data from physical system [139]
Tie-line power flow data from physical system

Parameter identification accuracy for a single mode

For signal S1 specified in Table 9.1 and shown in Fig. 9.1, both Prony analysis
and the Hilbert method correctly identify the 0.27 Hz mode and attribute negligible ener171

gy to other identified modes. For this comparison, the only viable parameter on which to
base a comparative recommendation is the execution time which is examined later.

9.14

Discrimination between modes

Test Signals S2 and S3 each superimpose a second mode onto the base mode. For
Signal S2, the two modes are closely spaced in frequency but widely separated in damping. For S3, both the Hilbert and Prony methods separate the two modes satisfactorily in
all time windows studied. The two modes in Signal S2 are distinguished with Prony analysis; however, the Hilbert method fails for each window. The most likely cause is the decomposition algorithm rather than the Hilbert transform itself. It has been reported elsewhere [141] that the EMD algorithm cannot distinguish two sinusoids separated in frequency by less than an octave. The problem is highlighted by the EMD components of
Signal S2, as given in Fig. 9.5.
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Fig. 9.5: Empirical mode decomposition of Signal S2. The 0.29 Hz component of the
signal is not identified. Two intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) are given.
Fig. 9.5 shows that the S2 EMD exhibits two modes. Hilbert analysis shows that
the more significant of these is at 0.27 Hz; the 0.29 Hz mode is not identified. Observed
instead is a lower frequency mode, which does not represent the 0.29 Hz component.
Shortening the window to intervals of 10 s does not improve the situation. By contrast,
Prony analysis of S2 identifies both the 0.27 Hz and 0.29 Hz modes correctly, both for
the full 50 s window and for individual 10 s blocks. The correct identification is despite
the 0.29 Hz mode being of considerably lower energy than the 0.27 Hz component. Prony
analysis therefore appears superior in separating these two modes which are closely
spaced in frequency.
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Consideration of Signal S3, in which the two modes are closely spaced in damping but more than an octave apart in frequency, yields a different situation. Fig. 9.6 demonstrates the ability of the EMD algorithm to separate the 0.27 Hz and 0.60 Hz components.

Fig. 9.6: Signal S3 and its empirical mode decomposition (first 3 IMFs only), showing
separation into 0.60 Hz (IMF1) and 0.27 Hz (IMF2) components
Prony analysis of Signal S3 also successfully identifies the two key components
and attributes minimal energy to spurious modes. Prony damping estimates are almost
exactly as specified; Hilbert values are accurate enough to be satisfactory. Prony analysis,
however, remains superior for this case.
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9.15

Parameter identification under noisy conditions

In a sense, both Prony analysis and EMD are noise filtering algorithms, albeit not
necessarily more efficient than standard filtering techniques. Prony analysis has been
noted as ineffective under noisy conditions [158].
Noise insensitivity is not necessarily the most appropriate measure to evaluate the
two cited methods: pre-filtering can reduce the influence of the selected modal identification method on the quality of the results. Signals S4, S5 and S6, given in Fig. 9.7, are offered for a brief examination of noise insensitivity.

Fig. 9.7: Synthetic test signals corrupted with noise: S4, S5 and S6.
Results for the Prony and Hilbert methods are summarized in Table 9.2. For the
least noise corrupted signal, S4, both methods are observed to identify the modal fre-
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quency and attenuation factor correctly. The Hilbert method is unsuitable under the noisier conditions of S5: the 0.27 Hz mode appears to be recognized as a 0.10 Hz mode
coupled with a 0.38 Hz mode (over the 50 s window) or with a 0.17 Hz mode (over the
10 s window). The poor estimates of S5 attenuation factor, σ, provided by Prony are
problematic. For the multimode signal S6, Prony is satisfactory over the longer window
but poor in the first 10 s of the decay. By contrast, the Hilbert method fails over the longer interval and identifies the two components on the 10 s window, but exchanges the attenuation factors. From these results it may be concluded that neither method is well
suited to noisy conditions. Prefiltering is therefore necessary in both cases.

9.16

Mode changes

When the network changes as a result of switching or another type of event, the
system dynamics generally change. The set of excitable modes is therefore altered. The
system change is assumed to cause the time window of interest to be reset. Mode changes
are therefore not a useful basis for comparison between the Hilbert and Prony methods.
As a demonstration, Fig. 9.8 gives Signal S7, in which a mode change occurs at t = 16 s,
and the angle of the relevant analytic function over the 10 s to 20 s interval.
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Table 9.2.A: Noise insensitivity - Prony Analysis
Signal

Component
(Hz)

S4
S5
S6

0.27
0.27
0.27
0.60

Frequency Identified
(Hz)
0 – 50 s
0 – 10 s
0.270
0.270
0.271
0.272
0.272
N/A
0.604
0.566

Attenuation factor
identified (s)
0 – 50 s
0 – 10 s
10
10.1
9.3
7.2
5.1
N/A
6.4
2.4

Table 9.2.B: Noise insensitivity - Hilbert Analysis
Signal

Component
(Hz)

S4
S5
S6

0.27
0.27
0.27
0.60

Frequency Identified
(Hz)
0 – 50 s
0 – 10 s
0.269
0.269
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.272
N/A
0.602
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Attenuation factor
identified (s)
0 – 50 s
0 – 10 s
6.4
9.8
N/A
N/A
N/A
8
N/A
10

Fig. 9.8: Signal S7 with mode change, and phase angle of corresponding analytic signal
It was noted in Section 9.3 that the slope of the phase angle of the analytic function, which forms the lower graph in Fig. 9.8, is the basis for the modal frequency estimate. The discontinuity in the slope of the second graph in Fig. 9.8, resulting from the
mode change, makes the slope meaningless when taken over the full 10 s to 20 s interval.
The Hilbert transform can therefore be used to identify either that changes in frequency
have occurred or what the new frequency is, but not both.

9.17

Extraction of physical measurement data

Fig. 9.9 shows the physically measured signal M1 over three successively shorter
intervals. The first two intervals display nonstationary behavior and are therefore unsuit-
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able for Prony analysis, making a comparison with the Hilbert based method inappropriate. Results for the third interval, from 126 s to 136 s, are summarized in Table 9.3.
Since normalization is different for the two techniques, no valid comparison can be made
between the Prony and Hilbert derived amplitudes. Qualitative amplitude descriptions are
included only to guide distinction between modes.

Fig. 9.9: Physical signal M1 over successively shorter time windows
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Table 9.3: Test results for analysis of physically measured signal M1
Method

Component

Prony

1
2
3
4
1

Hilbert

Frequency
(Hz)
0.23
0.30
0.49
0.77
0.23

Damping
ratio
0.001
0.72
0.012
0.023
-0.003

Comment on
amplitude
Dominant
Minor
Minor
Negligible
Sole

Both methods identify a 0.23 Hz mode. The presence of this mode is suggested by
visual inspection of the third trace in Fig. 9.9. However, the Hilbert based method identifies this mode as marginally unstable, whereas Prony analysis classifies it as marginally
stable. In both cases, the mode is close to being critically damped. The disagreement between the two methods is not significant because the damping factor is very close to zero.
Further, the Prony identification of four modes, contrasting with the single mode identified by the Hilbert method, is not of significant concern: all three additional modes are
stable and of negligible amplitude (at 0.49 and 0.77 Hz) or damped out quickly (0.30 Hz).
For signal M1, no immediate conclusion can be drawn in favor of one method over the
other. The two methods studied give somewhat different information; it is recommended
that they be used in a complementary fashion.
As was noted in Section II-D, the intention of the EMD is to capture time variation in the signal. By considering only a short time window, the benefit of time variation
identification is lost. Signal M2 is given in Fig. 9.10, first as a 0 s to 400 s interval and
then with the 120 s to 180 s interval expanded. As occurred for M1, in the shorter interval
three distinct sets of behavior are observed. Direct numerical results are suppressed, for
reasons which will become apparent.
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The analysis thus far has assumed linearity and stationarity. Both are required for
Prony analysis to be valid. Hilbert analysis remains possible when the two conditions are
not met – the EMD was derived to take account of precisely these conditions – but the
numerical results set down by (9.4) through (9.6) cease to be meaningful. Decomposition
of signal M2, over the interval in the lower trace of Fig. 9.10, into the three intrinsic
mode functions given in Fig. 9.11 reveals nonlinear and nonstationary behavior. In particular, IMF1 displays characteristics of amplitude modulation in the second and third
boxed time windows. Representation of such a waveform as a sum of damped sinusoids
is not appropriate and so numerical analysis of the form applied to previous test signals is
not meaningful.

9.18

Execution time

CPU time taken by each of these two methods was measured on a Pentium II machine with 256 MB of RAM running Matlab 6.5 [149] under Windows 2000. Software
structure considerations meant that elapsed CPU time for Prony analysis was measured
using the Windows Task Manager and is therefore available only to the nearest second.
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Fig. 9.10: Traces of M2 over different intervals
The upper trace shows the physical signal M2 over the extended interval 0 s to
400 s. The lower trace emphasizes the M2 behavior over the shorter interval 120 s to 180
s. Three distinct sets of characteristic behavior are evident, corresponding to system
changes and indicated by dashed boxes.
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Fig. 9.11: Decomposition of M2, as per lower trace of Fig. 9.10, into three IMFs
The Matlab timer was used for Hilbert calculations to obtain more precise values.
The use of two different methods to obtain the execution times implies that the value of
the results is in the broader conclusions which can be drawn rather than in strict adherence to the numerical data. Fig. 9.11 compares the execution times for the two methods
for the eight synthetic and two measured test signals over the first 10 s window.
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Fig. 9.12: Approximate execution times for Prony and Hilbert / EMD analysis of test
signals in Table 9.1 (Synthetic signals S1 to S8 use the 0 s to 10 s window, 2001 samples
per signal. For measured data M1 and M2, the calculation time is determined from the
126 s to 136 s window, 51 samples per signal.)
Results in Fig. 9.12 for the synthetic signals demonstrate that the Prony execution
time is, to a reasonable approximation, independent of the signal content. The same cannot be said of the Hilbert based method. In both methods, several seconds are required for
the analysis of most of the test signals; however, the large number of data points means
that these execution times are not representative of likely field behavior. The Hilbert
based method presents considerable scope for improving calculation efficiency. The same
may be true of the Prony analysis software. Significantly shorter calculation times than
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those in Fig. 9.12 are both expected and necessary if either method is to be used for control purposes.
It should be noted that over the window under consideration, signals S1 and S7
are identical, as are signals S6 and S8: Table 9.1 indicates that signals S7 and S8 are copied from signals S1 and S6 up until time 16 s. The significant variation in execution
time for these identical signal pairs reinforces the need to use the reported execution
times only as crude measures from which general conclusions, but not precise quantitative values, can be drawn.
Results for signals M1 and M2 in Fig. 9.12 demonstrate that the Hilbert based method requires approximately half the time of Prony analysis for this short window. The
two Hilbert results are shown to be achieved after approximately 1 s.
9.19

Conclusions

The Prony and Hilbert techniques are two possible solutions to the power system
modal identification problem. The methods exhibit significant differences arising from
the underlying assumptions: Prony analysis assumes a stationary signal, whereas the Hilbert transform and empirical mode decomposition are able to identify non-stationarity.
Evidence established suggests that the Hilbert and Prony methods yield similar results for
identical test signals. The techniques are more readily distinguished by their preprocessing requirements than the accuracy of their identification. The two methods studied yield
somewhat different information and it is recommended that the two methods be used in a
complementary fashion.
Deficiencies in the Hilbert method have been postulated to be caused by both the
EMD algorithm and the Hilbert transform itself; the algorithm cannot adequately distin-
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guish two separate modes except when the difference between them, in either frequency
or damping ratio, is large.
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CHAPTER 10 EXAMPLES OF MASSIVELY DEPLOYED SENSORS
10.1

The broad range of sensing: component characteristics

This chapter presents an example of the broad range of sensing that can now, or in
the near future, be done with massive deployment of all types of sensors. The generation,
transmission, and distribution systems were broken down into their major components,
then each was further subdivided until the electric power supply system was described in
terms of its many smaller physical components. Generation, for example, was divided
into steam/turbine systems, rotating machines, and transformers. The steam/turbine system was then further divided into blades, nozzle, condenser, combustor, cooling tower,
shaft, spiral case and compressor.
The physical characteristics of each of the individual parts were then listed. Only
those characteristics that may vary and that can practically be measured during operation
were included. Such measurable quantities include both electrical and non-electrical parameters. Electrical parameters include voltage, current, electric, and magnetic fields. It is
assumed that other desired quantities, such as active and reactive power, frequency,
phase, harmonics, arc detection, impedance, and transients can all be derived from these
basic time-varying measurements. Non-electrical parameters include temperature, humidity, moisture, physical integrity, pressure, vibration, position, dimensions, and speed. The
physical characteristics of the combustor subcomponent of the steam/turbine system, for
example, are air velocity, pressure, temperature, and blade corrosion and condition. Conductors, as another example, can be described by mechanical tension, physical integrity,
voltage, current, temperature, electric field, magnetic field, sag, and movement, all of
which can be measured with sensors.
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The category of sensors that can measure each of the physical quantities were
then identified. Each of the categories contains many different types of sensors. Temperature, for example, can be measured by contact or non-contact sensors, including thermocouples, resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), thermistors, filled system sensors, bimetallic sensors, pyrometers, infrared thermal imaging, line-measuring thermometers,
infrared radiation thermometers, and spot radiometers. The optimal sensor is determined
by the application. Sensor technology is advancing rapidly, and new sensors are frequently becoming available. Many of the new sensors are micro electromechanical system
(MEMS) sensors, which tend to be less expensive and smaller than sensors manufactured
using conventional methods. Mechanical elements, sensors, and actuators are all integrated on a common silicon chip. The output of MEMS sensors can be digital or analog
and absolute or ratiometric to the supply voltage.
The resulting sensor network, while not an exhaustive compilation of all sensing
possibilities, represents a system that would provide many of the variables that would affect the power system and component operation. For the data collected by the sensors to
be useful, it must be processed and transmitted to system operators, engineers, and managers. The most efficient system will do some of the processing in the field, near the sensors, then transmit the processed data. This results in higher processing cost at the field
sites where data is collected, but lower communication bandwidth needs, and thus lower
cost. This tradeoff for any sensor network should be optimized. A central system, or distributed users of the data, will receive the processed data and further manipulate it into a
usable form.
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10.2

Oil-filled transformers

The subcomponents and measurable physical variables for a typical oil-filled
transformer are depicted in Fig. 10.1. The transformer is divided into subcomponents of
core, primary winding, secondary winding, oil, enclosure, and bushings. The characteristics that vary during operation and can be measured are listed below each of the subcomponents. Sensors for measuring each include:
•

Magnetic field/flux:

Magnetic field

•

Temperature:

Temperature

•

Mechanical stress/vibration:

Accelerometer, vibration, force

•

Insulation:

Electrical resistance

•

Voltage:

Voltage

•

Current:

Current

•

Oil level:

Fluid level

•

Oil condition/quality:

Chemical

•

Physical integrity:

Imaging

•

Vibration:

Accelerometer, vibration

•

Leakage current:

Current
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TRANSFORMER

Primary
Winding

Core

Magnetic field/flux
Temperature
Mechanical
stress/vibration

Secondary
Winding

Insulation
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field/flux
Mechanical
stress/vibration

Oil

Enclosure

Bushings

Level
Temperature
Condition/
quality

Physical
integrity
Vibration

Physical
integrity
Leakage
current

Fig. 10.1: Subcomponents and variables for a typical oil-filled transformer
10.3

Power system components

The complete lists of components, subcomponents, the physical variables that describe each, and the sensors that can be used to measure them, are presented in Tables
10.1 through 10.3 for generation, transmission, and distribution, respectively.

Generation systems

Depending on the form of energy converted into electrical energy, the most common generating stations are:
•

Steam cycle fossil-fueled power stations

•

Hydroelectric power stations

•

Nuclear power stations

•

Combustion turbines

The most common of these is the steam-cycle fossil fuel plant, so the Table 10.1
data was compiled for a fossil/steam plant. The main components of such a plant are:
•

Steam/Turbine system
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•

Transformers

•

Rotating machines

A rotating machine consists of its stator, rotor, and exciter. The second column of
Table 10.1 shows the subcomponents of each. The rotor, for example, has the subcomponents shaft, windings, and fans. Column three lists the variables that describe each of the
subcomponents. For the shaft these are vibration, torque, speed, physical integrity, and
temperature. These can be measured by the sensor categories shown in column four.

Transmission lines

The transmission system moves bulk electric power produced by the generating
stations to load centers. The main components of a transmission line are conductors, insulators, shield wires, and towers. Information on subcomponents, physical variables, and
sensors categories for transmission lines is provided in Table 10.2.

Distribution systems

The distribution system consists of conductors, protective devices, capacitor
banks, and transformers. Details for the subcomponents, variables, and sensors for distribution systems are provided in Table 10.3.

10.4

Magnitude of power system sensor networks

Tables 10.1 through 10.3 provide an outline of the sensors needed for comprehensive data collection on the generation, transmission, and distribution system. The numbers of sensors, amount of processing, and communication bandwidth needed to imple-
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ment such a system depends on the are of the power system to be monitored. For the entire U.S. there are 16,924 generating stations [176], 250,000 miles of transmission [177],
and 5.6 million miles of distribution [178]. A sensor network to completely monitor the
entire country would thus consist of billions of sensors. A complete list could be compiled, along with sensor and labor costs, and costs for the necessary data analysis and
communication systems.
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Table 10.1.A: Components, variables and sensors for generation systems
COMPONENT

SUBCOMPONENT
Blades

Nozzle
Steam / Turbine
Systems

Condenser
Combustor

Cooling tower

Shaft

Case

Compressor

PHYSICAL VARIABLE
Length and position
Corrosion
Speed
Movement of blades (axial/radial)
Vibration
Temperature
Flow rate and direction
Pressure
Open/close time
Pressure
Temperature
Air velocity
Pressure
Corrosion
Temperature
Water flow rate
Air flow rate
Water temperature
Air temperature
Vibration
Torque
Speed
Physical integrity
Temperature
Gas leakage
Ventilation flow rate,
direction
Temperature
Internal pressure
Smoke detection
Steam flow rate
Pressure
Temperature
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SENSOR
Imaging or position detection
Imaging
Angular and linear speed
Imaging or position detection
Accelerometer, vibration
Temperature
Steam/water flow
Pressure
Timer/ Counter
Pressure
Temperature
Gas velocity
Pressure
Imaging
Temperature
Liquid flow
Gas flow
Temperature
Temperature
Accelerometer, vibration
Torque
Angular speed
Imaging
Temperature
Gas
Gas flow
Temperature
Pressure
Smoke
Gas flow
Pressure
Temperature

Table 10.1.B: Components, variables and sensors for generation, continued
COMPONENT

SUBCOMPONENT
Core

Primary winding

Secondary winding

Transformers

Transformer oil

Enclosure
Bushings
Stator core

Rotating machines
Stator windings

PHYSICAL VARIABLE
Magnetic field/flux
Temperature
Mechanical stress/vibration
Insulation
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field/flux
Mechanical stress/vibration
Insulation
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field/flux
Mechanical stress/vibration
Level
Temperature
Condition/quality
Physical integrity
Vibration
Physical integrity
Leakage current
Magnetic field/flux
Temperature
Mechanical stress/vibration
Torque
Magnetic field/flux
Mechanical stress/vibration
Voltage
Current
Temperature
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SENSOR
Magnetic field
Temperature
Accelerometer, vibration, force
Electrical resistance
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field
Accelerometer, vibration, force
Electrical resistance
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field
Accelerometer, vibration, force
Fluid level
Temperature
Chemical
Imaging
Accelerometer, vibration
Imaging
Current
Magnetic field
Temperature
Accelerometer, vibration, force
Torque
Magnetic field
Accelerometer, vibration, force
Voltage
Current
Temperature

Table 10.1.C: Components, variables and sensors for generation, continued
COMPONENT

SUBCOMPONENT
Stator frame

PHYSICAL VARIABLE
Temperature
Sound level

Air gap

SENSOR
Temperature
Audio
Accelerometer, vibration,
force
Imaging or position detection

Rotor shaft

Vibration
Torque
Speed
Physical integrity
Temperature

Accelerometer, vibration
Torque
Angular speed
Imaging
Temperature

Rotor windings

Speed
Torque
Magnetic field/flux
Mechanical stress/vibration
Voltage
Current
Temperature

Angular speed
Torque
Magnetic field
Accelerometer, vibration,
force
Voltage
Current
Temperature

Rotor fans

Speed
Gas pressure
Temperature
Sound level

Angular speed
Pressure
Temperature
Audio

Exciter

Speed
Temperature
Voltage
Current
Magnetic field/flux

Angular speed
Temperature
Voltage
Current
Magnetic field

Bearings

Bearing pressure
Bearing friction
Oil feed pressure
Temperature

Force
Torque
Pressure
Temperature

Mechanical stress/vibration

Rotating machines, continued
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Table 10.2: Components, variables and sensors for transmission systems
COMPONENT

Conductor

Insulators

Shield wires

Towers

SUBCOMPONENT
Overhead conductor

PHYSICAL VARIABLE
Mechanical tension
Physical integrity
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Electric field
Magnetic field
Sag
Movement
Corona
Mechanical stress
Temperature
Surface contamination
Physical integrity
Leakage current
Voltage
Mechanical tension
Corrosion
Voltage
Current
Sag
Earth ground quality
Movement
Physical integrity
Mechanical Stress
Position
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SENSOR
Force
Imaging
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Electric field
Magnetic field
Sag sensors
Accelerometer
Corona
Force
Temperature
Imaging
Imaging
Current
Voltage
Force
Imaging
Voltage
Current
Sag
Ground resistance
Accelerometer
Imaging
Force
Imaging or position detection

Table 10.3.A: Components, variables and sensors for distribution systems
COMPONENT

SUBCOMPONENT
Underground cables

Overhead conductor
Conductors

Bus bars

Fuse

Protective devices

Circuit breakers / reclosers

PHYSICAL VARIABLE
Physical integrity
Insulation
Voltage
Current
Mechanical stress
Temperature
Moisture
Electric field
Magnetic field
Mechanical tension
Physical integrity
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Electric field
Magnetic field
Sag
Movement
Current
Voltage
Mechanical stress
Physical integrity
Temperature
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Clearing time
Dielectric (oil, air, gas, vacuum) quality
Contact resistance
Temperature
Voltage
Current
Operating time
Mechanical stresses
Enclosure condition
Condition (open/closed)
Number of operations
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SENSOR

Voltage
Current
Force
Temperature
Moisture
Electric field
Magnetic field
Force
Imaging
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Electric field
Magnetic field
Various sag sensors
Accelerometer
Current
Voltage
Force
Imaging
Temperature
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Time
Chemical
Electrical resistance
Temperature
Voltage
Current
Time
Force
Imaging
Voltage
Counter

Table 10.3.B: Components, variables and sensors for distribution systems, continued
COMPONENT

SUBCOMPONENT

Capacitor banks

Core

Primary winding

Transformers
Secondary winding

Transformer oil

Enclosure

Bushings

PHYSICAL VARIABLE
Switch position (on/off)
Dielectric (oil, air, gas, vacuum) quality
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Enclosure condition
Magnetic field/flux
Temperature
Mechanical stress/vibration
Insulation
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field/flux
Mechanical stress/vibration
Insulation
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field/flux
Mechanical stress/vibration
Level
Temperature
Condition/quality
Physical integrity
Vibration
Physical integrity
Leakage current
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SENSOR
Voltage
Chemical
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Imaging
Magnetic field
Temperature
Accelerometer, vibration, force
Electrical resistance
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field
Accelerometer, vibration, force
Electrical resistance
Voltage
Current
Temperature
Magnetic field
Accelerometer, vibration, force
Fluid level
Temperature
Chemical
Imaging
Accelerometer, vibration
Imaging
Current

CHAPTER 11 LABORATORY TESTING OF LOW-COST SENSOR
11.1

A description of laboratory testing

Massive deployment of sensors will favor those sensors that are lower cost. Conventional voltage and current sensors, PTs and CTs, are relatively expensive devices.
Newer chip-level voltage and current sensing technologies have greatly reduced the cost
of sensors for low and some medium voltage applications. Questions remain, however,
about the accuracy of such devices for static and dynamic measurements.
After reviewing available current and voltage sensing technologies, three very
low-cost, chip-level sensors suitable for low- and medium-voltage applications were selected for testing. Two current sensors, one using Hall effect technology, and the other
using magnetoresistive technology, and one Hall effect voltage sensor, were tested.

11.2

Technology of sensors tested

Hall effect sensors

A Hall effect device is a passive device that produces a voltage when exposed to a
magnetic field. The field can be dc or ac, and the output voltage is proportional to the
field. Active elements are added to the device to amplify the voltage, and to improve linearity between the field and the voltage produced.
Because a current flowing through a conductor produces a magnetic field, Hall effect devices are used to measure currents. The device is placed in the magnetic field produced by the current, and a voltage output proportional to the current is produced. That
voltage is the sensor output.
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Hall effect devices are also used to measure voltages. In this application a shunt
resistor is placed across the voltage to be measured. A small current, proportional to the
voltage, flows through the resistor. That current is sensed by a Hall effect device that
produces a voltage output that is proportional to the voltage being sensed.

Magnetoresistive sensors

A magnetoresistive material changes its resistance when placed in a magnetic
field. When a magnetoresistive sensor is placed near an electrical conductor, the resistance of the material changes with conductor current. If a voltage is applied across the
material, the resulting current varies with conductor field and current. The output current
is often then passed through a sensing resistor to produce a sensor voltage that is proportional to the conductor current.

11.3

Sensors tested

Characteristics of the three sensors tested are shown in Table 11.1. Specification
sheets with more detail and design information on each sensor are available in references
[179-181]. Except for the Allegro Microsystems current sensor, some minimal design
calculations were needed to match each sensor to the desired input and output characteristics.
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11.4

Sensor circuit design

Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall Effect Current Sensors

The block diagram of the Allegro current sensor is shown in Fig. 11.1. Input current to be measured flows from terminal 4 to terminal 5. The output voltage is measured
from pin 3 to pin 2. Current is calculated from output voltage,
Iin = Vout / 13.3 mV/A

(11.1)

Table 11.1: Sensors tested

Allegro Microsystems
ACS754SCB150-PSF Hall
Effect Current
Sensor [179]
Honeywell
CSNX25 Magnetoresistive current
sensor [180]
Chen Yang
CYHVS025 Hall
Effect Voltage
Sensor [181]

Input
current
+/-150 A

Response
time
-

Bandwidth

25 A rms
nominal,
40 A rms
max
+/- 10
mA

-

200 kHz

< 40 µs

-

35 kHz
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Voltage (input or
isolation)
3.0 kV/ 60 Hz/ 1
minute (chip isolation)

Output
voltage
+/-2.5 V

Size

5.0 kV/ 50 Hz/ 1
min (chip isolation)

0–1V

34x
12.6x
25.5 mm

+/- 2.5 kV nominal input to sense
resistor, 2.5kV /
50Hz /1 min (chip
isolation)

+/- 3 V

15x 26x
29.2 mm

7.1x
13.1x
10.1 mm

Fig. 11.1: Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect current sensor [179]
Honeywell CSNX25 Magnetoresistive current sensor

The pinout for the CSNX25 is shown in Fig. 11.2. Current flows in the primary
pins, which are connected in parallel, and out the 3 pins opposite. The output current,
proportional to the input current, flows through the two output pins and the external sense
resistor Rm. A high value of Rm was desired to produce the highest possible output vol-
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tage from the maximum 12.5 mA output current. Honeywell specifies 80 ohms as being
the maximum. A standard value of 82.5 ohms was tried, but two sensors failed using this
value of Rm. A smaller value, 51.2 ohms, was used, and the sensor was tested successfully. The input current is calculated from the output voltage using:
Iin = (Vout x 25 A) / (51.2 ohms x 12.5 mA)

Fig. 11.2: Honeywell CSNX25 magnetoresistive current sensor [180]
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(11.2)

Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor

The external circuit diagram for the Hall effect voltage sensor is shown in Fig.
11.3. An input resistor, Ri, and an output resistor, Rm, are both needed. Ri is determined
by the input current limit of 10 mA and the magnitude of the voltage to be measured,
which in the lab was 120 V rms,
Ri = 120 V / 10 mA = 12 kΩ

(11.3)

A standard value of 14.7 kΩ was used. The maximum allowable value of the output resistor Rm is 300 Ω. A standard value of 282 Ω was used in the lab. The input voltage is calculated from the output voltage as,
Vin = (14.7 kΩ x 1000 x Vout) / (2500 x 282 Ω)

(11.4)

Fig. 11.3: Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor [[181
11.5

Test protocols and test results

Sensors were installed in one leg of a 120/208 V three-phase system. The system
fed both linear and nonlinear loads. The linear load was a resistive load bank with a 3phase capability of 10 kW. The nonlinear load was a 15 hp (11 kW) motor drive. Both
loads were varied, starting at approximately 5 A and increasing to 25-30 A in 5 A steps.
RMS, peak-to-peak, minimum, and maximum instantaneous values, and waveform read-
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ings. were recorded for all sensors at each step. RMS values are calculated from the instantaneous time series data.
RMS results are presented in tabular format in this report for all three sensors.
Waveform results are presented for each sensor for three conditions: linear load, approximately 5 A and 10 A, and nonlinear load, approximately 10 A. All other waveform test
results were similar, and are available in [182]. System and sensor voltages and currents
are measured by calibrated digital multimeters and oscilloscopes.

Results for Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor

The RMS test results for the voltage sensor are presented in Tables 11.2 and 11.3
for linear and nonlinear loads, respectively. The actual values presented were recorded
using calibrated lab instruments, although some unquantified errors still exist in these
values from conductor and connection resistance and other nonideal elements. Actual and
sensor output waveforms are presented in Figs. 11.4 and 11.5 for two values of linear
load, and in Fig. 11.6 for nonlinear load. Errors between actual and sensor values and
waveforms are analyzed in Section 11.6.

Table 11.2: Linear load results for Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor
Actual Voltage (V)
Load
(W)

600
1200
1800
2400
2900

Sensor output voltage (V)

RMS

Peakpeak

Min

max

RMS

123
122
121
121
120

346
342
342
342
338

-172

174

5.74

Peakpeak
16.4

-170

172

5.69

-170

172

5.65

-168

172

-168

170

max

RMS

-8.2

8.0

16.0

-8.0

16.0

-8.0

5.63

16.0

-8.0

5.61

15.8

-7.8
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min

Scaled Sensor Output Voltage (V)
Min

Max

119.7

Peak
-peak
342.0

-171.0

166.8

8.0

118.6

333.6

-166.8

166.8

8.0

117.8

333.6

-166.8

166.8

8.0

117.4

333.6

-166.8

166.8

8.0

117.0

329.4

-162.6

166.8

Table 11.3: Nonlinear load results for Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor
Actual Voltage (V)

Sensor output voltage (V)

Load
(W)

RMS

Peakpeak

min

max

RMS

1200
2700
4200
5400
6900

121
121
121
121
120

348
350
350
350
360

-174

174

-174

176

-175

Scaled Sensor Output Voltage (V)

min

max

RMS

5.75

Peakpeak
16.4

-8.2

8.2

119.9

Peakpeak
342.0

min

Max

-171.0

171.0

5.75

16.4

-8.2

8.2

119.9

342.0

-171.0

171.0

176

5.75

16.4

-8.2

8.2

119.9

342.0

-171.0

171.0

-174

176

5.70

16.8

-8.6

8.2

118.9

350.3

-179.3

171.0

-178

182

5.69

16

-8.0

8.0

118.6

333.6

-166.8

166.8

Fig. 11.4: Actual (Series 1) and Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor (Series 2) voltage waveforms for 600 W linear load
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Fig. 11.5: Actual (Series 1) and Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor (Series 2) voltage waveforms for 1200 W linear load
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Fig. 11.6: Actual (Series 1) and Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor (Series 2) voltage waveforms for 1200 W nonlinear load
Results for Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect current sensor

The RMS test results for the Allegro current sensor are presented in Tables 11.4
and 11.5 for linear and nonlinear loads, respectively. Actual and sensor output waveforms
are presented in Figs. 11.7 and 11.8 for two values of linear load, and in Fig. 11.6 for
nonlinear load. Errors between actual and sensor values and waveforms are analyzed in
Section 11.9.
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Table 11.4: Linear load results for Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall
effect current sensor
Actual Current (A)
Load
(W)
600

RMS

Sensor's output current (A)
min

max

0.071

Peakpeak
0.248

-0.120

0.128

Scaled Sensor Output Current
(A)
RMS
Peakmin
max
peak
5.4
18.6
-9.0
9.6

14.8

0.140

0.416

-0.208

0.216

10.5

31.3

-15.6

16.2

-22.0

21.6

0.208

0.624

-0.304

0.312

15.6

46.9

-22.9

23.5

56.4

-28.0

28.4

0.275

0.800

-0.400

0.408

20.7

60.2

-30.1

30.7

66.0

-34.0

32.0

0.332

0.980

-0.460

0.520

25.0

73.7

-34.6

39.1

min

max

RMS

5.3

Peakpeak
15.2

-7.6

7.6

1200

10.3

29.6

-15.0

1800

15.4

44.0

2400

20.1

2900

23.6

Table 11.5: Nonlinear load results for Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall
effect current sensor
Actual Current (A)
Load
(W)
1200

RMS

Sensor's output current (A)
min

max

0.074

Peakpeak
0.642

-0.300

0.320

Scaled Sensor Output Current
(A)
RMS
Peakmin
max
peak
5.5
48.3
-22.6
24.1

23.0

0.148

0.732

-0.340

0.360

11.1

55.0

-25.6

27.1

-32.0

30.2

0.218

0.760

-0.360

0.380

16.4

57.1

-27.1

28.6

68.0

-33.2

34.4

0.280

1.100

-0.600

0.560

21.1

82.7

-45.1

42.1

72.0

-35.6

36.4

0.331

1.200

-0.660

0.640

24.9

90.2

-49.6

48.1

min

max

RMS

5.4

Peakpeak
27.2

-13.6

13.8

2700

11.1

47.2

-21.8

4200

16.3

60.6

5400

20.1

6900

23.5
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Fig. 11.7: Actual (Series 2) and Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect
current sensor (Series 1) current waveforms for 600 W linear load

Fig. 11.8: Actual (Series 2) and Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect
current sensor (Series 1) current waveforms for 1200 W linear load
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Fig. 11.9: Actual (Series 2) and Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect
current sensor (Series 1) current waveforms for 1200 W nonlinear load
Honeywell CSNX25 magnetoresistive current sensor

The RMS test results for the Honeywell current sensor are presented in Tables
11.6 and 11.7 for linear and nonlinear loads, respectively. Actual and sensor output waveforms are presented in Figs. 11.10 and 11.11 for two values of linear load, and in Fig.
11.6 for nonlinear load. Errors between actual and sensor values and waveforms are analyzed in Section 11.12.
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Table 11.6: Linear load results for Honeywell CSNX25 magnetoresistive current sensor
Actual Current (A)
Load (W)

RMS

600

Sensor's output current (A)

Min

max

RMS

5.1

Peakpeak
14.6

-7.2

7.6

1200

10.3

29.4

-14.4

1800

15.4

43.6

2400

20.1

2900

23.4

Scaled Sensor Output Current (A)

Min

max

RMS

0.131

Peak
-peak
0.394

min

Max

5.1

Peakpeak
15.4

-0.192

0.190

-7.5

7.4

14.8

0.260

0.736

-0.372

0.376

10.2

28.8

-14.5

14.7

-21.6

22.0

0.389

1.120

-0.552

0.552

15.2

43.8

-21.6

21.6

56.4

-28.4

28.4

0.512

1.450

-0.720

0.720

20.0

56.6

-28.1

28.1

64.4

-32.0

32.0

0.615

1.720

-0.864

0.872

24.0

67.2

-33.8

34.1

Fig. 11.10: Actual (Series 2) and Honeywell CSNX25 Magnetoresistive current sensor
(Series 1) current waveforms for 600 W linear load
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Fig. 11.11: Actual (Series 2) and Honeywell CSNX25 Magnetoresistive current sensor
(Series 1) current waveforms for 1200 W linear load
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Table 11.7: Nonlinear load results for Honeywell CSNX25 magnetoresistive current sensor
Actual Current (A)
Load

RMS

(W)

Peak-

min

Sensor's output current (A)
max

RMS

peak

Peak

Min

max

Scaled Sensor Output Current (A)
RMS

-peak

Peak

min

max

-peak

1200

5.6

26.6

-13.6

13.2

0.137

0.652

-0.316

0.346

5.4

25.5

-12.3

13.5

2700

10.8

47.6

-21.8

24.2

0.275

1.100

-0.552

0.542

10.7

43.0

-21.6

21.2

4200

16.1

62.0

-31.2

31.2

0.410

1.700

-0.760

0.760

16.0

66.4

-29.7

29.7

5400

19.6

66.0

-32.2

34.4

0.510

1.800

-0.860

0.880

19.9

70.3

-33.6

34.4

6900

23.7

70.4

-34.2

36.4

0.627

2.420

-1.180

1.200

24.5

94.5

-46.1

46.9

Fig. 11.12: Actual (Series 2) and Honeywell CSNX25 magnetoresistive current sensor
(Series 1) current waveforms for 1200 W nonlinear load
11.6

Error analysis

Errors between sensor and calibrated meters were calculated for all recorded values (rms, peak-to-peak, minimum, and maximum), and are presented in this section. Errors in rms values represent fundamental differences in how the sensors may measure in-
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stantaneous voltages or currents. Peak-to-peak, minimum, and maximum value errors
may represent harmonic frequencies or transients that are not detected by the sensors, resulting in waveform distortion. Phase shift is another important value when calculating
real and reactive power from voltage and current waveforms. Any phase shift between
calibrated and sensor waveforms is also recorded.

Error analysis for Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor

Some differences between actual and sensor waveforms for the voltage sensor are
visible in Figs. 11.4 – 11.6. Some distortion may be present in the linear load waveforms,
Figs. 11.4-11.5, and some small transients detected by calibrated instruments near the
peak of the voltage waveform for nonlinear loads, Fig. 11.6, do not appear in the sensor
waveform. Errors for the voltage sensor are presented in Table 11.8. Waveform differences are also presented graphically in Figs. 11.13 and 11.14 for two values of linear
load, and in Fig. 11.15 for one value of nonlinear load.
The visible differences in waveforms may be partially accounted for by a 2.9o
phase shift between actual and sensor waveforms. Errors for all linear load voltage values
are under 5%. All rms errors for linear loads, and most other linear load errors, are under
3%. Errors are greater only for nonlinear load at 2900 W Although rms error is quite low
at this load, peak-peak, minimum, and maximum waveform values have errors greater
than 5%.
Error analysis for Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect current sensor

Almost no differences between actual and sensor current waveforms are visible in
the linear load waveforms shown in Figs. 11.7-8 for the Allegro current sensor. Signifi-
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cant high frequency noise appears, however, in the sensor waveform at low, 600 W, load,
a result of the current being near the lower end of the allowable current range for the sensor and the instrument detecting its output. This noise is reflected in high error values for
the 600 W linear load case in Table 11.9. The graph of instantaneous error is shown in
Fig. 11.16 for the 600 W load. Errors improve for higher loads, Fig. 11.17, and are below
5% for rms error and 10% for instantaneous waveform errors, except for the high load,
2900 W, case. Much of the error in the sensor readings is attributable to noise in the output reading for the linear load cases.
Noise is even worse for the nonlinear load case, Fig. 11.18, and this is reflected in
significant error values for the instantaneous waveform distortion case. These values
would be unacceptable for most applications, but the rms errors remain in the 5% and below range, so this sensor might be useful when only approximate rms values are needed.
This sensor introduces almost no phase shift for any case tested. Phase shift values are quite low, below 1% for all cases.
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Table 11.8: Errors for Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor
Errors between actual and sensor voltage
Linear Load
Load (W)

RMS

600

Nonlinear Load

min

max

2.7%

Peak
-peak
1.2%

0.6%

4.1%

Phase
shift
o
2.9

1200

2.8%

2.5%

1.9%

3.0%

2.9

min

Max

0.9%

Peakpeak
1.7%

1.7%

1.7%

2700

0.9%

2.3%

1.7%

2.9%

1800

2.6%

2.5%

1.9%

3.0%

4200

0.9%

2.3%

2.3%

2.9%

2400

3.0%

2.5%

0.7%

3.0%

5400

1.8%

-0.1%

-3.1%

2.9%

2900

2.5%

2.5%

3.2%

1.9%

6900

1.1%

7.3%

6.3%

8.3%

o

Load
(W)
1200

RMS

Phase
shift

2.9

o

Fig. 11.13: Error for Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor, 600 W linear
load
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Fig. 11.14: Error for Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor, 1200 W linear
load

Fig. 11.15: Error for Chen Yang CYHVS025 Hall effect voltage sensor, 1200 W nonlinear load
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Table 11.9: Errors for Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect current
sensor
Errors between actual and sensor current
Linear Load
Load
(W)
600

RMS
-2.0%

Peakpeak
-22.7%

Nonlinear Load

Min

max

-18.7%

-26.6%

Phase
shift
o
0.26
0.14

o

Load
(W)
1200

RMS

min

max

-2.3%

Peakpeak
-77.5%

-65.9%

-74.3%

2700

-0.3%

-16.6%

-17.3%

-17.7%

1200

-2.3%

-5.7%

-4.3%

-9.7%

1800

-1.6%

-6.6%

-3.9%

-8.6%

4200

-0.6%

5.7%

15.4%

5.4%

2400

-2.8%

-6.6%

-7.4%

-8.0%

5400

-4.7%

-21.6%

-35.9%

-22.4%

2900

-5.8%

-11.6%

-1.7%

-22.2%

6900

-5.9%

-25.3%

-39.4%

-32.2%

Phase
shift
0.080

Fig. 11.16: Error for Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect current
sensor, 600 W linear load
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o

3
2
1
0
‐0.06

‐0.04

‐0.02

‐1

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

‐2
‐3
‐4
Fig. 11.17: Error for Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect current
sensor, 1200 W linear load

Fig. 11.18: Error for Allegro Microsystems ACS754SCB-150-PSF Hall effect current
sensor, 1200 W nonlinear load
Error analysis for Honeywell CSNX25 magnetoresistive current sensor
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Only slight differences are visible in the waveforms produced by the Honeywell
current sensor in Figs. 11.10-12, and much less high frequency noise is evident than in
those for the Allegro sensor. These observations are borne out by the low error values of
less than 5% in Table 11.10 for all cases except the low (600 W) and high (2900 W) nonlinear load cases. High errors in these cases indicate difficulties in measuring current for
highly-distorted nonlinear loads with significant high frequency waveform distortion.
Phase shifts are very low, less than 1%, for all cases. Graphs of errors for two linear and
one nonlinear load cases are presented in Figs. 11.19-21.

Table 11.10: Errors for Honeywell CSNX25 Magnetoresistive current sensor
Errors between actual and sensor current
Linear Load
Load
(W)
600

RMS
0.4%

Peakpeak
-5.4%

Nonlinear Load

min

max

-4.2%

2.3%

Phase
shift
o
0.72

Load
(W)
1200

o

0.026

RMS

min

max

4.8%

Peakpeak
4.3%

9.2%

-2.4%

2700

0.5%

9.7%

1.1%

12.5%

1200

1.4%

2.2%

-0.9%

0.8%

1800

1.3%

-0.3%

0.2%

2.0%

4200

0.5%

-7.1%

4.8%

4.8%

2400

0.5%

-0.4%

1.0%

1.0%

5400

-1.6%

-6.5%

-4.3%

0.1%

2900

-2.7%

-4.3%

-5.5%

-6.4%

6900

-3.3%

-34.3%

-34.8%

-28.8%
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Phase
shift
0.044

o

1
0.5
0
‐0.04

‐0.02

0

0.02

0.04

‐0.5
‐1
Fig. 11.19: Error for Honeywell CSNX25 Magnetoresistive current sensor, 600 W linear
load

Fig. 11.20: Honeywell CSNX25 magnetoresistive current sensor, 1200 W linear load
error
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Fig. 11.21: Error for Honeywell CSNX25 magnetoresistive current sensor, 1200 W nonlinear load
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11.7

Conclusions

Three low-cost, chip-level sensors were tested:
•

Hall-effect voltage sensor

•

Hall-effect current sensor

•

Magnetoresistive current sensor

Test results show some variations in accuracy with changing load for all three
sensors. The current sensors had some difficulties in accurately measuring waveforms,
especially when the currents measured were in the lower ranges of sensor specifications,
and when waveform distortion was significant. Because of these errors, sensors such as
these are not applicable for metering-class applications. The results are encouraging,
however, for carefully-applied sensors to be useful for massive sensor deployment because of their low cost and small size. It will be very important that the sensors be incorporated into sensing circuits designed for specific applications. Test protocols should be
developed for each application, and sensor circuits should be tested to those protocols in
certified calibration laboratories over a wide range of loads and waveforms. Users must
then pay close attention to specifications, especially frequency and distortion, when applying these low-cost sensors. Specifications and sensor limits must also be incorporated
into the design of the networks collecting and processing data from massively-deployed
sensors to insure that final information reported to users is accurate for the application.
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CHAPTER 12 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FUTURE WORK
12.1

Overall project conclusions

The report focuses on both the application of commonly available sensors, and also the development of innovative instrumentation. Because of the nature of the subject, a
wide range of topics have been examined. The main project conclusions are summarized
in Table 12.1.
Part of the project is to review the status of sensors that are unconventional in
power systems:
•

Mechanical motion

•

Sound

•

Visual spectrum including closed circuit television and automatic processing
of CCTV signals

•

Infrared

•

Radiation

•

Chemical, gas, ozone, nitrate, CO, CO2 sensors

•

Electromagnetic radiation, Poynting vector, partial discharge detectors

•

Biological sensors

•

Conduit continuity / resistanceVibration.
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Table 12.1.A: Main project conclusions
Subject area

Conclusion

Text reference

Roadmap for
sensor deployment

There is a need for the more concerted use of power system sensors.
A roadmap for deployment is given.
There is a wide spectrum of predictable enhancements available in
the widespread use of sensors for
power systems operations.
There is a wide spectrum of predictable enhancements available in
the widespread use of sensors for
power systems controls. Specialized techniques for signal
processing and signal delay analysis are needed and outlined.
There are specialized alarm
processing techniques that are
needed to process power system
sensory signals. A new, innovative
idea for economic alarms has been
proposed and illustrated.
Laboratory testing protocols for
power sensors have been outlined
There may be very large benefits in
development of unconventional
sensors, including the commercialization of new instruments. Actual
laboratory tests of Hall effect devices have been documented.

(4.15)

Power
systems operations
Power system
control

Alarm
processing

Laboratory
protocols
Unconventional sensors
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(4.3), (4.21), Chapter 5, Chapter 10

Chapters 6, 9, 10

Chapters 5, 7, 8

(11.1), (11.2)
• Online water concentration of transformer oil (4.2)
• Snow pack depth measurements (4.3)
• Automobile traffic congestion measurements (4.4)
• Ultrasound applications (4.5)
• Transmission tower and transmission
line status sensors (4.6) (4.17)
• Giant Magneto-resistance current sensor
(4.7)
• Satellite technologies (4.8)
• Video technologies (4.9), (4.18)
• The assessment of the measurement of
the Poynting vector for power system instrumentation (4.10)
• Hall effect laboratory tests (Chapter 11)

Table 12.1.B: Main project conclusions, continued
Subject area

Conclusion

Text reference

Real time line
ratings

The full benefit of existing overhead transmission circuits may be
obtained using real time line rating
strategies and instrumentation
Management of end use using sensors offers benefits in the form of
load control.

(2.2)

Management
of end use
Automated
outage detection
Meter reading
technologies
Mechanical
sensors
Thermal sensors
Chemical
sensors
Photogrammetric and
CCTV video
systems

Security enhancement

(2.3), (2.10)
(2.4), (2.5)

These specific sensor systems are
commercially available and a road
map for the use of the commercialized products is contained in the
report.

(2.6)
(2.8), (3.5), (4.6)
(3.2)
(3.3)

These sensors are valuable for security enhancement and ‘post mortem’ security studies, including:
Atomic technologies for transformer oil integrity
Inclinometers
CCTV technologies
Satellite images.
A range of new security enhancement instruments are available and
well suited for power engineering
applications.

(3.4), (4.9), (4.18)

(3.6)

Massively deploying sensors may result in several benefits that includes (but not
limited to):
1.

Advanced warning of developing problems resulting in a fewer catastrophic
failures.

2.

More efficient operations of equipment and overall system resulting in lower losses, better conservation of resources and optimum operation.
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3.

Improved emergency response to problems; operators will have more information to diagnose and deal with problems for both normal and emergency
operations.

4.

Increased security of power grid, thereby, enhancing the homeland security.

The subject of innovative measurements is highlighted as an important area for
examination for power instrumentation. As examples of the latter:
•

Poynting vector (an electromagnetic combination of electric and magnetic
field) instrumentation may offer the capability of measurement of low electric and magnetic fields. The main issues to be addressed are the shielding of
the sensor to reveal specific components of the Poynting vector. The instrumentation of the Poynting vector for electric power applications is a high
risk venture.

•

Measurement of atomic particle absorption (e.g., for detection of transformer oil contamination)

•

Utilization of satellite electromagnetic (e.g. GPS) methods for sag identification of overhead transmission circuits, processing of satellite images for
tree trimming prioritization.

12.2

Suggestions for future work

Most of the remarks above relate to specific sensor types and sensory processing
systems that are tailored to a given application. The success of such instrumentation is
partly related to the risk of success of these concepts. An assessment of the risk of com-
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mercializing the ideas presented is shown in Table 12.2. In the table, the following notation is used to assess risk:
1.

Already commercialized

2.

Not very risky

3.

Commercialization possible

4.

Commercialization is difficult

5.

High risk venture

Additional areas of research include:
•

Assessment of noise in unconventional measurements

•

Relationship between cost and level of security enhancement

•

Widespread use of satellite communication systems, and the impact on system control effectiveness

•

Applications of IP channels, such as voice over IP and controls over IP

•

An assessment of ‘intranet’ security

•

Security enhancements at the sensor itself

•

Commercialization of some of the concepts outlined in this report.
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Table 12.2: Risk assessment for concepts presented in this report
(Shaded area denote the assessed risk factor)
Subject area

Risk factor
1

2

3

Text reference
4

Power systems operations
Power system control
Alarm processing

Economic alarms

5
(4.3), (4.21), Chapter
5, Chapter 10
Chapters 6, 9, 10
Chapters 5, 7, 8

Laboratory protocols
Giant Magneto-resistance current
sensor
Online water concentration of
transformer oil
Snow pack depth measurements
Automobile traffic congestion
measurements
Transmission tower and transmission line status sensors
Ultrasound applications

(11.1), (11.2)
(4.7)

Satellite technologies
Video technologies
Poynting vector for power system
instrumentation
Real time line ratings
Management of end use
Automated outage detection
Meter reading technologies
Mechanical sensors
Thermal sensors
Chemical sensors
Photogrammetric and CCTV video
systems
Security enhancement

(4.8)
(4.9), (4.18)
(4.10)

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.6) (4.17)
(4.5)

(2.2)
(2.3), (2.10)
(2.4), (2.5)
(2.6)
(2.8), (3.5), (4.6)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4), (4.9), (4.18)
(3.6)
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APPENDIX A SAMPLE MATLAB CODE FOR THE CALCULATION OF
DAMPING UTILIZING THE HILBERT TRANSFORM

A sample of MATLAB code is given on the following pages. This code was used
for calculation of signal damping in Chapter 9.
% Use least squares to estimate freq & damping of test signal C1 via
% EMD and Hilbert transform
%
% Includes zero padding either side of test signal to create a fake pulse
% when finding analytic signal
% i.e. Hilbert transform is closer to actual Hilbert transform
%
% Created 2007-09-14

clear all
bWriteExcel = 0
bZeroPad = 1
bPrintFigs = 0
bPlotC1EMD = 0
addpath('..\MexicoData')
load('twoarea') % produces t0, Slin12 inter alia.
windblocks = [0 50;...
0 10;...
10 20;...
20 30;...
30 40;...
40 50;...
0 59.9710];
Xin = real(Slin12(:,3));
Tin = t0.';
srow = 3; % row to start writing file on - reset for each signal
% Consider only a limited interval at a time
for windind = 1:size(windblocks,1)
tic
starttime = windblocks(windind,1);
endtime = windblocks(windind,2);
ind = intersect(find(Tin>=starttime),find(Tin<=endtime));
T = Tin(ind);
X = Xin(ind);
TOffset = T-T(1);
DT = T(end)-T(1);
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MidT = DT/2;
TRes = T(2)-T(1); % resolution of time vector
% Do EMD and Hilbert transform
warnstat = warning('off','MATLAB:m_warning_end_without_block');
[imf,ort,nbit] = emd(X); % Rilling/Flandrin code to find IMFs
% Zero-pad the IMFs in preparation for Hilbert transform
if bZeroPad
onesidepadtime = 5*DT;
TZUpStop = T(end) + onesidepadtime;
TZDownStart = T(1)-onesidepadtime;
TZUpper = T(end)+TRes:TRes:TZUpStop;
TZLower = TZDownStart:TRes:T(1)-TRes;
imfZUpper = zeros(size(imf,1),length(TZUpper));
imfZLower = zeros(size(imf,1),length(TZLower));
CleanIMF = imf; % Store for posterity
CleanT = T;
T = [TZLower.';T;TZUpper.'];
imf = [imfZUpper,imf,imfZLower];
[origT,indOrigT] = intersect(T,CleanT); % store the indices to get back
clear origT
end
warning(warnstat)
% Find analytic signal
as=hilbert(imf.').';
% Strip out the previously-added zeros
if bZeroPad
FullAS = as;
FullT = T;
as = as(:,indOrigT);
T = CleanT;
end
% Extract critical parts of the analytic signal
lnmagas=log(abs(as.'));
angas = unwrap(angle(as.'));
% Extract middle 80% of the analytic signal
% in order to reduce contamination by end effects
% when estimating line slopes
ind_10_90 = round(length(TOffset)*0.1:length(TOffset)*0.9);
TEst = TOffset(ind_10_90);
ASEst = as(:,ind_10_90);
LMASEst = lnmagas(ind_10_90,:);
clear anghat uwabshat erranghat erruwabshat
% Find least-squares estimates
for i=1:size(imf,1),
AMat = [TEst,ones(length(TEst),1)] ;
anghat(:,i) = AMat \ (pi/2+unwrap(angle(ASEst(i,:).')));
uwabshat(:,i) = AMat \ LMASEst(:,i);
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% residues
erranghat(:,i) = norm(AMat*anghat(:,i)-(pi/2+unwrap(angle(ASEst(i,:).'))));
erruwabshat(:,i) = norm(AMat*uwabshat(:,i)-LMASEst(:,i));
end
modeID = (1:size(imf,1))';
wdhat = anghat(1,:);
fdhat = wdhat/2/pi;
uwAhat = exp(uwabshat(2,:));
uwsigmahat = uwabshat(1,:);
uwwnhat = sqrt(uwsigmahat.^2+wdhat.^2);
uwzetahat = -uwsigmahat./uwwnhat;
disp(['A ';'fd ';'sigma';'zeta ';'wn '])
uwResMat{sgnl} = [uwAhat;fdhat;uwsigmahat;uwzetahat;uwwnhat;erruwabshat;erranghat];
IDMat{sgnl} = [ones(length(modeID),1)*[windind,starttime,endtime],modeID];
% If desired, write data to Excel file via DDE
if bWriteExcel
ch=ddeinit('excel',['C1']);
erow = srow + length(modeID) - 1;
nsr = num2str(srow);
ner = num2str(erow);
string = ['r',nsr,'c1:r',ner,'c11'];
dump{sgnl} = [IDMat{sgnl},uwResMat{sgnl}.'];
res=ddepoke(ch,string,dump{sgnl})
rc=ddeterm(ch);
srow = erow+1;
else
disp(uwResMat{sgnl})
end
[sgnl,windind]
toc
% Plot key signals
if 1
figure,subplot(311)
plot(T,X)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Signal x(t) (pu)')
subplot(312),plot(FullT,imag(FullAS(1,:)))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Hilbert transform (pu)')
subplot(313),plot(FullT,log(abs(FullAS(1,:))))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('ln | analytic signal | (pu)')
end
end
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